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ABSTRACT 

 

Explosive atmospheres are a significant hazard in many mining, mineral processing, and 

industrial workplaces. These workplaces often require hot work for maintenance, repairs, or 

production activities. If the workpiece cannot be removed from the potential explosive 

atmosphere, the hazard must be mitigated through engineering and administrative controls. The 

hazards must be identified, explosive atmospheres evacuated from the work area, sources of 

gases removed, and appropriate measure taken to prevent hazards from reentering the area during 

hot work. Despite these measures, fatalities and significant losses still occur. The ideal solution 

is to move up the hierarch of controls to substitution. 

Abrasive waterjet (AWJ) cutting is a potential substitute for hot drilling and cutting 

processes. At the macroscopic level, AWJ cutting of steel is a cool process. The scientific 

literature and industry experts have demonstrated that transient sparks can occur during AWJ 

cutting. No model of AWJ ignition potential is presently available in the literature. The spark 

generation process and sparks have not been characterized. A single published data set exists 

with ignitions reported at 300MPa (43.5kpsi) and is not representative of field cutting parameters 

that represent a potential hot work substitute. 

The AWJ ignition process was characterized and a model of AWJ ignition was 

developed. Energy transfer and spark generation were calculated from the model and the 

maximum potential spark was characterized. Based on the model, it was hypothesized that 

reducing the operating pressure would reduce the ignition rate. Experiments were conducted with 

AWJ parameters representative of field cutting applications. Drilling and linear cutting tests were 

conducted at 69MPa (10kpsi) in a hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere. No ignitions occurred during 

the drilling and cutting experiments. It is concluded that AWJ cutting is a promising potential hot 

work substitute for cutting and drilling steel in a subset of explosive atmospheres. Further 

parametric analysis is recommended. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Cutting, drilling, and grinding of metal components and structures are often required in 

mining, petroleum, and construction workplaces. This work, which has the potential to generate 

sparks, is often characterized as hot work. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA) defines hot work as “any work that involves burning, welding, using fire - or spark - 

producing tools, or that produces a source of ignition” (Occupational Safety and Health, 

Administration n.d.). In order to safely perform any hot activity where flammable or explosive 

materials or vapors may exist, the work and the flammable or explosive materials and their 

vapors must be separated. Ideally, the material requiring hot work would be removed from the 

potential hazards. However, hot work is often required to repair, modify, upgrade, or 

decommission equipment and infrastructure that cannot be removed or isolated from the 

potential hazards. In this case, engineering and administrative controls are required. 

Prior to conducting hot work in a potentially explosive environment, the hazards must be 

identified and mitigated. During pre-work inspections, potential hazards are first identified by the 

presence of fuels and other flammable materials that may produce combustible vapors. The 

hazard caused by these materials is not necessarily limited to the immediate environment. 

Flammable vapors are transient and may migrate and accumulate in poorly ventilated areas and 

sumps. Changing conditions, such as temperature, ventilation, or other site activities, may 

change the nature of the hazard. 

Once the hazards have been identified, they must be removed from the work area. This 

typically means that any liquids capable of producing explosive gases need to be evacuated or 

displaced by a non-explosive fluid or gas. Then, the spaces where fumes could accumulate need 

to be ventilated and any residual materials removed. Once this is accomplished, the atmosphere 

should be monitored for traces of explosive gases. Additionally, potential routes for explosive 

gases to enter the work area may need to be blocked to ensure that new hazards do not enter the 

work area. The existing procedures for hot work in potentially explosive environments work well 

in a narrow scope of applications when applied correctly. However, significant risk remains in 
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many situations common to mining and heavy construction where the work environment has 

restricted access, is complex and integrated, or cannot be isolated, such as tanks, piping 

networks, or processing facilities. 

1.1.1 Hierarchy of Controls 

 The National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) uses a hierarchy of 

controls as a guide to the best safety practices (National Institute for Occupational Safety and 

Health 2015). At the bottom of this hierarchy is personal protective equipment (PPE). PPE is the 

least effective form of protection and, in the case of explosive atmospheres, cannot adequately 

protect workers. Administrative controls improve the safety of workers by establishing 

guidelines in hazardous situations. Implementation requires that policies and worker training be 

tailored to anticipated hazards. The weakness of administrative controls is that workers must be 

able to recognize the potential hazard, know the correct procedure, and follow this procedure. 

Engineering controls further improve safety by separating the workers from the hazard. When 

the worker is separated from the hazard, the worker’s safety is less dependent on strict adherence 

to procedure. Substitution replaces the hazard with a tool or process that reduces the hazard. 

Using an alternative tool that does not produce sparks in a potentially explosive atmosphere is an 

example of substitution. Elimination of the hazard is the most effective means of improving 

safety. For example, if a facility removes all materials that can produce an explosive atmosphere, 

it removes the risk of igniting an explosive atmosphere. The hierarchy of controls is illustrated in 

Figure 1. 

The primary hazard presented by hot work is the potential to generate flames and sparks 

with enough energy to ignite explosive atmospheres. The current practice of separating workers 

from the hazards and changing work procedures represent a mixture of administrative and 

engineering controls. While these procedures do significantly improve safety, they are far from 

ideal or practical in many applications. The Chemical Safety Board (CSB) personnel have stated 

that there are typically hot work accidents on a weekly basis (Schillaci 2014). Research from the 

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) shows that cutting torches alone were responsible 

for an average of 934 fires, 5 civilian fatalities, 30 civilian injuries, and $80 million in property 

damage per year in the U.S. from 2007-2011 (John R. Hall 2013). In total, cutting torches, 

welders, burners, and soldering equipment averaged 2,260 fires and $165 million in damages 
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(John R. Hall 2013). The NFPA found that power tools averaged an additional 1,121 fires, 2 

civilian fatalities, and $73 million in property damage over the same period (John R. Hall 2013). 

 

 

 

Hot work accidents typically occur in industrial settings where there are materials capable 

of producing explosive gasses, confined spaces or vessels, and hot work is required. Mineral 

processing facilities, refineries, chemical plants, oil and gas infrastructure, agriculture and food 

processing facilities, manufacturing facilities, shipyards, and mines all have the potential for hot 

work fires and explosions. The CSB singled out tanks as one of the leading causes of hot work 

fatalities. The CSB’s investigation identified 60 tank related hot work fatalities between 1990 

and 2010 (Schillaci 2014). The CSB only began systematically tracking hot work incidents in 

2008. According to CSB Investigations Supervisor Donald Holmstrom, these incidents have 

become “one of the most significant types of incidents the CSB investigates, in terms of deaths, 

in terms of frequency (Chemical Safety Board 2010).” 

In many cases, it is not possible to eliminate the hot work or the fuels and chemicals that 

are responsible for the potentially explosive atmospheres. However, the tools used for hot work 

Figure 1.1: Hierarchy of Controls – adapted from NIOSH (National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health 2015). 
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can be substituted. A tool substitution will improve safety by advancing from administrative and 

engineering controls to substitution in some scenarios. Substitution or avoiding hot work is the 

first safety recommendation of the CSB (Schillaci 2014). 

1.1.2 Problem Statement 

 Hot work presents a major scheduling and safety challenge in many mining, petroleum, 

and construction environments. Safely ventilating the work area and removing all potential 

sources of combustible gasses often restricts or entirely shuts down plant/mine operations. These 

shutdowns are typically scheduled to coincide with cleaning and other maintenance activities to 

minimize the disruption to operations. In these scheduled activities, the challenges associated 

with hot work are usually manageable and are regularly performed in modern industrial settings. 

However, the difficulties, hazards, and impact of hot work increase as the predictability of the 

work decreases. 

 Unscheduled maintenance and repairs requiring hot work has the potential to take an 

entire facility or process offline. The work may be as simple as drilling a hole pattern for the 

installation of a new piece of equipment or replacing a section of pipe that has corroded and is 

leaking. However, workplace preparations may require that thousands of gallons of fuel be 

moved, pipelines be drained and blocked to prevent the movement of vapors, and extensive 

cleaning of residual materials to remove the explosion hazard. These mitigation actions and the 

resulting disruptions can cost far more than the required work and present a significant hazard on 

their own. Therefore, a technical substitute for drilling, cutting, and grinding that does not 

present an ignition hazard could improve employee safety, save facilities significant downtime, 

and may be economically competitive with traditional solutions despite a higher unit cost and 

system complexity. 

 The potential value of an explosion safe drilling or cutting technology as a substitute to 

conventional hot work methods increases where circumstances complicate the removal of 

potential explosion hazards. Complications may occur due to time pressure, the inability to move 

or mitigate explosion hazards, and uncertainty in the nature and location of potential hazards. 

Salvage, reclamation, and decommissioning work often requires cutting into confined 

compartments, machinery, pipes, and tanks. It is possible that salvage crews will be unable to 

measure potential explosion hazards in these spaces or remove the source of the hazard. 
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Therefore, in these applications it is necessary to have tools that can safely cut into confined 

spaces with potentially explosive environments. 

 Emergency responses can present a worst-case combination of circumstances. Time 

pressure requires rescuers to act expediently to protect lives and property. There may be 

insufficient time to form a detailed plan of operation, perform the necessary testing, and to 

ensure the complete removal of all potential explosion hazards. The time pressure is further 

complicated by potentially damaged and inoperable equipment. The unknown state of potential 

hazards and the inability to control equipment can result in rescuers being uncertain of the 

explosion hazards and unable to control the location of these hazards. In these situations, 

established protocols dictate that rescue activities be suspended until the hazard potential is 

mitigated or can be quantified below an established threshold. 

1.1.3 Characteristics of a Solution 

 The ideal solution to this problem is a tool that can safely cut metals or other material 

with any coating regardless of the atmosphere. To be useful, this tool needs to be cost effective 

and fast enough to finish its work in a timely manner. This universally safe tool does not 

currently exist. The fatal flaw for a universally safe cutting tool is the interaction between the 

cutting tool, the materials, and the atmosphere. The materials may interact in an unexpected and 

hazardous manner with other material layers, the atmosphere, the surroundings, or the tool. For 

example, some materials will produce pyrophoric sparks when exposed to air. Pyrophoric sparks 

are the result of the material spontaneously combusting when it is exposed to air. These sparks 

can then ignite an explosive atmosphere despite the tool not warming the work area. As this 

example illustrates, there are scenarios where a low temperature process can still lead to 

hazardous sparks. No plausible process can guarantee its safety in all possible scenarios. 

 A solution does not need to be universal to be useful. Most industrial, mining, and 

construction applications only utilize a small subset of possible materials, coatings, and 

potentially explosive materials. This makes it possible to verify a cutting process for likely 

conditions in an industry. In most cases, the metal is steel, and it is coated with common 

industrial paints, epoxies, and residual contaminants. Specific industries and applications have a 

much shorter list of preferred steels and paints. For example, pipeline tubing typically uses L 

series steel, such as L210GA, and general construction would likely use S series steel, such as 
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S235JRH (Steel Tube: Portal for users of steel tubes n.d.). The materials capable of causing an 

explosive hazard on a work site should be known to management and have material safety data 

sheets (MSDS) available. This means that a substitute can be easily selected and utilized in 

appropriate conditions if the process has been cleared for those conditions. 

1.1.4 Abrasive Waterjets 

Ultra-high pressure abrasive waterjets (AWJ) are a potential substitute for grinding, 

cutting, drilling, and surface preparation of metal in explosive environments. AWJs are 

commercially available and used to cut a wide variety of steel; the primary materials of interest 

in industrial settings. This satisfies the economic and cutting speed requirements for a practical 

hot work substitute. AWJ cutting is a lower temperature process that uses water with an abrasive 

entrained in the stream. With appropriate fluid pressures and operating parameters, AWJs have 

the ability to cut any metal. This leads to the hypothesis that AWJ have less ignition potential 

than traditional hot work methods. 

It is believed by some in industry that abrasive waterjets can be safely used to cut steel in 

explosive atmospheres. However, there is only one paper that addresses the mechanics of gas 

ignition by AWJ (P. L. Miller 1999). In Fluid Jet Ignition Hazards Safety Analysis, Paul Miller 

established that the basic ignition mechanism for AWJ in explosive atmospheres is kinetic 

energy sparks and demonstrated that abrasive waterjets can function in environments where 

kinetic energy sparks and open flames would cause ignition. The tests conducted by Miller also 

showed that AWJ can ignite gases in some situations. The situations where ignition was 

observed are not representative of typical industrial cutting scenarios. Typical industry scenarios 

where the AWJ was used to cut steel in the presence of combustible hydrocarbon vapors did not 

result in ignition (P. L. Miller 1999). Open flames and grinding or cutting would ignite the test 

mixtures that AWJs did not ignite. This demonstrates that AWJs are a potential substitute to 

traditional hot work in some scenarios. 

The research conducted by Miller was preliminary and general in nature and did not 

conclusively establish numerical limits on the safe operation of AWJ in explosive environments. 

Despite intense interest, there has not been any follow up research that establishes these limits or 

validates Miller’s conclusions, particularly at system pressures and flow rates common to field 

cutting. In the absence of this research, the industry is divided on the safety of AWJs in 
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explosive atmospheres. Some companies will use AWJs to cut into steel pipes and tanks that may 

contain explosive vapors while others question the safety of this practice and have prohibited 

AWJ use in all explosive applications pending more research. For AWJ use in explosive 

environments to be considered safe and become a widely accepted method, significant research 

that investigates the safe range of conditions and operating characteristics must be established. 

1.1.5 Research Objectives 

 AWJs may represent a viable substitute to many hazards inherent to hot work. However, 

many of the safety concerns have not been properly addressed. Existing research is preliminary 

and very general in nature. Therefore, the objective of this dissertation is to provide analytical 

and experimental evidence that supports or disproves the hypothesis that AWJs can safely cut 

metal in a relevant subset of possible explosive atmospheres and material combinations common 

to mining and mineral processing. To accomplish this, the research will investigate and model 

the potential ignition mechanisms of AWJ cutting for a set of operating parameters, which will 

serve as the basis for future work. 

 AWJ ignition research has identified three main ignition hazards when cutting metals; 

pyrophoric sparks, electrostatic discharges, and kinetic energy sparks from the heat generated 

during mechanical cutting. Existing research conclusively shows that pyrophoric sparks and 

electrostatic discharges can ignite explosive atmospheres during AWJ cutting (P. L. Miller 

1999). These risks can be eliminated by proper grounding and not cutting pyrophoric materials 

with AWJs in explosive atmospheres. Kinetic energy sparks cannot be eliminated with industry 

relevant steel cutting. Therefore, the objective of this research is to characterize the ignition 

potential of kinetic energy sparks in AWJ cutting. 

1.1.6 Original Contribution 

 The safety of AWJ cutting in explosive environments is uncertain and primarily founded 

in speculation. Despite widespread use, there is only a single research paper in the public domain 

that addresses the mechanisms of AWJ sparks igniting explosive atmospheres. This paper is 

general in scope and proposes possible mechanisms instead of specifics. Its results have not yet 

been verified or validated. The proposed research will contribute to questions regarding whether 

AWJs can be employed safely in specific hazardous environments and further develop an 

understanding of the ignition mechanism. This research also shifts the focus to field cutting 
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applications instead of machining. Field cutting applications often have an operating pressure in 

the 69MPa (10kpsi) to 138MPa (20kpsi) range and substantially higher flow rates than AWJ 

machining, which is often in excess of 40kpsi. It is expected that this thesis will provide an 

improved understanding of AWJ spark generation and their ignition potential as well as aid in 

future research by contributing to the scientific literature related to this subject. 

1.2 Abrasive Waterjet Fundamentals 

Waterjet use in mining began in California in the 1850s with hydraulic mining (J. 

Wolgamott 2015). By the 1930s, low pressure waterjets were being utilized for pressure washing 

and cleaning tanks and sewers (J. Wolgamott 2015). The first generation of high-pressure pumps 

became commercially available in the mid-1970s. By the 1980s, waterjet technology developed 

into two commercial sectors; cutting and industrial cleaning. In general, cleaning and surface 

preparation applications are lower pressure than cutting applications, although there is some 

overlap in the pressure ranges (Terpenning 2015). Cleaning waterjets range from low flow 

handheld shotguns to large mechanized systems designed to clean boiler tubes in power plants or 

strip coatings and fouling from ships and steel structures. In cutting applications, waterjets are 

used to cut a wide variety of materials from paper and fabric to composites and steel. 

Continuous waterjets without abrasives or modifications to the flow are effective in 

cutting and fragmenting softer materials, concrete, and some types of rock. They preferentially 

attack flaws in the material or the weaker portion of a heterogeneous material, which allows 

them to cut surprisingly tough materials (H. Miller 2015). However, continuous waterjets are 

unable to efficiently cut strong ductile materials like steel. The improved cutting capabilities of 

AWJ systems for steel and related material stem from very different impingement dynamics and 

failure mechanisms than continuous jets. Abrasives are introduced to the water and are used to 

effectively transfer the energy of the water to the abrasive (Summers 1995). The waterjet 

accelerates the abrasives, imparting them with kinetic energy. The abrasives then impact the 

target surface. Because the abrasives are hard and angular, they concentrate the kinetic energy of 

the impact on a small area and cause far greater stresses than continuous waterjets. On impact, 

the abrasive particles gouge out small cuttings from the target (McClister 2015). The cuttings are 

the primary source of the kinetic energy sparks that are an ignition concern (McClister 2015). 

The sum of these removed particles is the kerf, the region of material removed by the cut. 
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AWJ systems are typically comprised of an ultra-high-pressure pump, an abrasive feed 

system, the nozzle, a motion control system, and a catchment system. In most cases, the ultra-

high-pressure pump used is an intensifier pump. Intensifiers multiply the pressure of hydraulic 

oil by applying the hydraulic oil to a large piston which drives a smaller plunger. The increase in 

pressure is proportional to the difference in piston area. Typical operating pressure for 

intensifiers in AWJ systems are 207MPa (30kpsi) to 552MPa (80kpsi) (Hashish, Waterjet 

Technology: Basics and Beyond 2015). A typical intensifier is shown in Figure 1.2. The central 

double acting hydraulic cylinder actuates plungers in both high pressure cylinders. The hydraulic 

cylinder is reversed by shift cables that actuate the pilot valve when the cylinder reaches the end 

of its stroke. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Intensifier pump diagram – Adapted from Flow International Inc. 

 

Minimum kinetic energy requirements for the abrasive particles set the lower bound of 

AWJ system pressures (Hashish, Waterjet Technology: Basics and Beyond 2015). The freezing 

point of water and the cooling caused by adiabatic compression limit the possible pressure of a 

system to below 1082MPa (157kpsi) (Hashish, Waterjet Technology: Basics and Beyond 2015). 

However, mechanical reliability and economic considerations currently preclude the use of 

intensifiers near this limit. Jet Edge is currently producing 793MPa (115kpsi) intensifiers, but 

most AWJ systems operate at significantly lower pressures. The high-pressure water is fed into 

the nozzle where it passes through a small jeweled orifice. The decrease in diameter accelerates 

the water and produces a high velocity jet. The jet passes through a mixing chamber where the 
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abrasive is introduced. The abrasive is typically garnet or corundum when cutting steel. Some 

designs use the pressure drop caused by the venturi effect to pull the abrasive into the mixing 

chamber while others inject the abrasive into the flow path (Dorle, Tyler and Summers 2003). 

The abrasive laden jet then enters the collating tube. The collating tube is larger than the orifice 

and smaller than the mixing chamber (Summers 1995). This long straight tube allows the 

abrasive particles to accelerate and increases the cohesion of the flow prior to impingement. 

Most of the abrasive resides along the periphery of the stream and is not regularly distributed 

through the jet’s cross section (Dorle, Tyler and Summers 2003). 

The acceleration of the abrasive by the water in the mixing chamber transfers a portion of 

the water’s kinetic energy to the abrasive. The energy transferred to the abrasive in this stage is 

responsible for the cutting work performed by the AWJ on impact. Abrasive acceleration is non-

uniform, with the velocity of some particles measured in excess of 70 percent of the jet velocity 

(P. Roth, H. Looser and K. Heiniger, et al. 2005). However, the mean velocity of the abrasive is 

typically below 25 percent of the stream velocity (P. L. Miller 1999), (Dorle, Tyler and Summers 

2003). The mixing tube stabilizes the jet and minimizes the disruption caused by the addition of 

the abrasives (Hashish, Waterjet Technology: Basics and Beyond 2015). The jet exits the nozzle 

and then impacts the surface being cut. The water typically increases to 65 to 80 degrees Celsius 

from ambient temperature and forms a dense mist on impact (P. L. Miller 1999). The water 

serves as a coolant and typically keeps the average material temperature in the kerf below 100 

Celsius (P. L. Miller 1999). It is important to note the cooling effect of the water prevents any 

large portion of the material from approaching the autoignition temperature of most common 

fuels. Therefore, the ignition hazard lies with sparks exiting the mist near the kerf, not the 

temperature of the kerf or the tools. 

Field and machining applications of AWJ cutting differ significantly. The cutting 

mechanism is largely the same, but there are significant differences in the equipment, operating 

parameters, and performance. Pumps for field cutting applications are positive displacement 

plunger pumps and often have an operating pressure in the 69MPa (10kpsi) to 138MPa (20kpsi) 

range. Field pumps are mobile and are often mounted on trailers or skids. These units are 

generally powered by diesel engines or ac motors if electrical power is available. In contrast, 

AWJ machining applications generally use an intensifier pump and are not mobile. Machining 
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applications often have operating pressures in the 276MPa (40kpsi) to 414MPa (60kpsi) range. 

Flow rates for intensifier pumps are generally much lower than positive displacement pumps. For 

example, 60kpsi intensifiers from Flow International are rated for 1.78 l/min (0.47gal/min) at 

30hp and 7.08 l/min (1.87gal/min) at 100hp (Flow 2019). In contrast, a 100hp NLB 10215D unit 

rated at 69mPa (10kpsi) has a flow rate of 95lpm (25gpm) (NLB Corp n.d.). This difference in 

flow rates results in a similar difference in abrasive usage. AWJs for field applications tend to 

use ceramic inserts while higher pressure systems for machining applications favor a jewel 

orifice. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Abrasive waterjet cutaway 

 

Fundamental research has demonstrated that abrasive waterjet performance is a function 

of as many as 42 variables. In many situations, this can be simplified to 5 key parameters; the 

rate of abrasive loading, flow rate, motion, pressure, and flow cohesiveness (Summers 1995), 

(Miles and Henning 2015). Abrasive loading is the amount of abrasive particles being introduced 

into the waterjet per unit of time for a given flow rate. The flow rate determines the size of the jet 
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and its cutting potential at a given set of parameters. The traverse speed and path influence the 

cutting rate, quality, and the geometry of the cut. The pressure drives the overall velocity of the 

jet and the abrasive particles, which determines the impact energy of the particles. The 

cohesiveness of the flow determines the effective range of the jet and influences other 

characteristics, such as the velocity and distribution of abrasives. 

1.2.1 Difficulty of Modeling AWJ 

 AWJs are generally considered to be too complex to directly model analytically. Various 

industry and academic researchers have been able to successfully model AWJ behavior over a 

small range of variables by using empirically derived models. The difficulty in analytically 

modelling AWJs comes from the number of variables, the material properties involved, and the 

complex behavior of high-pressure fluid. At high pressure, water is compressible and exhibits 

non-Newtonian behavior, which can create transient flow characteristics within the turbulent 

fluid. This is further complicated by multiphase flow and the complex geometry of the AWJ 

system. Metal erosion is both path dependent and sensitive to initial conditions. These factors 

preclude any analytical solution for AWJs and have so far impaired the development of 

computational fluids simulations. 

1.2.2 Empirical Results 

 In lieu of analytical models, industry and academia have conducted and published 

extensive empirical research on AWJs in typical industrial cutting conditions. While this body of 

research on AWJ performance does not directly investigate ignition, some of the results are 

valuable. For example, the kinetic energy of an abrasive particle is dependent on its size and 

velocity. The velocity profile of the abrasive relative to the water measures the efficiency of the 

energy transfer between the water and the abrasive. Therefore, there have been multiple papers 

published on the velocity profile of abrasive particles, including Determination of Abrasive 

Particle Velocity Using Laser-Induced Fluorescence and Particle Tracking Methods by Roth in 

2005 (P. Roth, H. Looser and K. Heiniger, et al. 2005). With a known abrasive size distribution 

and a known particle velocity distribution, it is then possible to calculate the kinetic energy of the 

largest individual impacts. The average particle energy is not known because many abrasive 

particles fracture during acceleration in the mixing tube and upon impact. 
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1.2.3 AWJ Operational Advantages 

 AWJs have several key advantages. First, waterjet cutting is inherently not a hot process. 

While abrasive cutting does heat the material and can generate sparks, the high thermal capacity 

of the water keeps the average temperature of the cutting area from becoming an ignition hazard. 

This prevents surface coatings from catching fire and thermal damage to the material being cut. 

The cut finish from an AWJ is cleaner than the surface left by a cutting torch. AWJ operation is 

simple and highly amenable for remote control. The lack of mechanical contact and low reaction 

forces greatly simplifies control and system design. AWJs don’t require predrilling, can start in 

the middle of a plate, and can stop or start cutting instantaneously. These advantages make AWJs 

a viable alternative for cutting in industrial settings. 

1.2.4 AWJ Disadvantages 

 AWJs are less flexible and harder to predict for new applications.  System specifications 

are determined by experimentation and experience instead of predictive models. This is normally 

acceptable when designing a system for a known set of parameters. However, the inflexibility of 

major components, like the pump, make adjusting the system difficult. AWJ systems are more 

sophisticated and have a higher logistics footprint than ubiquitous tools like grinders and cutting 

torches. Abrasive waterjet cutting can result in waviness of the kerf and striations on the side of 

the kerf. Minimization of waviness and striations is dependent on operational parameter and 

material characteristics. AWJ systems have the potential to spread water and abrasives around 

the work area and generally require more cleanup. AWJ systems have higher unit operating and 

capital costs compared to most conventional tools. These disadvantages are generally considered 

relatively minor as compared to the potential benefits of a safe hot work substitute. 

1.2.5 Dissertation Organization 

 The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is the literature 

search. The literature search is broken down into four categories; spark ignition research, 

abrasive waterjet research, a detailed discussion of Fluid Jet Ignition Hazards and Safety 

Analysis, and machining and metal cutting research. Each section of Chapter 2 is followed by a 

discussion section that summarizes key information. Chapter 3 presents the fundamentals of 

abrasive waterjet cutting and ignition. It is separated into combustion requirements, ignition 
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mechanisms and the generation and travel of sparks during cutting. Chapter 4 covers the 

experimental plan. The variables are identified, and the experimental variables are selected. This 

is followed by the experimental plan. Chapter 5 contains a general discussion of modeling and 

the models used in this dissertation. Chapter 6 is the experimental results and discussion. The 

conclusion and recommendations for further research are presented in Chapter 7.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 Research into the ignition potential of AWJs draws from two distinct fields; general AWJ 

research and explosion/fire research. The relevant AWJ research has its roots in the development 

of modern AWJ systems in the 1970s and 1980s. The ignition research has its roots in the 1930s 

and 1940s. The first and only major multidisciplinary work published on AWJ ignition potential 

was Paul L. Miller’s Fluid Jet Ignition Hazards Safety Analysis in 1999. AWJ and spark ignition 

research is supplemented by mechanical cutting and chip heat research. 

2.1 Spark Ignition Research 

Accidental ignitions of explosive atmospheres were recognized as a major safety problem 

in mining by the1800s (J. Wolgamott 2015). Exposed candle flames were responsible for 

igniting methane gas in coal mines leading to deadly explosions. In 1815, Humphry Davy 

developed the Davy Lamp to provide safe lighting in gassy mines (The Royal Institute n.d.). The 

development of internal combustion engines lead to a greater need to understand and quantify the 

ignition of explosive gasses. Quantitative investigation into spark ignition was underway by the 

1900s. The initial research focused on measuring the energy required for an electric spark to 

ignite a gas. In 1914, W. M. Thornton published The Ignition of Gases by Condenser Discharge 

Sparks (Thornton, The Ignition of Gases by Condenser Discharge Sparks 1914). Thornton’s 

experiments tested the energy required for an electric spark to ignite a fuel air mixture at 

different concentrations (Thornton, The Ignition of Gases by Condenser Discharge Sparks 1914). 

Butane, propane, ethane, methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide, and hydrogen were 

tested. The experiments established that a minimum amount of energy was required to ignite 

each gas. Furthermore, Thornton observed that the ignition energy required to ignite the gas 

increased as the concentration moved towards the lower or upper flammable limits of the gas. 

This is close to the shape of modern measurements. However, Thornton’s measurements show 

large plateaus in the ignition energy curves and have no analysis of the probability of ignition at 

a given energy and concentration. This pattern is repeated in Thornton’s 1915 paper, The 

Reaction Between Gas and Pole in the Electrical Ignition of Gaseous Mixtures (Thornton, The 
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Reaction Between Gas and Poles in the Electrical Ignition of Gaseous Mixtures 1915). In 

contrast, modern research with multiple tests at the same energy and gas concentration shows 

that is a probabilistic component to ignition. Despite these methodological problems, Thornton’s 

work represents an important step in quantifying ignition energy. 

By the 1920s, electric ignition research was being applied to internal combustion engines. 

In 1920, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics published a report titled Effect of 

Temperature and Pressure on the Sparking Voltage (Silsbee and Loeb 1920). In this report, L. B. 

Loeb and F. B. Silsbee confirmed the theoretical expectation that the density of a gas drives the 

spark voltage (Silsbee and Loeb 1920). This type of incremental application of specific research 

results became more common as ignition research specialized in supporting internal combustion 

engines. There are numerous examples of ignition system patents and electrical ignition research 

through the 1930s and 1940s. It was, however, clear that further developments and refinements 

in electrical spark ignition contributed very little to some aspects of industrial safety. Kinetic 

energy sparks, which are responsible for many hot work accidents, differ significantly from 

electric sparks. The seminal work of Robert Silver and Stewart Patterson in the late 1930s 

quantified the ignition potential of kinetic energy sparks and started a new line of research 

(Silver 1937). 

In 1937, Robert Silver published The Ignition of Gaseous Mixtures by Hot Particles. 

Silver’s objective was to quantify the ignition of flammable gases by hot particles (Silver 1937). 

Regulation of underground coal blasting was based on experience instead of an analysis of the 

ignition potential of sparks. Silver’s experiments measured the temperature of a quartz sphere 

required to ignite hydrogen. Silver used a 20 percent hydrogen atmosphere and a velocity of 4 

meters per second. The autoignition temperature of hydrogen is 500C (Engineering Toolbox 

n.d.). Silver found that a 5mm particle had to be 800C to ignite the hydrogen mixture (Silver 

1937). As the size of the particle decreased, the required temperature increased nonlinearly. 

These experiments indicated that small particle ignition is a complex heat transfer problem, 

where the surface temperature alone does not predict ignition. In 1938, Stewart Paterson built on 

Silver’s research with The Ignition of Inflammable Gases by Hot Moving Particles (Paterson 

1938). Paterson showed that increasing the spark velocity increased the temperature required for 

ignition. In 1940, Patterson published The Ignition of Inflammable Gases by Hot Moving 
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Particles-II and found consensus with the earlier research (Patterson 1940). Silver and 

Patterson’s results approximately match recent experiments and are regularly cited in 

contemporary publications. 

By the 1940s, it was becoming apparent that there was a probabilistic component to 

ignition. Experiments showed that there was a range where ignition may occur while the models 

were largely deterministic. Bernard Lewis and Guenther von Elbe published such a theory in 

Ignition of Explosive Gas Mixtures by Electric Sparks. II. Theory of the Propagation of Flame 

from an Instantaneous Point Source of Ignition in the Journal of Chemical Physics (Lewis and 

Elbe 1947). Rodolphe Viallard wrote to the editor of the journal pointing out that experiments 

showed the minimum ignition energy did exist but was not absolute (Viallard 1948). Viallard 

noted that no theory had been developed to explain these variations and offered several 

explanations ranging from instrumentation to physical phenomena. The probabilistic nature of 

ignition near the minimum ignition energy is still observed for heated sphere experiments. 

There were attempts to analytically model the ignition of gases flowing over hot bodies. 

In 1956, Paul L. Chambré published On the Ignition of a Moving Combustible Gas Stream. 

Chambré developed a two-dimensional ignition model of a gas flowing over a heated wire 

(Chambré 1956). Chambré noted that heat transfer primarily occurs in the thin boundary layer 

over the body and assumed that the presence of chemical reactions would not change this. Some 

simplifications of the equations were required due to the author’s lack of access to a computer. 

Combustion was modeled in the region of the front stagnation point. The analytical results 

predicted that an upper velocity limit for ignition exists at a given temperature. This matched the 

experimental findings of Silver and Paterson. Subsequent experiments and computational fluid 

modeling have shown that ignition with heated spheres does not occur at the front stagnation 

point. Instead, it occurs behind the separation point (where the streamlines separate from the 

sphere and the turbulent wake starts) (S. Coronel, Thermal Ignition Using Moving Hot Particles 

2016). It is unlikely that an exact analytic solution exists due to the complexity of heat transfer, 

mass transfer, and reactions. The upper limit on ignition velocity at a given temperature is still 

valid. 

The danger of hot particles as an ignition source was apparent by the 1950s. In 1951, the 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics published the Relationship Between Inflammables 
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and Ignition Sources in Aircraft Environments (Scull 1951). This report was a survey of existing 

research on ignition hazards for fuel vapors. Wilfred Scull identified hot particles as a possible 

ignition source in aircraft. Robert Silver’s 1937 data on heated sphere ignition were used as an 

approximation of mechanical sparks. Similar concerns exist in the oil and gas industry. In 1994, 

the Journal of Loss Prevention in the Process Industries published a similar survey article, 

Possible Sources of Ignition of Potential Explosive Gas Atmospheres on Offshore Process 

Installations. In this article, Rolf Eckhoff and Odd Thomassen cite mechanical sparks as a likely 

source of ignition and approximate these as hot spheres and rods (Eckhoff and Thomassen 1994). 

The hot sphere test data came from Silver and Patterson’s papers that were published between 

1937 and 1940. The hot rod data came from a 1949 conference paper. Contemporary hot sphere 

ignition research is primarily being driven by aviation and industrial safety. 

The modeling of hot particle ignition of gases remained largely stagnate until 2010 when 

G. V. Kuznetsov and P. A. Strizhak of Tomsk Polytechnic University published Transient Heat 

and Mass Transfer at the Ignition of Vapor and Gas Mixture by a Moving Hot Particle 

(Kuznetsov and Strizhak 2010). This paper presented a partial numerical model of the ignition of 

a gas by a moving particle. The particle was modeled as a two-dimensional square in a gas flow. 

The models showed that smaller particles would have a greater ignition delay. The coordinates 

were unitless, so the paper made no further ignition predictions that could be experimentally 

verified. 

By 2010, Joseph Shepherd and the Explosive Dynamics Laboratory at the California 

Institute of Technology were modeling heated surface ignition in two dimensions. In 2011, S. K. 

Menon, P. A. Boettcher, B. Ventura, J. E. Shepherd, and G. Blanquart published Modeling Hot-

Surface Ignition of Hydrocarbon-Air Mixtures (S. K. Menon, et al. 2011). The paper presents the 

simulation of a heated glow plug in two dimensions. First the glow plug was modeled without 

combustion. Then the resulting temperature profile was compared to experimental measurements 

and found to be nearly equivalent. The simulation was run again with chemical reactions to 

model the ignition of the gas. These results were compared to flame formation in experiments 

and predicted the experimental results. This research was funded by Boeing for aerospace safety 

and represented the start of modern hot sphere modeling by the Explosion Dynamics Lab. 
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The 2013 International Colloquium on the Dynamics of Explosions and Reactive 

Systems (ICDERS) conference in Taiwan presented two papers on the ignition of explosive 

gases by hot particles. Two independent research groups modeled hot particle ignition and 

compared the model to experimental results. The first, David Roth, Pratyush Sharma, Thomas 

Haeber, Robert Schiessl, Henning Bockhorn, and Ulrich Maas, used a laser heated stationary 

sphere in a hydrogen/air mixture for Ignition by Mechanical Sparks – Ignition Temperatures of 

Hydrogen/Air-Mixtures Ignited by Small Metal/Ceramic Particles (Roth, Sharma, et al., Ignition 

by Mechanical Sparks – Ignition Temperatures of Hydrogen/Air-Mixtures Ignited by Small 

Metal/Ceramic Particles 2013). Roth’s group tested steel ball bearings made of 1.305, 1.3541, 

and 1.4034 steel with diameters varying between 0.4 and 0.8 millimeters. Custom manufactured 

GS-R casting steel and 5083 aluminum spheres were tested. To eliminate the effects of surface 

reactions on other materials, silicon nitride and tungsten carbide spheres were also tested. Roth 

found that the ignition potential for spheres of most materials was diameter dependent. However, 

aluminum spheres did not follow this trend and showed no clear size dependency. As such, the 

surface effects of different materials required further investigation. Roth conclude that there is a 

relationship between the minimum ignition energy and the energy transferred to an ignition 

relevant region of the gas. The ignition relevant region is the volume of gas outside the sphere 

that is above the autoignition temperature of the gas. Ignition was observed when this region had 

an energy density of 0.25MJ/𝑚  and was not influenced by the particle diameter. The estimation 

of the ignition relevant region required the heat transfer and autoignition temperature of the gas. 

This finding demonstrates that hot particle ignition is a function of heat transfer from the particle 

to an ignition relevant region and is not necessarily independent from the material and gas 

properties. 

In the second 2013 ICDERS paper, Ignition of n-Hexane-Air Mixtures by Moving Hot 

Spheres, Stephanie A. Coronel, Shyam Menon, Rémy Mével, Guillaume Blanquart, and Joseph 

E. Shepherd present computational and experimental results for hot sphere ignition (Coronel, et 

al. 2013). The ignition experiments by Coronel differed from contemporary practice by heating 

the sphere with electrodes instead of a laser. In the laser experiments, such as the ones performed 

by Roth, the particle location is fixed. Once the particle reaches the test temperature; a 

combustible gas stream is blown over the particle (Roth, Sharma, et al., Ignition by Mechanical 

Sparks – Ignition Temperatures of Hydrogen/Air-Mixtures Ignited by Small Metal/Ceramic 
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Particles 2013). Coronel heated the particle by electrical resistance heating. Once it reached the 

test temperature, the particle was dropped down a shaft to accelerate it to the desired test speed. 

The shaft was flooded with nitrogen prior to the particle’s release to prevent ignition above the 

test chamber. Once the particle exited the nitrogen atmosphere, ignition became possible. The 

tests were conducted at standard temperature and pressure. Titanium alloy spheres with a 4mm 

diameter were dropped at sufficient height to reach a velocity of 2.4m/s in the test chamber. The 

surface temperature required to achieve a 90 percent ignition rate of the n-hexane was 1200k, 

which is approximately 30 percent higher than that of a stationary glow plug. This further 

confirms the implied findings of Silver and Patterson that ignition potential is driven by hot 

particle velocity, temperature, and size. 

In 2014, there was follow up research from the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and a 

shift to fabric ignition safety from Tomsk Polytechnic University. David Roth, Pratyush Sharma, 

Thomas Haeber, Robert Schiessl, Henning Bockhorn, and Ulrich Maas followed their ICDERS 

conference paper with a full article in Combustion Science and Technology; Ignition by 

Mechanical Sparks: Ignition of Hydrogen/Air Mixtures by Submillimeter-Sized Hot Particles 

(Roth, Sharma, et al., Ignition by Mechanical Sparks: Ignition of Hydrogen/Air Mixtures by 

Submillimeter-Sized Hot Particles 2014). In Numerical and Experimental Research of Heat and 

Mass Transfer at the Heterogeneous System Ignition by Local Energy Sources with Limited Heat 

Content, Dimitrii O. Glushkov, Genii V. Kuznetsov, and Pavel A. Strizhak modeled and 

experimentally tested the ignition of fuel soaked cloth by small heated metal particles (Glushkov, 

Kuznetsov and Strizhak 2014). While this ignition method doesn’t directly apply to this thesis, it 

is important to note that sparks from abrasive waterjets could cause other ignition scenarios. 

In 2015, Shyam K. Menon, Philipp A. Boettcher, Brian Ventura, and Guillaume Blaquart 

published Hot Surface Ignition of n-Hexane in Air. This paper was a continuation of earlier glow 

plug ignition research at California Institute of Technology and focused on fluid mechanics and 

low temperature reaction kinetics (Menon, Boettcher, et al., Hot Surface Ignition of n-Hexane in 

Air 2015). In Ignition of Deflagration and Detonation Ahead of the Flame due to Radiative 

Preheating of Suspended Micro Particles, M. F. Ivanov, A. D. Kiverin, and M. A. Liberman 

studied the impact of radiative preheating of particles (Ivanov, Kiverin and Liberman 2015). In 

normal waterjet operations, radiative heating of sparks is not a source of ignition because there 
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are no large hot surfaces emitting enough radiation to heat a spark. This research is noted in the 

literature review because it is possible that scenarios could occur where radiative heating of 

particles slows the cooling rate of sparks, which could in turn increase the probability of ignition.  

Rémy Mével, Josué Melguizo Gavilanes, Stephanie A. Coronel, and Joseph E. Shepherd 

presented Chemical Kinetics of Ignition of n-Hexane by a Moving Hot Sphere at the 2015 

ICDERS conference (Mével, et al. 2015). This paper quantified the residence time and 

temperature of the gas as it passed over a heated sphere. The path of a gas molecule was modeled 

as a streamline. The streamlines were generated in 2D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

simulations of 4mm diameter spheres with surface temperatures between 1200K and 1600K. The 

temperature profile along the streamline was then used to run a detailed simulation of the 

chemical reaction. It was found that low temperature reactions (<1000k) during the heating phase 

played a limited role in the ignition of n-hexane. After heating, the gas remained at 

approximately 1000k as it traveled around the sphere. The ignition probability increased with the 

time the gas spent in the heated zone. 

David Roth, Thomas Häber, and Henning Bockhorn of the Karlsruhe Institute of 

Technology investigated the ignition of several explosive gases by laser heated spheres in 

Experimental and Numerical Study on the Ignition of Fuel/Air Mixtures at Laser Heated Silicon 

Nitride Particles (Roth, Häber and Bockhorn, Experimental and numerical study on the ignition 

of fuel/air mixtures at laser heated silicon nitride particles 2016). Silicon nitride spheres with a 

diameter of 800µm were heated by a laser in an explosive atmosphere. The surface temperature 

at ignition was then compared to the results of numerical models. The heating rate had only a 

minimal impact on the surface temperature at the time of ignition. This was predicted 

numerically and confirmed by varying the power of the laser. The models tested were able to 

predict ignition temperature when the stoichiometry was near the minimum ignition energy. 

However, the accuracy of the models decreased near the ignition limits. Roth postulated that this 

divergence is due to poorly understood reaction kinetics near the ignition limits. The autoignition 

temperatures did not correlate with the sphere surface temperature at ignition. Hydrogen has an 

autoignition temperature of approximately 800K while diethyl ether has an autoignition 

temperature of 450K (Roth, Häber and Bockhorn, Experimental and numerical study on the 

ignition of fuel/air mixtures at laser heated silicon nitride particles 2016). Hydrogen was ignited 
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with a surface temperature of 1100K to 1200K while diethyl ether required surface temperatures 

between 1450K and 2100K (Roth, Häber and Bockhorn, Experimental and numerical study on 

the ignition of fuel/air mixtures at laser heated silicon nitride particles 2016). Roth notes that 

ignition around small particles is governed by the time required to transfer sufficient energy to 

the gas surrounding the particle. The energy required is dependent on the chemical kinetics.  

It is interesting to note that the sphere ignition temperature of the gases found by Roth 

increases proportional to the minimum ignition energy, not the autoignition temperature. 

Numerical results from Roth are shown in Table . Simulations and experiments by Roth show 

hydrogen (0.011mj) igniting at a lower temperature than acetylene (0.017mj), which is in turn 

lower than diethyl ether (0.19mj) (Roth, Häber and Bockhorn, Experimental and numerical study 

on the ignition of fuel/air mixtures at laser heated silicon nitride particles 2016), (CROHMIQ 

n.d.). Methane (0.28mj) generally requires a higher temperature than ethane (0.24mj), propane 

(0.25mj), and butane (0.25mj) (Roth, Häber and Bockhorn, Experimental and numerical study on 

the ignition of fuel/air mixtures at laser heated silicon nitride particles 2016), (CROHMIQ n.d.). 

The correlation between minimum ignition energy and the sphere surface temperature required 

for ignition strengthens the conclusion of Roth that energy requirements, not autoignition 

temperature, drive hot sphere ignition. 

J. Melguizo-Gavilanes, S. Coronel, R. Mével, and J. E. Shepherd modeled hot sphere 

ignition in Dynamics of Ignition of Stoichiometric Hydrogen-Air Mixtures by Moving Heated 

Particles (Melguizo-Gavilanes, Coronel and Mével, et al. 2016). The research objective was to 

characterize the ignition potential of hot particles. Carbon fiber reinforced polymer aircraft 

components are less conductive than traditional aluminum parts, which can result in resistive 

heating and the ejection of hot particles during a lightning strike. A 2-D numerical model of 

heated sphere ignition was developed in OpenFOAM and the reaction pathways were mapped. 

The models showed that low temperature ignitions (close to the minimum ignition temperature 

for the sphere) occur towards the wake. Ignition in higher temperature spheres occurs closer to 

the front stagnation point of the sphere. 

In 2016, S. Cornel published Thermal Ignition Using Moving Hot Particles (S. Coronel, 

Thermal Ignition Using Moving Hot Particles 2016). The dissertation shared the aerospace 

motivation of previous California Institute of Technology work. The research sought to 1.) 
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design an experiment process for producing hot spheres with known characteristics, 2.) 

determine the ignition temperature of a range of heated spheres, 3.) observe ignition, 4.) model 

reactions in 1-D in the boundary layer of the sphere, and 5.) measure the flame properties. A test 

chamber was developed to heat the sphere with a laser or electric current and then release it into 

an explosive atmosphere at the desired velocity. The thermal boundary layer of the sphere and 

ignitions were imaged with interferograms. The impact of equivalence ratio and diameter on 

ignition temperature were measured. Ignition delay and location were also recorded. The ignition 

chemistry in the boundary layer was modeled in one dimension (S. Coronel, Thermal Ignition 

Using Moving Hot Particles 2016). 

2.2 Ignition Research Summary 

Kinetic energy spark ignition is limited by heat transfer to the surrounding explosive 

atmosphere. This has been understood qualitatively since the heated sphere ignition experiments 

of Patterson and Silver. Numerical modelling was unsuccessful until recently due to the 

complexity of multiphysics simulations and a lack of computing capabilities. Modern ignition 

research has the necessary computing resources and focuses on numerical modeling with 

experimental verification. Experiments and models typically use heated spheres as sparks to 

simplify the geometry. Varied geometry will change atmosphere residence time on the spark and 

heat transfer characteristics. 

Spark ignition is a function of heat transfer into a gas and the chemical kinetics of 

combustion. For a combustion reaction to become self-sustaining, a sufficiently large volume of 

gas must exceed the autoignition temperature. Forward reactions can occur without sustained 

combustion when the volume is too small and heat loss to the surrounding atmosphere and 

objects overwhelms the heat from the reaction. Spark surface temperatures must be significantly 

higher than an explosive atmosphere to cause a self-sustaining reaction. The smaller the spark, 

the higher the temperature must be. Gases are heated as they travel over the surface of the spark. 

The higher the velocity, the lower the residence time and heat transferred to a gas molecule. 

Ignition typically occurs towards the rear of the spark when a sufficiently large volume of gas is 

heated, and the foreword reaction becomes self-sustaining. As the research indicates, the 

sensitivity of gases to ignition by heated spheres is strongly related to the minimum ignition 

energy of the gas. 
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2.3 Abrasive Waterjet Research 

Modern abrasive waterjet research began in the early 1980s and was extensively 

published in the Waterjet Technology Association (WJTA). The early stages of the WJTA 

abrasive waterjet research focused on the fundamentals and potential applications. Later research 

expanded the focus to optimizing commercial applications that emerged in the1990s. 

Commercial applications of high-pressure abrasive waterjet technology are primarily 

concentrated in machining metals and the cutting of other materials in manufacturing 

applications. Medium-pressure (69 to 138MPa, 10-20kpsi) abrasive waterjet systems are 

predominately used in field applications. 

In 1984, M Hashish published A Modeling Study of Metal Cutting With Abrasive 

Waterjets in Transactions of the ASME (M. Hashish, A Modeling Study of Metal Cutting with 

Abrasive Waterjets 1984). This was written just a few years after the advent of the technology. 

Hashish stated that systems in use at the time of publication were not capable of cutting harder 

materials, such as steel. The cutting mechanism was identified as cutting wear at low angles and 

deformation wear at high angles. An empirical cutting model was developed from existing 

particle impact models and AWJ cutting data. Cutting experiments were conducted with a variety 

of abrasives and cutting parameters. The results were compared to the empirical models and 

showed what was considered acceptable agreement. The following parameters were identified as 

impacting abrasive waterjet performance; hydraulic parameters (pressure, nozzle diameter), 

abrasive parameters (abrasive material, particle size, mass flow rate, and particle shape), mixing 

parameters (mixing method, abrasive condition, mixing chamber dimensions), and cutting 

parameters (traverse rate, standoff distance, number of passes, angle of attack, and target 

material) (M. Hashish, A Modeling Study of Metal Cutting with Abrasive Waterjets 1984). Note 

that this list is not inclusive and was expanded by later research. Garnet was considered the most 

promising abrasive in terms of effectiveness and cost. Low and high angle impacts were 

identified as the primary cutting modes. The cutting was done by abrasives with the water 

primarily serving to accelerate the abrasives (M. Hashish, A Modeling Study of Metal Cutting 

with Abrasive Waterjets 1984). 

In 1987, R. K. Swanson, M. Kilman, S. Cerwin, and W. Tarver published Study of 

Particle Velocities in Water Driven Abrasive Jet Cutting (Swanson, Kilman, et al., Study of 
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Particle Velocities in Water Driven Abrasive Jet Cutting 1987). Swanson measured the velocity 

of abrasive particles by mixing magnetic particles into the garnet abrasive. A pair of coils were 

used to detect the signal induced by particles and measure the travel time and calculate velocity. 

The authors measured average abrasive particle velocities in the range of 20 to 25 percent of the 

jet velocity. A 207MPa (30,000psi) abrasive waterjet produced a water velocity of approximately 

607m/s (2,000ft/sec) and an abrasive velocity of only 152m/s (500ft/sec) (Swanson, Kilman, et 

al., Study of Particle Velocities in Water Driven Abrasive Jet Cutting 1987). The flow rate for 

the experiments was not given. Particle acceleration is not uniform. Some particle velocities as 

high as 75 percent of the jet velocity were measured. Swanson concluded that the inefficient 

acceleration of particles was caused by particles not penetrating the waterjet in the mixing 

chamber. The authors theorized that the particles became trapped in the outer fringe of the 

waterjet. Subsequent designs have improved the performance of the mixing chamber and the 

stability of the abrasive prior to impact. 

Swanson also discuss theoretical cutting mechanisms. At the velocities measured, the 

authors believe that brittle and ductile erosion are the dominant cutting mechanisms. In ductile 

materials, the surface is cut or gouged by the abrasive impacts. Brittle materials are cracked by 

abrasive particle impacts and fragment material as successive impacts produce intersecting 

cracks. The authors argue that most materials will display some characteristics of brittle and 

ductile erosion, though one process is often dominant. 

In 1989, H.Y. Li, E.S. Geskin and W.L. Chen published Investigation of Forces Exerted 

by an Abrasive Waterjet on a Workpiece (Li, Geskin and Chen 1989). This research measured 

the force of the waterjet stream on the workpiece. Conventional and abrasive waterjets were 

tested. The impact force of the waterjets was found to be highest with standoff distances between 

12mm to 25mm. The authors theorize that forces are reduced at closer range due to reflection 

disrupting the jet. This is often called splash-back interference. The decrease in force at longer 

ranges was theorized to be caused by jet dispersion and aerodynamic drag. The abrasive loading 

rate and the abrasive size were shown to affect the impact force. The magnitude of the effect 

varied with nozzle geometry. 

M. Abudaka and P.S.J. Crofton published early theoretical and experimental abrasive 

waterjet designs in Theoretical Analysis and Preliminary Experimental Results for an Abrasive 
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Water Jet Cutting Head (Abudaka and Crofton 1989). The authors note that efficient mixing and 

acceleration of the abrasive is critical to abrasive waterjet performance. The abrasive waterjet 

nozzles used were analogous modern designs described in Chapter 1.2. Abudaka and Crofton 

found the strength of the venturi effect in the mixing chamber was driven by water volume and 

velocity rather than chamber shape. However, the chamber shape proved important to the mixing 

of abrasives. Tests found that a conical mixing chamber performed better. Increasing the velocity 

of abrasive particles fed into the mixing chamber increased abrasive penetration of the waterjet 

and therefore, the average abrasive velocity. It was possible to increase the abrasive feed velocity 

by blowing the particles into the chamber. The additional entrained air increased the jet spread, 

thereby increasing the kerf size and decreasing cutting efficiency. 

The impact of focusing tube length and diameter were experimentally tested. 

Lengthening the focusing tube yielded improvements in cutting speed up to a point. The authors 

attributed the performance gains to accelerating abrasive particles in the periphery of the jet. The 

authors observed poor cutting performance with short (20mm) tubes and some particles were 

described as visibly freefalling with a very short (10mm) tube. Tube lengths in the 30mm range 

produced the best cutting speed. Beyond the optimal length, it is presumed that increased 

frictional losses overcame any benefits of acceleration. Larger diameter focusing tubes generally 

resulted in a wider and less precise cut. By comparing the wear profiles of ceramic and tungsten 

focusing tubes, the authors estimated that more abrasive particles impact the focusing tube near 

the outlet (Abudaka and Crofton 1989). 

T.J. Labus, K.F. Neusen, D.G. Albert, and T.J. Gores measured the breakdown of 

abrasive particles in Factors Influencing the Abrasive Mixing Process (Labus, et al. 1989). The 

authors tested 80 mesh Barton garnet with varied pressure, mixing chambers, focusing tube 

length, and operating pressure. Abrasive particles were captured and screened before and after 

cutting to determine where particles were breaking. Approximately 72 percent by weight of the 

Barton garnet started in the 180 - 250µm range. Only 20-25 percent of the particles survived the 

mixing process in their initial mass range. The mixing chamber geometry impacts abrasive 

survival rate while the focusing tube did not. The operating pressure and the thickness of 

workpiece both influenced the reduction of abrasive particle size. Thicker workpieces and higher 

operating pressures caused more abrasive particles to fracture (Labus, et al. 1989). 
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In 1991, M. Ramulu, H. Yeh, K.P. Wong, and S.P. Raju published Photoelastic 

Investigation of Jet Piercing Process (Ramulu, Yeh, et al. 1991). Polycarbonate samples were 

cut by continuous waterjets and abrasive waterjets. A polariscope was used to visualize the 

polychromatic fringe pattern. The visualization of the stress field during cutting was recorded 

with a high-speed camera. A scanning electron microscope was used to determine the cutting 

mechanism and search for damage caused by the cutting process (Ramulu, Yeh, et al. 1991). 

Upon impact, waterjets were shown to briefly produce dilatational waves. The highest 

shear stresses were recorded near the impact zone. The initial impact and associated high stresses 

lead to macro scale cracking and jet penetration that created a crater. The threshold pressure of 

the waterjet correlated with the maximum shear stresses recorded. Note that threshold pressure is 

defined as the pressure directly behind the orifice. When pressures were too low, cracks did not 

form and there was no crater formation. This implies that non-abrasive continuous waterjets have 

a minimum threshold pressure that must be exceeded before cutting occurs with a given 

configuration. Once a crater is formed, it becomes pressurized by the waterjet. Conditions 

became near static and the photoelastic analysis showed a shear stress field. If the velocity was 

high enough, it would continue to cause new cracks and force those cracks to dilate, further 

expanding the crater. The authors described the excavation mechanism as macro cracking and 

scooping. Higher pressure resulted in faster crack growth and material removal. Stress relief 

occurred as crack growth and excavation continued. The depth of the crater was inversely related 

to the excavation rate. There was a pressure range where a shallow initial crater was formed, but 

crack growth and excavation did not continue afterwards (Ramulu, Yeh, et al. 1991). 

Notched samples produced a significantly different stress field with tensile loading. This 

was more conducive to macro crack growth and faster material removal. The cracks transitioned 

to mixed mode (tension and shear) as cutting progressed. When crack growth ceased, the 

photoelastic analysis indicated that the cracks were in shear stress. Again, there was a threshold 

pressure below which no crack growth occurred, and the excavation mechanism remained the 

same sample without a notch. The maximum observed stress concentration was higher in 

notched samples (Ramulu, Yeh, et al. 1991). It is interesting to note that these observations 

match industrial cutting experience. Conventional waterjets preferentially attack flaws in 

materials. For example, a conventional commercial waterjet can cut granite due to the flaws in 
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the granite, but has a difficult time cutting marble. This is why empirical studies show that 

cutting efficiency increases with nozzle motion. Faster motion exposes more material flaws to 

the waterjet per unit time (Ramulu, Yeh, et al. 1991). 

Abrasive waterjets showed the same initial impact and dilatational waves as conventional 

waterjets. The abrasive waterjet caused simultaneous cracking and erosion of the target. Cutting 

rates are a function of pressure, abrasive size, loading, and flow rate (Ramulu, Yeh, et al. 1991). 

The maximum stress can not be directly measured in the abrasive waterjet due to the small size 

of the impacts and the rapid stress relief caused by the erosion process. The authors note that the 

abrasive waterjet cutting process operates on the microscopic scale and used an electron 

microscope to analyze the material. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis found 

extensive microcracking and no plastic deformation. This indicated that the cutting action was 

highly localized and did not impart stresses on the whole specimen. The bottom of the cut was 

lined with microcracks. The crack length averaged ¼ of the abrasive diameter. The authors 

believed that the weakened material was excavated by hydrowedging (pressurization of cracks) 

and the direct impacts of abrasive particles liberating surface material. Some plowing (scour) 

marks were observed. The observed modes match with industry experience of cutting brittle 

materials like annealed glass (Ramulu, Yeh, et al. 1991). 

In A Study of Leading Edge Profile for a Slot Formed During Hydro-Abrasive Cutting, 

M. Mazurkiewcz presented a theoretical cutting model and experimental measurements of the 

leading-edge profile. The author used Finnie’s volume removal equation to predict material 

removal by an abrasive waterjet shown in Equation 2.1, where V is the volume, M is the abrasive 

particle mass, U is the abrasive velocity, p is the horizontal plastic flow pressure component 

during cutting, and 𝛼 is the angle between the abrasive particle’s trajectory and the impacted 

surface. The authors stated that the abrasive particle size only had a linear impact on cutting 

when above 100 microns. Below that cutoff, decreased particle size lead to decreased efficiency. 

Velocity exponents varied between 2.05 and 2.44 depending on the material and were unitless. 

The impact angle has a large impact on performance. Ductile materials erode fastest with 𝛼 

ranges of 15 to 20 degrees. The optimal α for brittle materials is 90 degrees (Mazurkiewcz 1991). 

This is likely due to differences in the cutting mechanism for brittle and ductile materials. 
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                                                                   𝑉 =    𝑓(𝛼)                                      (2.1) 

Mazurkiewcz used Finnie’s model to calculate the erosion of ductile aluminum. This 

cutting model assumes somewhat idealized conditions. The abrasive particles are assumed to be 

rigid and do not fracture on impact. The initial rotation of abrasive particles is assumed to be 

near zero. The ratio of vertical and horizontal forces, k, is assumed to be constant. As the 

abrasive plows into the ductile material, the plastic flow pressure remains constant during 

cutting. The length of the abrasive particle’s contact with the material (contact during scouring) 

is at least twice the depth of the cut. This ratio is a prerequisite to chip formation. The net 

material removed is a product of the impinging face of the abrasive and the contact distance. 

Finally, the analysis assumes that the cut is small compared to the abrasive particle and imparts 

the reaction forces on the tip. These assumptions allow for the derivation of a relatively simple 

cutting equation shown in Equations 2.2 through 2.4, where W is the weight of material removed, 

ρ is the density of the target material, L is the length of the cut made by an individual abrasive 

particle, 𝑌  is the depth of the cut made by an individual abrasive particle, M is the mass of the 

abrasive particle, V is the velocity of the abrasive particle, and α is the impact angle of the 

particle (Mazurkiewcz 1991). 

Equation 1: Cutting Weight Loss 

 𝑊 = 𝜌 𝛹  𝑝  ∗  (sin 2𝛼 − 3 sin 𝛼); α ≤ 18.5 deg     (2.2) 

     𝑊 = 𝜌 𝛹  𝑝  ∗  cos 𝛼 ; α ≥ 18.5 deg                 (2.3) 

                                                                𝛹 = 𝐿 𝑌 = 2                                               (2.4) 

Equation 1 overestimated the amount of material removed by assuming that particles 

impacted with the correct geometry to cut, will not fracture, and are not deflected by other 

particles or dynamics within the jet. The author used an estimation of 𝛹=2 from other metal 

cutting experiments, which added to the uncertainty. To compensate for this, Mazurkiewcz 

estimated that the effective material removal rate was approximately 50 percent of the idealized 

rate. The authors claimed that the results of these equations “compare quite well” to 

experimental results for carbon steel, copper, and aluminum cut with silicon carbide abrasives. 
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The optimal angle ranges of abrasive waterjets were noted to be similar to experiments with 

single grain tests and gas accelerated abrasives (Mazurkiewcz 1991). 

Mazurkiewcz also ran tests on the impact of abrasive loading rates on the leading profile 

of the cut. The nozzle, fluid stagnation pressure, traverse rate, standoff distance, and flow rate 

were held constant while the abrasive loading was increased. The abrasive loading rate showed 

diminishing returns as it was increased. In some tests, increases in abrasive loading lead to 

decreases in the cutting effectiveness of the jet and increased the curvature of the leading edge of 

the kerf. Mazurkiewcz reached the following conclusions; it is possible to estimate material 

weight loss numerically; the material removal rate is heavily dependent on the attack angle; the 

particle velocity had the strongest effect on the erosion rate; and the erosion process is complex 

and that more work was needed to optimize abrasive waterjet cutting (Mazurkiewcz 1991). 

In 1993, N.S. Guo, H. Louis, and G. Meier published Surface Structure and Kerf 

Geometry in Abrasive Water Jet Cutting: Formation and Optimization. The authors measured 

the surface geometry of kerfs produced by abrasive waterjet cutting. Two distinct regions were 

observed, as previously reported by Hashish. The top region of the kerf was smooth. The surface 

was dominated by microchipping from individual abrasive impacts and was random. Surface 

roughness was a function of abrasive particle size. In deeper cuts, patterns form at the macro 

scale. The abrasive waterjet develops oscillations in its flow as a step forms in the direction of 

travel. This results in striations in the bottom of the cut. The spacing of the striations are a 

function of jet diameter (Guo, Louis and Meier 1993). The authors presented their results 

independent of material thickness and traverse speed. Increases in cutting speed or material 

thickness can result in more jet instability and striations in the bottom of the kerf. 

J. Chao and E. Geskin investigated abrasive waterjet kerfs in Experimental Study of the 

Striation Formation and Spectral Analysis of The Abrasive Waterjet Generated Surfaces (Guo, 

Louis and Meier 1993). The authors found the same shift in surface characteristics as Guo, 

Louis, and Meier. Hashish initially hypothesized that the striations were an inherent function of 

abrasive waterjet machining. Later, Hashish theorized that slight changes in jet parameters were 

responsible for striations. The authors investigated the impact of vibrations in motion control 

systems to determine if these were partially responsible for striations. The authors note that there 

is not a sudden shift between regions and that the transitional boundaries are gradual. A strong 
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correlation between striation and the motion control system was found. The depth of the 

striations was fit to a second order polynomial equation that was a function of the cut depth. The 

material thickness and traverse rate influenced the magnitude of the striations. The authors did 

not find waviness in the material that they attributed to jet behavior. Chao and Geskin conclude 

that the striations are caused by vibrations in poorly designed motion control systems and that 

more accurate and rigid systems will reduce striations (Chao and Geskin 1993). It is important to 

note that the correlation between striations and vibrations do not rule out jet instability as a cause 

of striations that would exist without nozzle vibrations. As hypothesized by Guo, Louis, and 

Meier, flow instabilities do develop and can cause oscillations (Guo, Louis and Meier 1993). 

Further investigation into abrasive waterjet cutting mechanisms were conducted by D. 

Arola and M. Ramulu in 1993. Mechanisms of Material Removal in Abrasive Waterjet 

Machining of Common Aerospace Materials investigated abrasive waterjet cutting of 7075-T6 

aluminum and Graphite/Epoxy laminate (Arola and Ramulu 1993). The materials were ductile 

and quasi-brittle respectively. The authors note that abrasive waterjets have two mechanisms of 

material removal; cutting wear and deformation wear. The impact angle of the abrasive particle 

determines the wear mode. Impacts at low angles (below 20 degrees) produce cutting wear. 

Cutting wear is the dominant process in the top region of the cut. Impacts at higher angles lead to 

deformation wear. Deformation wear in ductile materials occurs when repeated abrasive impacts 

cause plastic deformation. The deformation of the workpiece leads to work hardening, which in 

turn causes the material to become brittle. Continued impacts cause intersecting cracks and 

material removal. Arola and Ramulu note that kerf waviness is observed in both brittle and 

ductile materials, indicating that it is independent of the cutting mode. It is stated that previous 

research has attributed jet waviness to both cutting system design and jet behavior (Arola and 

Ramulu 1993). Note that these are the same mechanisms described by Mazurkiewcz. These are 

termed low angle impacts and high angle impacts in this dissertation. 

It is interesting to note that these mechanisms are similar to Mazurkiewz’s observation of 

ductile and brittle materials in A Study of Leading Edge Profile for a Slot Formed During Hydro-

Abrasive Cutting (Mazurkiewcz 1991). Mazurkiewz found that ductile materials eroded fastest at 

low impact angles (termed cutting wear by Arola). Brittle materials eroded fastest when the 

impact angle was near perpendicular to the surface. It is likely that Mazurkiewz’s observed 
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efficiency gains in brittle materials in deformation wear (high angle) occurred because work 

hardening was not required for crack growth (Mazurkiewcz 1991). 

Arola and Ramulu found three kerf regions in both the 7075-T6 aluminum and 

graphite/epoxy laminate. The initial damage region at the top of the kerf had extensive plastic 

deformation. The authors attributed this to the initial impact of the jet (this is similar to the initial 

impact reported by M. Ramulu, H. Yeh, K.P. Wong, and S.P. Raju in Photoelastic Investigation 

of Jet Piercing Process (Ramulu, Yeh, et al. 1991)). The second region was dominated by 

cutting wear in both the brittle and ductile samples. The path of the abrasives was believed to be 

mostly parallel to the surface. The third region developed large scale waviness patterns as the 

abrasives and flow were deflected by kerf curvature. The graphite epoxy laminate was excavated 

with brittle shear mechanisms. Ductile shear mechanisms and scooping were observed in the 

aluminum samples. In this context, scooping describes cutting by low angle abrasive impacts 

with ductile materials. Ductile materials were observed to develop more waviness than brittle 

materials. The macro features, such as waviness, were influenced by cutting parameters. The 

mechanism of material removal was not changed by cutting parameters (Arola and Ramulu 

1993). 

In 1993, H. Yeh, F. X. Wang, and M. Ramulu followed up on earlier work and developed 

a new photoelastic method of visualizing the stress field during abrasive waterjet cutting (Yeh, 

Wang and Ramulu 1993). An Optical Technique to Visualize the Abrasive Waterjet Generated 

Stress Fields presents the carrier wave method. This method allowed the authors to separate the 

principal stresses, which the authors expected to lead to a better understanding of cutting 

mechanisms. The paper did not present any results besides confirming that resulting stress fields 

matched earlier experimental results (Yeh, Wang and Ramulu 1993). 

In 1995, A. W. Momber, R. Kovacevic, H, Kwak, and R Mohan, published Experimental 

Estimation of Energy Dissipative Processes in Workpieces During Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 

(Momber, et al. 1995). The authors developed a model of energy dissipation in the workpiece 

and experimentally tested the model. In this model, energy was dissipated by four mechanisms; 

cutting and debris formation, friction in the kerf, damping from the water-solid film, and as heat 

to the workpiece. The distribution of energy between the cutting mechanisms at a point was 

treated as a function of the depth in the kerf. Energy dissipation was measured by infrared 
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temperature readings of the workpiece, force measurements, and fracture energy measurements. 

It was estimated that approximately 50% of the energy was dissipated due to damping (Momber, 

et al. 1995). 

In 1996, J. Zeng and T. J. Kim published An Erosion Model of Polycrystalline Ceramics 

in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting (Zeng and Kim, An Erosion Model of Polycrystalline Ceramics in 

Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 1996). The authors determined the erosion mechanisms present during 

abrasive impacts on ceramic, developed a model, and experimentally tested the model. The 

potential mechanisms for brittle erosion evaluated were; crack systems, ring fracture, cracking 

between grains (intragranular), plastic deformation, microchipping, and multiple damage modes 

(Zeng and Kim, An Erosion Model of Polycrystalline Ceramics in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 

1996). The authors conclude that two mechanisms were primarily responsible for material 

removal; plastic flow resulting from the impact and fracture networks caused by stress waves 

caused by the impact. The plastic erosion was derived from Finnie’s ductile erosion model and 

the crack networks were based on modifications of Lamb’s equations. The model produced a 

good estimation of material removal by low incidence angle (0 to 20 degrees) impacts (Zeng and 

Kim, An Erosion Model of Polycrystalline Ceramics in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 1996). 

In 1997, R. Kovacevic, M. Hashish, R. Mohan, M. Ramulu, T. J. Kim, and E. S. Geskin 

published State of the Art of Research and Development in Abrasive Waterjet Machining in the 

Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering (Kovacevic, et al. 1997). The article covers 

four primary subjects; cutting mechanism fundamentals, operations, control systems and sensing, 

and novel applications of waterjets. The cutting research surveyed showed that fluid reduces the 

impact energy of the abrasive compared to a dry particle. This effect was most pronounced at 

lower impact energies. Energy dissipation during abrasive impacts were characterized by 

Momber (referenced as (Momber, et al. 1995) in this dissertation). Surface characterization 

research found that there was a region of smooth cutting wear at the top of the kerf and a striated 

region of deformation wear at the bottom. The surface of the kerf was found to be largely 

random at a small scale. Motion control, abrasive parameters, and jet parameters were all found 

to impact larger scale surface features, such as striations. Surface damage was investigated with a 

scanning electron microscope. In ductile materials, abrasive impacts resulted in a scooping or 
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plowing of the metal. The material removal mechanism was ductile shear. In brittle materials, 

fracture and abrasive shearing were the dominant mechanisms (Kovacevic, et al. 1997). 

Attempts were made to mathematically model abrasive waterjet cutting during the 1990s 

and 2000s. Various researchers attempted to empirically or theoretically derive models that could 

predict the cutting rate or the kerf geometry. None were fully successful. For example, T. 

Ditzinger and R. Friedrich presented a cutting model in Non-Linear Dynamics in Modeling of 

Cutting Edge Geometry in 1999 (Ditzinger and Freidrich 1999).  The authors found that a model 

based on first order partial differential equations couldn’t reproduce the jet instability and ripples 

observed in testing. With the addition of higher order derivatives, the authors developed a rough 

cutting model that showed ripples and variations when solved numerically (Ditzinger and 

Freidrich 1999). It is important to note that the model and simulation developed by Ditzinger and 

Friedrich does not fully predict cut geometry. 

Modeling the Waterjet Contact/Impact on Target Material was also published by Z. Guo, 

M. Ramula, and M. G. Jenkins in 1999 (Guo, Ramula and Jenkins 1999). The paper presented a 

follow up on the 1989, paper Photoelastic Investigation of Jet Piercing Process by M. Ramulu, 

H. Yeh, K.P. Wong, and S.P. Raju. The authors developed a finite element model of the 

geometry previously measured by Ramula. The finite element analysis calculated the stress field 

under a static loading condition. Ramula concluded that the finite element analysis model 

achieved good agreement with the earlier photoelastic measurements of stress in polycarbonate 

(Guo, Ramula and Jenkins 1999). Note that this finite element model only calculated the stress 

field from static water pressure in the kerf. It did not directly model the cutting process. 

By nature, abrasive waterjets are a chaotic system and highly dynamic. Any cut will be 

highly dependent on the initial conditions and the path. The distribution of abrasive particles in 

the waterjet are random and every element of kerf cut will have different flaws and internal 

structures. Thus, the initial condition and the random distribution and trajectory of the first 

abrasive particles will cause every cut to be different. No analytical model can fully capture this. 

It is possible to define a numerical multiphysics simulation that could capture all relevant 

variables. Individually, particle drag, abrasive impacts, and multiphase compressible flow can be 

simulated. The problem is the computing resources required to combine everything in a 

simulation were not available at the time and would likely be prohibitively expensive at present. 
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Therefore, a full Multiphysics simulation of abrasive waterjet cutting is unlikely to be available 

in the immediate future. 

Focusing tube wear was characterized by M. Nanduri, D. G. Taggart, and T. J. Kim in the 

2000 paper A Study of Nozzle Wear in Abrasive Entrained Water Jetting Environment (Nanduri, 

Taggart and Kim 2000). The focusing tube (termed nozzle in this paper), is a short-lived wear 

part that directly impacts the cutting performance of the abrasive waterjet. The authors tested the 

impact of focusing tube design parameters and measured the resulting erosion rates (Nanduri, 

Taggart and Kim 2000). For this dissertation, the specifics of the design parameters are not 

important. What is important is that focusing tubes wear and that can impact cutting 

performance. This implies a potential ignition risk from equipment wear.  

In 2001, G Vikram and N. Ramesh Babu published Modeling and Simulation of Abrasive 

Water Jet Cut Surface Topology (Vikram and Babu 2001). The authors developed a numerical 

cutting simulation that utilized simulated particle trajectories. Bitter’s theory of erosion used the 

impact location and particle vector to calculate material removal. This simulation developed cut 

profiles with the expected step. The variability shown in the cut profiles indicates that the 

simulation incorporates some randomness in generation of particles. The output was a 2D model 

of the cutting front. This paper is included for the discussion of modeling. It is important to note 

that this is not a Multiphysics simulation and has no ability to predict spark generation. However, 

models built on this approach with experimentally tuned constants may be able to predict 

material removal rates and kerf geometry in a subset of jet and workpiece parameters. 

In 2005, C. Longlian, G. Weili, and A. Liqian published Study on the Temperature 

Distributions of Water Jet by Infrared Thermal Testing and Image Processing Technology 

(Longlian, Weili and Liqian 2005). The authors experimentally measured the temperature of a 

water jet. Temperatures were measured and reported at operating pressures of 10MPa, 40MPa, 

and 70mPa (1.5kpsi, 6kpsi, and 10kpsi). Peak temperatures were at the center of the jet and 

decreased in the periphery. The background temperature was approximately 19.5C. At 10MPa 

and 40MPa, the maximum temperature was 23.5C. At 70MPa, the maximum temperature 

detected was 22C. The decreasing temperature was attributed to the jet flow transition to 

turbulent and the periphery of the jet entraining more air at higher pressure (Longlian, Weili and 

Liqian 2005). 
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Analysis of the Abrasive Waterjet Drilling Process by M. Ramulu, P. Posinasetti, and M. 

Hashish compares AWJ drilling rates to a variety of models (Ramulu, Posinasetti and Hashish, 

Analysis of the Abrasive Waterjet Drilling Process 2005). Drilling with AWJs introduces two 

major mechanisms not present in linear cutting: backflow and a changing standoff distance. This 

results in a lower drilling rate as hole depth increases. A selection of models was compared to 

drilling experiments. Conical and cylindrical models that include backflow performed well 

(Ramulu, Posinasetti and Hashish, Analysis of the Abrasive Waterjet Drilling Process 2005). 

This research is primarily interested in two observations; the likely presence of low angle 

secondary abrasive impacts from the backflow and the changes in jet dynamics as the standoff 

distance increases. 

The abrasive velocity distribution was measured by P. Roth, H. Looser, K. C. Heiniger, 

and S. Bühler in Determination of Abrasive Particle Velocity Using Laser Induced Fluorescence 

and Particle Tracking Methods in Abrasive Waterjets (P. Roth, H. Looser and K. C. Heiniger, et 

al. 2005). The abrasive particles were tracked by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). Abrasive 

particles were coated in Rhodamin B dye, which produced light of an easy to differentiate 

wavelength when energized by a laser. The laser was fired in two pulses, separated by 1 

microsecond and two images were captured. The images were then processed and analyzed by a 

custom image processing algorithm. Tests were conducted at 250MPa (36kpsi) and 345MPa 

(50kpsi). At 250MPa and an 8% abrasive loading rate by mass, the velocity distribution 

produced a Gaussian distribution centered on approximately 70% of water velocity. Outliers 

were detected over 95% of the water velocity. The results were similar for 345MPa. Increasing 

the abrasive loading rate resulted in a lower average particle velocity. At 35%, the abrasive 

velocity was reduced to 50% of the water velocity. The authors conclude that abrasive velocity is 

a function of the pressure and is inversely related to the mass flow rate (P. Roth, H. Looser and 

K. C. Heiniger, et al. 2005). 

The abrasive waterjet vacuum generation was measured by I. Connor and M. Ramulu in 

Estimation of Abrasive Mass Flow Rate by Measuring Feed Line Vacuum During Jet On-Off 

Cycling (Connor and Ramulu 2005). Jet flow through the mixing chamber creates a vacuum. 

This draws air in through the abrasive feed tube. A vacuum transducer was used to measure the 

vacuum pressure in the abrasive feed tube. It was found that the vacuum pressure was relatively 
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low without abrasive flow. As abrasive flow is increased, it restricts flow and therefore increases 

the vacuum. The operating pressure of the waterjet and therefore jet velocity in the mixing 

chamber also impact the vacuum pressure. Higher operating pressures were observed to create 

higher vacuum pressures. It is also noted that focusing tube orifice wear can significantly impact 

vacuum pressure (Connor and Ramulu 2005). 

The AWJ cutting process was modeled and experimentally validated by A. Henning and 

E. Westkämper in Dynamic Analysis of the Spatial-Temporal Behavior of the Cutting Front in 

Abrasive Waterjet Cutting (Henning and Westkämper, Dynamic Analysis of the Spatial-

Temporal Behavior of the Cutting Front in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 2007). High speed optical 

measurements were taken as the cut progressed through an acrylic sheet. The leading-edge 

profile was captured and transient features were observed. The erosion rate varied with time and 

the location(s) of fastest erosion up and down the front as it advanced. Average abrasive erosion 

from low angle impacts was analytically modeled and the material removal rate was impact 

angle dependent, matching earlier results. The angle sensitivity was believed to play a major role 

in transient geometry formation in the leading edge. These variations in impact angle allow for 

conditions where high angle impacts can occur in the leading edge of the kerf. Most erosion was 

tied to low angle impacts (Henning and Westkämper, Dynamic Analysis of the Spatial-Temporal 

Behavior of the Cutting Front in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 2007). 

L. Cui and L. An present research on slurry jet cutting in an explosive atmosphere in 

Application of Abrasive Suspensions Jet to Cut Bolts in Underground Coal Mine (Cui and An 

2007). A 30MPa (4350psi) portable slurry jet was designed to cut bolts underground at a 

minimum pressure. Cutting tests were conducted and workpiece temperatures as high as 70℃ 

were measured. During cutting experiments with high traverse speed, sparks were observed. The 

slurry jet assembly was equipped with secondary low-pressure nozzles to cool the workpiece and 

no further sparks were observed. The system was tested in an explosive air and methane 

atmosphere and no explosions were observed. The abrasive size was not given (Cui and An 

2007). 

Kerf Characterization in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting was published by J. Zeng and A. 

Henning in 2009 (Zeng and Henning, Kerf Characterization in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 2009). 

The authors characterized the kerf geometry using tilting head technology. With this technology, 
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the head is tilted to optimize kerf geometry on the desired side of the kerf. This technology is 

often used for precision plate cutting. Seven kerf parameters were identified by the authors. The 

first parameter is the profile of the cutting front. The bottom of the kerf front lags the top at 

higher cutting speeds. The second is the kerf width, which is influenced by the cutting speed. 

Taper is the third parameter and is also influenced by the cutting speed. Barrel error is the fourth 

error parameter. It measures the difference between the kerf profile and a straight line between 

the top and bottom of the kerf. The authors note that convex curvature occurs at high speeds and 

concave at lower speeds. The fifth error type is surface roughness and waviness, which increases 

with cutting speed. Burr is the sixth error type and typically develops when the bottom of the 

kerf is plastically deformed and hinges or rolls into a protrusion. The final parameter is the 

entrance radius, a fillet that develops on the top edges of the kerf. The authors note that these 

parameters are influenced by cutting speed (Zeng and Henning, Kerf Characterization in 

Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 2009). A laser scanner was used to measure the kerf profile for a 

variety of jet parameters and material thicknesses. The authors conclude that a zero taper 

solution can be found (Zeng and Henning, Kerf Characterization in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 

2009). 

The abrasive size distribution before and after acceleration was measured in 2011 by A. 

Perec and published in Abrasive Grain Breakage Process During the High Pressure Waterjet 

Formation (Perec 2011). A parametric study was conducted on abrasive survival. The parameters 

were two abrasives types, three orifice and focusing tube combinations, and five abrasive loading 

rates. The operating pressure was 390MPa (56.600psi). A water filled chamber 600mm long was 

used to catch the abrasive particles. GMA80 and GMA120 garnet were tested. The following 

orifice and focusing tube combinations were tested; 0.25mm/0.76mm, 0.33mm/0.76mm, and 

0.33mm/1.02mm. The abrasive loading rate had little impact on the survival rate. Orifice and 

focusing tube diameter had a minimal effect on abrasive survival. A sample of the results are 

summarized in Table 2.1 (Perec 2011). Abrasive particle breakage is important to cutting and 

ignition potential because it drives the mass of particles and therefore the energy of discrete 

impact. 
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Table 2.1: Test results for GMA80 (390MPa, 0.25mm orifice, and 0.76mm focusing tube 
diameter) and GMA120 (390MPa, 0.25mm orifice, and 0.76mm focusing tube diameter) (Perec 
2011). 

Size Bin 

(𝜇𝑚) 

GMA80 Initial 

(percent) 

GMA80 After 

(percent) 

GMA120 Before 

(percent) 

GMA120 After 

(percent) 

355 2 0 0 0 

300 20 2 3 0 

250 26 5 12 0 

212 23 8 22 3 

180 17 12 26 12 

150 10 13 23 16 

125 4 10 16 12 

90 1 12 7 12 

75 <1 7 0 7 

53 <1 8 0 10 

<53 <1 22 0 25 

 

The abrasive distribution in a waterjet was measured in Determination of Spatial Velocity 

Distributions of Abrasive Particles in Abrasive Water Jets Using Laser-Induced Flourescene 

Under Real Conditions in 2011 (Balz and Heiniger 2011). The authors developed a method to 

measure the velocity and position of abrasive particles in an abrasive waterjet. Abrasive particles 

were coated with fluorescent dye and illuminated with lasers. A stereoscopic vision system then 

measured the location and velocity of the abrasive particles. The waterjet system used a 0.28mm 

orifice and a 0.80mm diameter focusing tube that was 76mm long. The garnet was abrasive was 

120 mesh. Tests were conducted at 103.2 MPa (15,000psi), 151.4 MPa (22,000psi), 250.8 MPa 

(36,300psi), and 352.6 MPa (51,100psi). Images acquired during cutting clearly show clumps of 

abrasives forming. The authors plotted the radial position of the abrasive particles in the waterjet 

stream and found that the majority of the particles fell within the diameter of the focusing tube. 

The histogram of the radial position of the particles is approximately Gaussian with the highest 

concentration at the center of the waterjet. The particle velocity distribution ranged from 55 

percent of the water velocity up to 80 percent of the water velocity. It is estimated that the vision 
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system measured 1/100,000 of the particles in the jet. The authors conclude that the abrasive 

velocity distribution was “almost flat” and the radial position distribution was symmetrical and 

Gaussian (Balz and Heiniger 2011). It is interesting to note that the reported abrasive velocity 

distribution is far higher than the industry standard assumption of 20 to 25 percent of the water 

velocity. 

 In 2015, P. Miles and A. Henning published Abrasive Kinetic Cutting Power: A Function 

of Power Conversion (Miles and Henning 2015). The paper analyzes the impact of fluid power 

on cutting performance. This is done because pressure has a nonlinear impact and analyzing 

solely for pressure does not maximize cutting efficiency. Cutting experiments were conducted at 

37kW (50hp) while varying the operating pressure and flow rate. Depending on the abrasive 

loading rate and the pump efficiency, the percentage of the energy transferred to the abrasive 

particles varied from approximately 2% to 8%. Note that abrasive acceleration is reduced as the 

abrasive loading rate is increased. A 10% loading rate with a pump efficiency of 85% produce an 

abrasive kinetic energy efficiency of just below 3%. The same pump produces an abrasive 

kinetic energy efficiency of 8% at a 40% loading rate. The experimental results showed that peak 

cutting efficiency for a given pump power varied by material. For example, mild steel with a 

14% abrasive loading rate, the peak efficiency occurred at 280MPa when tested between 

210MPa and 540MPa. The authors conclude that pressure has diminishing returns and the overall 

abrasive power should be considered (Miles and Henning 2015). 

 D. Zaremba, P. Heese, M. Bauer, H. J. Maier, and T. Hassel investigated the impact of 

pressure and abrasive size on abrasive disintegration in Particle Disintegration in the Abrasive 

Water Injection Jet (Zaremba, et al. 2015). The abrasive size distribution was measured after 

acceleration and after cutting. To measure acceleration, a water filled abrasive trap was used to 

decelerate abrasives from the waterjet. The operating pressure was varied from 250MPa (36kpsi) 

to 550MPa (80kpsi). Two abrasive sizes were tested; 120 mesh and 220 mesh. Increasing the 

operating pressure resulted in increased abrasive breakage both during acceleration and cutting. 

The larger 120 mesh abrasive particles had a higher breakage rate than 220 mesh. Increasing the 

abrasive loading rate increased breakage in the 120 mesh abrasive (Zaremba, et al. 2015). 
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2.4 Summary of Abrasive WaterJet Research 

Research of abrasive waterjet cutting fundamentals provides the parameters used to 

predict cutting mechanisms and ignition potential. Abrasive particle mixing and acceleration are 

a major source of inefficiency in current abrasive waterjet systems. Typical abrasive particles are 

not fully mixed into the flow and collect on the periphery of the waterjet stream. The violence of 

the acceleration process breaks many of the particles, where 20 to 25 percent were estimated to 

survive mixing in their initial size increment by Labus (Labus, et al. 1989). Early research by 

Swanson indicated that abrasive particles typically accelerate to 20 to 25 percent of the jet 

velocity (Swanson, Kilman, et al., Study of Particle Velocities in Water Driven Abrasive Jet 

Cutting 1987). A small percentage of abrasive particles are believed to move toward the center of 

the waterjet stream and reach significantly higher velocities. Swanson measured velocities as 

high as 75 percent (Swanson, Kilman, et al., Study of Particle Velocities in Water Driven 

Abrasive Jet Cutting 1987). It is interesting to note that Balz report a much higher average 

abrasive velocity and measured velocities as high as 80 percent of the water velocity (Balz and 

Heiniger 2011). Roth measured particle velocities with a Gaussian distribution centered on 70 

percent of the water velocity with velocities as high as 95 percent of the water velocity detected 

(P. Roth, H. Looser and K. C. Heiniger, et al. 2005). Perec showed that most abrasive are 

reduced in size by breakage during acceleration (Perec 2011). Due to the high velocities 

measured, this dissertation uses a “worst-case scenario” abrasive particle to estimate the upper 

limit of abrasive particle energy. This particle is the maximum possible size, does not break 

during acceleration, and reaches the maximum water velocity. The “worst-case scenario” 

abrasive particle is not expected to be common, though the available evidence strongly suggests 

that such a particle size and velocity combination does occur. 

There are two cutting mechanisms in abrasive waterjet cutting; low angle impacts result 

in gouging and high angle impact that result in work hardening and fracture. There is no hard 

division between these mechanisms, and both are expected to be present during the cutting 

process. In general, low angle impacts and gouging are dominant in ductile materials and in 

shallower regions of the cut. Low angle impacts are characterized as deformation wear. Angular 

abrasive particles gouge the surface of the kerf. The materials typically fail in shear after 

deformation by abrasive impacts (Kovacevic, et al. 1997). The impacts are described as scooping 
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or plowing (Kovacevic, et al. 1997). This process is analogous to high speed machining. 

Research presented in Section 2.7 shows that 80 percent or more of the heat generated during 

cutting may be transferred to the cuttings (List, Sutter and Bouthiche 2011). High angle impacts 

typically cause brittle failure. Abrasive impacts cause cracks to develop in brittle materials and 

successive impacts lead to intersecting cracks and material removal. High angle impacts on 

ductile material add an additional step to the process. Abrasive impacts cause shear deformation 

at the impact points, which then leads to work hardening, making the material brittle and more 

susceptible to cracking. 

Low angle impacts are the dominant cutting mechanism along the cutting front in linear 

cutting of ductile materials (Henning and Westkämper, Dynamic Analysis of the Spatial-

Temporal Behavior of the Cutting Front in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 2007). Transient structures 

develop in the kerf’s cutting front due to variations in the point of maximum erosion (Henning 

and Westkämper, Dynamic Analysis of the Spatial-Temporal Behavior of the Cutting Front in 

Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 2007). This variation strongly implies that high angle impacts may 

occur even in the cutting front that is dominated by low angle impacts. Mazurkiewcz estimated 

the material removal rate using Finnie’s abrasive model (not originally derived for AWJ) and 

found the experimental removal rate was approximately half what was predicted by the model. 

This discrepancy was believed to be a result of factors like abrasive fracture, angularity, and 

impact angle reducing the cutting rate below the idealized rate. Momber later estimated that 

approximately half of the energy was dissipated in dampening (Momber, et al. 1995). 

2.5 Fluid Jet Ignition Hazards and Safety Analysis 

Miller’s paper investigates the potential for AWJ sparks to ignite an explosive 

atmosphere. Miller recognized that AWJs represented a potential substitute to the problem of hot 

work in and around explosive atmospheres. He identified the following potential ignition 

sources; electric discharge sparks, thermal sources, adiabatic compression, catalytic ignition, 

kinetic energy sparks, and pyrophoric sparks. Every source except kinetic energy sparks can be 

mitigated by controlling materials and proper cutting setup. The kinetic energy sparks are always 

present when cutting steel with industry standard pressures and abrasives. That is why kinetic 

energy sparks are the focus of this dissertation. The equipment and AWJ cutting parameters 
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tested by Miller were representative of machining with high pressure and relatively low flow. 

Field cutting operations typically have significantly lower pressure and higher flow rates. 

The size of the kerf is strongly influenced by the size of the abrasives used, which has 

been previously verified by others conducting AWJ research (McClister 2015). For a spark to 

ignite an explosive gas, it must exceed the autoignition temperature of the gas and transfer 

sufficient energy to the gas. The energy in a kinetic energy spark is controlled by the mass, 

temperature, and specific heat of the spark. To determine the energy present, Miller focused on 

analyzing the size and maximum temperature of the kerf. As such, he investigated the kerf 

created from cutting ASI 4130 steel with 180-micron garnet at an operating fluid pressure of 

45,000 psi (P. L. Miller 1999). The largest particles found were approximately 100 microns 

(0.0001m). The upper limit of the spark temperature was determined by visually analyzing the 

kerf and abrasive particles for melting. The edges were sharp, indicating that localized heating 

did not exceed 1,400 Celsius for the steel or 2000 Celsius for the garnet. Further analysis 

indicated that no oxidation occurred, which suggests that the maximum local temperature was 

much lower (P. L. Miller 1999). 

Miller notes that most ignition energy calculations are performed with electric sparks. 

Ignition by kinetic energy sparks are more difficult to predict because of their dynamic behavior. 

In this dissertation, spark refers to a hot abrasive fragment or a hot fragment of cuttings. Sparks 

are only expected to occur after impact. Previous research found that the required spark 

temperature required for ignition increased with spark velocity. Spark ignition temperature is 

also inversely related to surface area of the spark (P. L. Miller 1999). For a combustion reaction 

to become self-sustaining, a critical amount of energy (the minimum ignition energy) must be 

transferred to a small region of the atmosphere. Heat transfer from a spark is proportional to the 

surface area of the spark. Therefore, the larger a spark gets, the lower the temperature required to 

achieve the same energy flow. The velocity of a spark determines its residence time with a 

specific small region of atmosphere. Faster moving sparks impart less energy on a finite gas 

volume, thereby reducing the ignition potential. In summary, decreasing the size or increasing 

the velocity of a spark increases the spark temperature required for ignition. 

Miller’s investigation of kinetic energy sparks did not fully quantify energy transfer and 

heat generation during the cutting process. He compared abrasive particle energy in waterjet 
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cutting to collisions between 6.35mm (0.25in) metal spheres and sandstone. The tests cited by 

Miller determined that metal collisions between objects required an energy of 17J to reach a 50 

percent probability of igniting a hydrogen/air mixture. Miller concluded that abrasive particle 

impacts did not contain enough energy to cause an ignition based on this comparison and failed 

to further investigate kinetic energy sparks. The temperature range, heating mechanism, 

micromachining process, and possible abrasive interactions were not investigated. 

Miller conducted test cuts in explosive atmospheres. The test chamber was an open steel 

box. The front had a polycarbonate window for observation. The rear was open to prevent a 

significant pressure build up during detonations. The back was covered with foil to contain the 

gas mixture. A sample of 4130 steel was safely cut in a hydrogen and air mixture (0.0170mJ 

minimum ignition energy) while oxygen enriched atmospheres (0.0012mJ minimum ignition 

energy) still experienced some ignitions (P. L. Miller 1999). Miller never identified the ignition 

mechanism associated from these tests. It was implied to be kinetic energy sparks. Most 

potentially explosive atmospheres have significantly higher minimum ignition energies than 

hydrogen. Miller concludes that “the use of abrasive fluid jet cutting systems for cutting metals 

in hazardous environments appears to be an acceptable risk under most circumstances.” This 

conclusion, which is plausible, has not been fully accepted by industry and needs to be 

investigated in greater detail. The likely ignition mechanisms in most industrial scenarios was 

believed to be static discharges and pyrophoric reactions. 

2.6 Discussion of Miller’s Research 

There are multiple critical flaws in the paper. The impact of water vapor on ignition in 

the test chamber is not quantified. The micro machining process was ignored, and abrasives were 

simply compared to metal on sandstone collisions. The glowing sparks observed in low light 

steel cutting were never fully characterized and no ignition model was proposed. Potential 

interactions between abrasive particles and the possibility of transient hot spots during machining 

are not discussed. The spark generation mechanism while cutting 4130 steel was not determined. 

The operating pressure, flow rate, abrasive size, and abrasive loading were not tested. Operating 

pressure is a major factor in abrasive energy, spark generation, and one of the major differences 

between field cutting applications and AWJ machining. 
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Major sources of experimental error are not addressed. As noted by Miller, water vapor, 

mist, and droplets inhibit ignition. Miller’s tests were conducted in a one cubic foot test chamber. 

The flow rate into the test chamber was approximately 1 gallon per minute. Despite citing 

literature that showed the ignition inhibition of water, Miller reported no effort to measure water 

content during cutting or to show that sparks could exit the potential ignition inhibiting region. 

There was no estimate of the time required for water vapor to hamper ignition in the test 

chamber. The gas mixing process adds to the experimental uncertainty. The mixing procedure 

was not documented, and it is not known how much dilution occurred when the test chamber was 

charged. The test chamber layout and AWJ operating procedure were unclear. The “plunging 

cut” procedure was not described, so it is assumed to describe a stationary drilling procedure. No 

justification was given for why this procedure maximized ignition risk. The internal layout of the 

test chamber was ambiguous, so it is not known if breakthrough into an explosive atmosphere 

isolated from the jet effects occurred. 

The analysis of kinetic energy sparks was incomplete. Abrasive impacts were compared 

to impacts between 6mm (¼ inch) steel spheres and sandstone. This simple collision does not 

capture the abrasive waterjet cutting process. The available waterjet literature in 1999 clearly 

established that abrasive waterjet cutting of steel involves two mechanisms described in detail in 

Chapter 3.4.2. One mechanism is micro machining that occurs at low impact angles and is 

similar to high speed machining. Modern high-speed machining research shows that more than 

80 percent of the heat generated during cutting can end up in the chip. This could allow a 

plausible worst-case scenario abrasive to produce a glowing spark. The second mechanism is 

work hardening and fracture that occurs at high angles. This produces a situation where multiple 

impacts may interact. 

Miller experimentally established several important relationships that are predicted by the 

models developed in this dissertation. First, the relationship between workpiece material and 

ignition potential was shown. Cutting 4130 chromoly in a hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere caused 

ignitions while mild steel in the same atmosphere did not. The greater ignition potential of 

pyrophoric metals was also demonstrated. Second, the impact of minimum ignition energy was 

demonstrated. The low minimum ignition energy hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere had ignitions, 
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while the less sensitive hydrogen-air atmosphere did not. These results verify the expected 

response. 

Miller’s conclusion that kinetic energy sparks are not a significant risk of ignition may be 

true for explosive atmospheres with high minimum ignition energies. However, this was not 

conclusively shown analytically or experimentally by Miller’s work. The ignition inhibition 

potential of water vapor in the test chamber was not measured or estimated. This means that 

ignitions may occur in explosive atmospheres with higher minimum ignition energies than were 

observed experimentally. The ignition mechanism in the steel tests was never determined and 

was possibly kinetic energy sparks. The flight path and cooling of kinetic energy sparks were not 

investigated so it remains unknown if sparks can travel far enough and retain enough heat to 

ignite gasses outside of the waterjet impact region. If kinetic energy sparks were causing ignition 

in an atmosphere with significant ignition inhibitions, it is possible that they could cause 

unexpected ignitions. 

2.7 Machining and Metal Cutting Research 

 There is an extensive body of research on mechanical and abrasive cutting. This research 

is typically focused on machining and dry cutting operations. However, the physical processes of 

machining are similar to the ductile shear failure found in abrasive waterjet cutting. Abrasive 

impacts are often referred to as micro machining. While machining models are unlikely to 

exactly match abrasive impacts, they provide a rough estimate of the heat distribution between 

the cuttings, abrasive, and the work piece. 

 At a pressure of 10,000psi, common for industrial field cutting, the average stream 

velocity of a waterjet is 1210ft/s (368m/s). Based on measurements in the waterjet literature, the 

average abrasive velocity is expected to be between 20 and 70 percent of this value with outliers 

potentially reaching the maximum stream velocity. Makino, a major CNC manufacturer, defines 

high speed machining as using tool rotations per minute (RPM) greater than 8,000 RPMs 

(Makino n.d.). In machining, linear cutter speed is expressed in surface feet per minute. The 

surface feet per minute will vary based on the tool diameter and the spindle RPM. Experimental 

surface feet per minute values as high as 9,000 (150ft/s 46m/s) are reported in some publications, 

though typical values are often much lower (Koefpfer 1996). In most metal cutting cases, 

abrasive particles will have significantly higher velocities than metal cutting tools. The 
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comparison is still useful because high speed machining is fast enough for the cutting process to 

be effectively adiabatic. The biggest difference is the lack of a continuous power input to the 

abrasive. 

 In 2005, N. A. Abukshim, P. T. Mativenga, and M. S. Sheikh published Heat Generation 

and Temperature Prediction in Metal Cutting: A Review and Implications for High Speed 

Machining (Abukshim, Mativenga and Sheikh 2005). The authors summarized the state of high-

speed cutting research and its motivations. Heat generated in the cutting process has two major 

impacts on machining. High tool temperatures reduce tool life and thermal expansion causes 

errors in part geometry. Hot zones develop in the deformation zones and at the tool/chip interface 

during cutting. The cutting speed drives the cutting temperature and heat transfer mechanism. At 

higher speeds, the cutting process becomes effectively adiabatic. The speed of the cutting 

process overwhelms conductive heat transfer and results in high local temperatures. The high 

local temperatures occur in shear deformation zones (Abukshim, Mativenga and Sheikh 2005).  

 The material, tool, surface speed, and other machining parameters determine the 

distribution of heat during the cutting process. Heat is generated from the deformation of the 

material during cutting and friction from the tool. Heat is transferred to the chip, the tool, and the 

work piece. At higher speeds, heat transfer during the cutting process is reduced. Tool 

temperatures near the face have been measured in the range of 1000C to 1200C. At the time of 

publication, the authors did not believe that computer models fully captured the physical 

phenomena in high speed machining (Abukshim, Mativenga and Sheikh 2005). Given the 

limitations on computing performance at the time, the authors were likely correct. 

 In 2011, G. List, G. Sutter, and A. Bouthiche published Cutting Temperature Prediction 

in High Speed Machining by Numerical Modelling of Chip Formation and its Dependence with 

Crater Wear (List, Sutter and Bouthiche 2011). The authors modeled the cutting process with a 

finite element analysis in Abaqus. Note that advances in computing technology likely allowed 

the authors to use far finer meshes than any of the early attempts to model physical cutting. The 

simulations showed good agreement with experimental measurements. In both simulations and 

experiments, the maximum temperatures were in the range of 632C to 752C and increased with 

the linear speed. 
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In high speed situations, the author’s model showed that over 80 percent of the heat went 

to the chip. Heat was generated in 3 zones. The primary zone is inside the chip where the cutting 

process deformed the material. The secondary heating zone occurs along the leading face of the 

tool where the chip slides along the contact surface. The tertiary heating zone is where the tool 

slides along the surface of the work piece. As the chip is removed, the primary zone moves up 

the tool and part of this becomes the secondary zone. The highest temperatures occurred at the 

interface in the secondary zone. The tool and chip surfaces at this point had approximately the 

same temperature (List, Sutter and Bouthiche 2011). This is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1: Chip Heating Zones (List, Sutter and Bouthiche 2011). 

 

The key conclusion from the machining literature is that higher speeds reduce heat 

transfer from the cuttings to the tool and the work piece. At very high speeds, the process 

becomes nearly adiabatic. Numerical modeling of high-speed machining indicated that in excess 

of 80% of the heat generated could remain in the cuttings. High speed machining where the 

process becomes adiabatic is still slower than plausible abrasive velocities. This comparison 

shows that it is plausible for low angle abrasive impacts to be close to adiabatic. Even at high 

cutting speeds, there will still be some heat transfer out of the cuttings. However, an estimate of 
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80% or more heat retention in the cuttings provides a good starting point for the modeling 

portion of this dissertation. 

2.8 Industry Assumptions 

 There are several assumptions commonly held in the waterjet industry that should be 

noted in the literature search. These beliefs are not well documented in the existing literature and 

are therefore treated as points to investigate rather than established fact. The first industry belief 

is the lack of agreement on the ignition hazard of waterjets. One major waterjet contracting 

company had an ignition event and explosion when cutting into an explosive atmosphere. This 

company subsequently banned abrasive waterjet cutting in explosive atmospheres (H. Miller 

2015). Some other companies believe that cutting in explosive atmospheres is safe in some or all 

circumstances. If any recent analysis has been conducted, it is proprietary and not publicly 

available. What is evident is that industry opinion is split, where there is at least one known 

ignition, and there are some companies that cut in some explosive atmosphere with no ignitions 

to date. This thesis directly addresses the question of ignition potential. 

 The second industry belief is the ignition potential of breakthrough. It is believed by 

some companies that breakthrough into an explosive atmosphere presents the highest risk of 

ignition. In response, some companies use other non-sparking drilling methods to make the 

initial hole into a tank or compartment that may contain explosive vapors. The waterjet is then 

started in the initial hole. This concern is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.3.2 and Chapter 4.4. 

The third major assumption is the formation of abrasive clusters. It is believed that both the angle 

of the focusing tube and kerf geometry can result in abrasive clusters in the waterjet. This 

phenomenon is not well documented in the literature, but was detected by Balz in Determination 

of Spatial Velocity Distributions of Abrasive Particles in Abrasive Water Jets Using Laser-

Induced Fluorescence Under Real Conditions (Balz and Heiniger 2011). If abrasive velocities 

are in fact higher than the long held 20 to 25 percent of water velocity, it can drastically increase 

the energy transferred by the abrasive particles and therefore the energy of impacts. The 

implications are further discussed in detail in Chapter 4.5. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CUTTING, SPARK GENERATION, AND IGNITION 

 

Abrasive waterjets present a more complicated ignition process than electric spark tests 

or traditional hot work. Kinetic energy sparks are generated as abrasive particles impact the 

target material. On average, the material, water, and abrasive temperature are at or below the 

boiling point of water (McClister 2015). The presence of glowing sparks indicates that small 

regions of the jet impact area reach or exceed 500C. Sparks are ejected from the impact region 

by kinetic energy transferred from the water and abrasives. The sparks then travel through a 

region of water droplets surrounding the jet. This region is believed to inhibit ignition near the 

waterjet and diminishes in influence further away from the waterjet and impact point. Some of 

the thermal energy in the spark is lost as it transits through the mist. Sparks of sufficient size and 

temperature can then ignite an explosive atmosphere. It is important to note that sparks must 

have significantly more thermal energy than the measured minimum ignition energy of the gas 

mixture to ignite it because the energy transfer is not instantaneous. Chapter 3 presents the 

physical requirements for ignition, possible ignition mechanisms present during abrasive waterjet 

cutting, and the proposed abrasive waterjet ignition model. 

Section 3.1 introduces basic combustion requirements and chemistry. Section 3.2 

presents potential ignition mechanisms and identifies kinetic energy sparks as the main ignition 

mechanism in abrasive waterjet cutting. Section 3.3 presents the ignition mechanism of kinetic 

energy sparks. Section 3.4 discusses the abrasive waterjet cutting process from abrasive 

acceleration and cutting mechanisms to spark flight and ignition. Section 3.5 discusses the 

variables in abrasive waterjet cutting and ignition. Section 3.6 presents mathematical models of 

spark travel and cooling. 

3.1 Combustion Requirements 

Combustion of a flammable atmosphere requires fuel and oxidizer within a range of 

ratios. These ratios are referred to as the upper and lower flammable limits and are specified at a 

fixed temperature, pressure, and atmospheric composition (Explosion Dynamics Laboratory 

n.d.). This is typically air at 1 atmosphere pressure, 20 to 30C, and assumes the oxidizer is 
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oxygen at atmospheric concentrations of 20.9 percent (Engineering Toolbox n.d.). Changes in 

oxygen levels or the presence of other oxidizers will change the flammable limits. As an 

example, vapors from #2 diesel fuel are flammable between 0.7 and 5.0 percent of the total 

atmosphere (Marathon Petroleum 2015). The lower and upper flammability limits are also 

known as the lean and rich flammability limits, respectively (Explosion Dynamics Laboratory 

n.d.). Explosions may occur in the flammable range but are not guaranteed in all conditions 

where combustion occurs. Many sources use flammable limits interchangeably with explosive 

limits and do not differentiate where an explosion is likely. The range where mixtures have been 

experimentally shown to produce explosions is bounded by the detonation limits (Explosion 

Dynamics Laboratory n.d.). For most industrial safety applications and this dissertation, any 

ignition, explosive or otherwise, is considered unacceptable. For that reason, this research will 

focus on the flammable limits and consider any ignition to be a failure to safely cut a sample. 

The lower flammable limits of gas mixtures can be approximated by a modified form of 

Le Chatelier’s Law in Equation 3.1 where L is the combined combustion limit, 𝐶  is the 

concentration of each combustible gas and 𝐿  is the combustion limit of each added combustible 

gas. (Kuchta 1985). The upper flammability limit of mixtures is more difficult to predict due to 

complicated partial reactions (Kuchta 1985). As a rule of thumb, mixtures above the upper 

flammable limit are not considered safe. Airflow and pressure differentials from the jet or any 

other source of ventilation can cause pockets of gas within the flammable limits (Explosion 

Dynamics Laboratory n.d.). 

𝐿 =  100𝐶 𝐿 + 𝐶 𝐿 + ⋯ +  𝐶 𝐿                                                (3.1) 

The addition of other inert gases to air further complicates ignition limit calculations. 

This research is focused on the combustion of a single explosive gas in air. Any addition of inert 

gases or mixing of combustible gases may impact the conclusions of this thesis. Reaction 

pathways and the ignition potential of complex gas mixtures are an excellent area for follow-up 

research. 

Combustion is an exothermic reaction between a fuel and an oxidizer and can be 

approximated as a single reaction, where fuel and oxidizer produce products and heat. Ignition 
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can occur once the temperature exceeds the autoignition temperature of the mixture. For 

example, the autoignition temperature of number 2 diesel fuel is 254C (Marathon Petroleum 

2015). A kinetic energy spark or hot surface below this temperature cannot cause ignition. Above 

the autoignition temperature, ignition is governed by chemical kinetics and heat transfer. The 

smaller the volume of gas, the higher the temperature required for ignition. A sufficiently small 

volume of gas above the autoignition temperature will lose heat faster than the combustion 

reaction generates heat and not become self-sustaining. This dynamic is demonstrated in the 

heated sphere experiments first conducted by Patterson and Silver (Silver 1937), (Paterson 

1938). 

It is important to note that there are intermediate steps in combustion reactions. Many 

combustion reactions have intermediate pathways and products. These can change with the 

temperature of the reaction. The chemical kinetics in the intermediate reaction steps drive the 

overall energy and temperature requirements of ignition. Reaction pathways on the surface of 

heated particles is an area of active research, with recent publications from the Explosion 

Dynamics Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology (Mével, et al. 2015). The 

minimum ignition energy is used to approximate the sensitivity of a gas to ignition. Hydrocarbon 

combustion can be approximated with Equation 3.2, where X is any halogen atoms. 

Equation 2: Generic hydrocarbon combustion reaction (Kuchta 1985). 𝐶 𝐻 𝑂 𝑁 𝑋 + 𝐶 + ℎ − 𝑥 − 2𝑚4 𝑂 → 𝑐 𝐶𝑂 + ℎ − 𝑥2 𝐻 𝑂 + 𝑥 𝐻𝑋 +  𝑛2 𝑁       (3.2) 

The minimum ignition energy is the smallest amount of energy that can ignite a gas under 

ideal conditions for combustion. Minimum ignition energy is usually measured by electric 

sparks, which transfer the energy to the gas almost instantaneously. Ignition mechanisms with 

slower energy transfer, such as heated surfaces or kinetic energy sparks, typically require far 

more energy to cause ignition. When gas volumes and heated surfaces are large, the autoignition 

temperature predominately controls ignition. Conversely, ignition by small surfaces is driven by 

minimum ignition energy. The importance of minimum ignition energy was shown by Miller in 

Fluid Jet Ignition Hazards Safety Analysis (P. L. Miller 1999). Mixtures with higher ignition 

energy were more difficult to ignite (P. L. Miller 1999). Miller’s results are summarized below in 
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Table . Note that switching the mixture from hydrogen and oxygen to hydrogen and air increases 

the minimum ignition energy. 

 

Table 3.1: Miller Ignition Test Results Summary 

Gas Minimum Ignition Energy Target Material Ignition Percent 𝐻 / 𝑂  0.0012mJ 4130 Steel 12% 𝐻 / 𝐴𝑖𝑟 0.170mJ 4130 Steel 0% 𝐻 / 𝑂  0.0012mJ Titanium 71% 𝐻 / 𝐴𝑖𝑟 0.170mJ Titanium 0% 

 

It is important to note that the conditions and the energy transfer mechanism can change 

measured values like the minimum ignition energy. For example, the minimum ignition energy 

typically decreases as the temperature increases. This occurs because the temperature gradient 

between the region with forward combustion reactions and the surroundings is lower at a higher 

temperature. The lower temperature gradient reduces heat loss to the surroundings. The heat 

transfer mechanism and geometry impact the energy requirements for ignition. Minimum 

ignition energy is measured in ideal conditions for ignition. The electric spark heats a small 

volume of air almost instantly, minimizing losses to the surroundings. Other ignition sources rely 

on different modes of heat transfer, such as convection and radiation (P. L. Miller 1999) (Mével, 

et al. 2015). This results in a slower transfer of energy from the ignition source to the 

surroundings and increases the total energy required to ignite the gas. 

The fuel in explosive atmospheres is generally a flammable gas or flammable vapors 

given off by a liquid. Flammable gases, such as hydrogen and strata gas (often methane) may be 

directly utilized in industrial applications, produced or stored on site, or even a byproduct of 

other reactions in the facility. For example, the Chemical Safety Board has investigated multiple 

explosions in facilities or work areas where explosive gases were not being utilized. These 

explosions were caused by gasses from microbial activity in organic material (U.S. Chemical 

Safety Board 2014). Flammable liquids, such as diesel or gasoline, produce vapors as the fuel 

temperature increases. The temperature where the vapor concentration hits the lower flammable 
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limit is the flash point. For #2 diesel fuel, the flash point is between 49C and 88C (Marathon 

Petroleum 2015). In contrast, the flash point of gasoline is -40C (Canadian Center for 

Ocupational Health and Safety n.d.). This means that gasoline tanks are almost always explosive 

while diesel tanks at normal operating temperatures are often not explosive. Whatever the 

source, the explosive vapors need to be present within the flammable limits for combustion. 

The moisture content of the fuel and air mixture changes ignition energy, flammable 

limits, and, in some cases, inhibit combustion (P. L. Miller 1999). Water vapor and droplets in 

the air generally act as an inert heat sink. As the water content increases, combustion reactions 

must heat more water. This increases the energy required to start a combustion reaction, 

increasing the minimum ignition energy. The upper and lower flammable limits can be changed 

by the moisture content. If the moisture content is high enough, combustion reactions may not be 

self-sustaining (P. L. Miller 1999). This may allow for safe abrasive waterjet cutting in some 

explosive atmosphere because the water vapor suppresses ignition. However, the ignition 

suppression from the droplet cloud is not guaranteed to be present – especially when an abrasive 

waterjet initially penetrates through a steel plate into an explosive atmosphere (McClister 2015). 

3.2 Ignition Mechanisms 

 Explosive atmospheres can be ignited by a variety of sources. Electric sparks, thermal 

sources, adiabatic compression, catalytic ignition, pyrophoric sparks and kinetic energy sparks 

can all ignite explosive atmospheres (P. L. Miller 1999). With the correct situation, materials, 

and equipment, it may be possible for an abrasive waterjet to cause ignition by any of these 

mechanisms. Kinetic energy sparks are the only potential ignition mechanism that is present in 

most operating scenarios where steel is cut with commercially available abrasive waterjets. The 

ignition mechanisms are summarized below in Table 2.2 through Table 3.5. 

 

Table 2.2: Ignition mechanisms and their relevance to abrasive waterjets. 

Electric Spark 
Discharge 

Electric sparks and arcs can transfer energy to a fuel air mixture. Spark 

plugs in an internal combustion engine are an example of using an 

electric arc to deliberately ignite a fuel air mixture. Electric sparks and 

arcs are a common source of accidental ignition. 
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Table 3.3: Ignition mechanisms and their relevance to abrasive waterjets continued. 

Relevance to 

Abrasive Waterjets 

Electrical sparks are a significant explosion hazard in environments 

ranging from underground coal mines to gasoline powered boats. 

However, they are generally not directly caused by abrasive waterjets. 

Electric sparks are limited by good wiring practices and extensive 

MSHA guidelines exist for explosion proof electrical systems in 

underground coal mines. As such, electric sparks are beyond the scope 

of this research. 

 

Miller notes that some abrasives can generate electric discharges on 

impact. Piezoelectric action can occur when quartz crystals are 

deformed on impact. Quartz crystals and other potential abrasives 

containing free silica are not used due to the danger of silica fines to 

human health (P. L. Miller 1999). 

Thermal Sources Fuel air mixtures can be ignited by heating a region of the mixture 

above the autoignition temperature (C. Robinson 1983). Convection 

and radiation are the heat transfer mechanisms for thermal sources. An 

electric hot plate or a hot piece of metal could serve as a thermal 

source. 

Relevance to 

Abrasive Waterjets 
Thermal sources can present a significant hazard in explosive 

environments. However, they are not a potential ignition source for 

abrasive waterjets due to the water acting as a coolant. The specific 

heat of water is normally high enough that the kinetic energy in the 

system is insufficient to bring the water or average kerf temperature 

near the autoignition temperature of most common fuel air mixtures. 

For example, an abrasive waterjet system will not result in average 

water or workpiece temperatures above the boiling point of water 

(100C) while the autoignition temperature of most fuel air mixtures is 

more than 200C. Therefore, ignition by thermal sources is outside the 

scope of this research. 
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Table 3.4: Ignition mechanisms and their relevance to abrasive waterjets continued. 

Adiabatic 

Compression 

Adiabatic compression can lead to combustion by increasing the 

temperature of a gas. This process is described by the ideal gas law: 

PV=nRT (Pressure * Volume = number of moles * gas constant * 

Temperature). When the volume is decreased, the pressure and 

temperature increase. This is how a diesel engine works. 

Relevance to 

Abrasive Waterjets 

Adiabatic compression requires the compression of a volume of fuel air 

mixture. Abrasive waterjets will not directly cause this compression in 

normal conditions. It is theoretically possible that cutting a component 

could cause circumstances that could lead to a significant pressure 

change. However, this is not a direct impact of the abrasive waterjet 

cutting process and is only mentioned as a warning for unusual 

conditions. 

Catalytic Ignition Catalytic ignition occurs where the introduction of a chemical lowers 

the activation energy of a combustion reaction to the point where the 

autoignition temperature is below the ambient temperature (Hohn, 

Huang and Cao 2009). 

Relevance to 

Abrasive Waterjets 
Catalytic ignition is not directly caused by abrasive waterjet cutting. 

Instead, catalytic ignition is possible when specific chemical 

combinations occur. Catalytic ignition may be a concern for abrasive 

waterjet cutting when a cut introduces a catalyst to a fuel or otherwise 

changes the chemical composition where a catalyst is present. Catalytic 

ignition is not a normal abrasive waterjet problem and is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. 
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Table 3.5: Ignition mechanisms and their relevance to abrasive waterjets continued. 

Kinetic Energy 

Sparks 

Kinetic energy sparks are pieces of metal that are heated and ejected by 

contact between parts. These sparks are present during abrasive 

processes, such as grinding, drilling, and cutting. Abrasive waterjets 

produce kinetic energy sparks and previous research by Miller has 

demonstrated that these sparks can ignite sensitive gases, such as 

hydrogen (P. L. Miller 1999). Kinetic energy sparks can be visible 

when cutting in low light conditions (McClister 2015), (H. Miller 

2015). 

Relevance to 

Abrasive Waterjets 
Kinetic energy sparks occur during abrasive waterjet cutting. These 

sparks are formed by the impact of abrasive particles and the material 

being cut. These sparks were identified by Miller as the main concern 

of abrasive waterjet cutting in explosive environments (P. L. Miller 

1999). Bill McClister also identifies kinetic energy sparks as the key 

ignition concern of AWJ cutting (McClister 2015). These sparks occur 

whenever steel is cut by AWJ systems and have been documented 

igniting sensitive explosive atmospheres under controlled conditions by 

Miller (P. L. Miller 1999). As such, kinetic energy sparks will be the 

focus of this thesis. 

Pyrophoric Sparks Pyrophoric sparks occur when cutting a metal that reacts chemically 

when exposed to air. These can occur when cutting a material like 

titanium or zirconium. In an industrial setting, these metals typically 

have an oxide or other coating that prevents the material from reacting 

with air unless it is cut (Hillstrom 1973). Handling and cutting 

pyrophoric materials is an explosion hazard. 

Relevance to 

Abrasive Waterjets 

Pyrophoric sparks are the result of the material being cut, not the 

specific cutting process. This means that safety must include material 

considerations and the possibility of pyrophoric sparks. Pyrophoric 

spark generation is beyond the scope of this thesis and the conclusions 

of this thesis do not apply to pyrophoric materials. 
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As such, kinetic energy sparks are the primary ignition mechanism of concern for the use 

of abrasive waterjets. Kinetic energy sparks are always produced when cutting steel with 

presently available AWJs. These sparks are dim enough that they are not visible in well-lit 

conditions. However, they can be observed during low light cutting. Heated bodies, such as 

kinetic energy sparks, shed energy by radiation. At low temperatures, the radiation emission 

curves are centered on wavelengths too long for the human eye to see. The body temperature of 

humans is too low to emit light in the visible spectrum, but humans easily stand out on infra-red 

optics. As the temperature of an object increases, the wavelength of the emitted radiation 

decreases. When an object reaches approximately 500 degrees Celsius, it will begin to develop a 

faint red glow that is visible in low light conditions (Process Association of America n.d.). 

Therefore, it is known that AWJs produce kinetic energy sparks that are above the autoignition 

temperatures of many explosive atmospheres. Existing research, including Miller AWJ 

experiments and spark ignition literature have determined that spark temperature alone is not 

always enough to ignite explosive atmospheres. The primary focus of this research will be the 

dynamics of kinetic energy sparks. However, any safety conclusions must be conditional to the 

material properties. Pyrophoric sparks and catalytic ignition present significant explosion risks 

when the wrong combination of materials is present. 

3.3 Cutting, Spark Generation, Travel, and Ignition 

The waterjet transfers energy to the abrasive particles by accelerating them. The abrasive 

particles then concentrate the energy on angular points during impingement and cut the target. 

The cutting process heats the abrasive particles and the cuttings. The water flow through the kerf 

keeps the average temperature of the workpiece and water at or below boiling. The spray and 

mist in the impact zone suppress ignition and cool any slow-moving particles. A fraction of the 

heated abrasive particles and cuttings are ejected from the kerf with sufficient velocity to escape 

the impact zone before cooling. These hot particles have the potential to ignite an explosive 

atmosphere. Ignition occurs if the spark heats a sufficient volume of the atmosphere above the 

autoignition temperature. 

3.3.1 Abrasive Travel 

 Abrasive waterjets are used to cut materials, like steel, that a simple waterjet cannot cut 

efficiently. Continuous waterjets at commercially viable pressures do not generate sufficient 
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loadings on the target to cut steel. Abrasive waterjets address this shortcoming by using the 

waterjet to accelerate hard angular abrasive particles. Garnet is the industry standard abrasive 

and it often accounts for 10 to 15 percent of the mass of the flow (P. L. Miller 1999). Abrasive 

particles used in industrial applications are often screened at 180-micron (P. L. Miller 1999). The 

angularity of the abrasive concentrates the impact on an area smaller than the abrasive and 

locally achieves sufficient force to scour and cut the steel. Technological limitations in mixing 

the abrasive with the water in conventional abrasive waterjet systems limits abrasive 

acceleration. Older estimates of abrasive acceleration estimate abrasive velocities of 20 to 25 

percent of water velocity and more recent measurements show an abrasive velocity with a mean 

as high as 70 percent of water velocity (Swanson, Kilman, et al., Study of Particle Velocities in 

Water Driven Abrasive Jet Cutting 1987), (P. Roth, H. Looser and K. C. Heiniger, et al. 2005). A 

small fraction of the particles is believed to nearly reach the velocity of water. R. K. Swanson 

measured an average abrasive particle velocity of 400ft/s with a waterjet stream velocity of 

1800ft/s (Swanson, Kilman, et al., Study of Particle Velocities in Water Driven Abrasive Jet 

Cutting 1987). The violence of the mixing and acceleration breaks some of the abrasive particles 

before the abrasives leave the mixing tube. T.J. Labus determined that only 20 to 25 percent of 

the abrasive particles survived the mixing process without significant breakage (Labus, et al. 

1989). 

 The velocity of a waterjet can be approximated with Bernoulli’s Equation 3.3, where 𝑃  

is the threshold pressure, 𝑃  is the external pressure, 𝑉  is the internal velocity, 𝑉  is the external 

velocity, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid, 𝑔 is the acceleration from gravity, 𝑦  is the starting height, 

and 𝑦  is the final height. In a high-pressure waterjet system, 𝑦  and 𝑦  are insignificant relative 

to system pressure. Internal velocity prior to the nozzle, 𝑉 , is insignificant because the high-

pressure pipe cross sectional area is far larger than the cross-sectional area of the nozzle. Since 𝑃  is theoretically 0psi because the waterjet is unconstrained and, therefore, near atmospheric 

pressure. This results in a simplified equation that approximates jet velocity from operating 

pressure and is given in Equation 3.5. 𝑃𝜌  +  𝑉2  + 𝑔𝑦 =  𝑃𝜌  +  𝑉2  + 𝑔𝑦                                          (3.3) 
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𝑃𝜌 =  𝑉2                                                                     (3.4) 

𝑉 =  2 𝑃𝜌                                                                   (3.5) 

 At a pressure of 10,000psi, the average stream velocity of a waterjet is estimated at 

1210ft/s (368m/s). If abrasive acceleration is assumed to average 70 percent of the water 

velocity, the average abrasive velocity is 847ft/s (258m/s). Poor mixing of the abrasive and water 

may lead to a concentration of abrasive particles in the periphery of the jet. Some particles may 

be ejected from the jet with potential for far lower velocities. Others may move into the center of 

the jet and nearly match the velocity of the water. It may be possible for high velocity abrasive 

particles to exit the core of the waterjet and impact in the periphery. The high magnitude of axial 

velocities relative to radial velocities in the jet suggest that this is a rare occurrence if it happens. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Abrasive mixing and acceleration 
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The distribution of the abrasive particles within these regions is assumed to be random. 

Variations in abrasive velocity are also assumed to be random. At the macroscopic level, kerfs 

display waviness. At a smaller scale, analysis of the kerf indicated a random surface topography 

which in turn indicates a random distribution of abrasive particles and velocities. For modeling 

purposes, it is assumed that a small fraction of abrasive particles survives the mixing process and 

are accelerated to the maximum velocity of the water. This is the maximum energy particle and it 

will be used where a worst-case scenario estimate is necessary. Abrasive mixing and regions are 

shown in Figure  and 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Jet regions, showing older abrasive velocity distributions (Swanson, Kilman, et al., 
Study of Particle Velocities in Water Driven Abrasive Jet Cutting 1987), (Labus, et al. 1989). 

 

3.3.2 Impact, Cutting Mechanisms, and Spark Generation 

 As described in Section 2.3, abrasive particles produce two erosion mechanisms when 

cutting metal, ductile failure and brittle failure. The material properties and impact angle of the 

individual abrasive particles determine which mechanism dominates the erosion process. Impact 
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angle is defined by the angle of the abrasive particle trajectory relative to the surface. Low angle 

is traveling close to parallel to the surface and high angle is near normal to the surface. At high 

angles, brittle erosion mechanisms dominate. At low angles, ductile erosion mechanisms 

dominate. Mazurkiewcz’s research showed peak ductile material erosion rates with abrasive 

impact angles of 15 to 20 degrees (Mazurkiewcz 1991). In contrast, the ideal abrasive impact 

angle for a brittle material was near 90 degrees (Mazurkiewcz 1991). In most cutting operation, 

some ductile and brittle erosion occurs. Table  summarizes the dominant erosion mechanism. 

The thickness, traverse rate, material, and jet parameters effect the impact angle and kerf 

geometry. 

Table 3.6: Erosion mechanisms in brittle and ductile materials. 

 Ductile Material Brittle Material 

Low 

Angle 

The erosion process is dominated by 

scooping. Hard edges of the abrasive 

particles gouge into the kerf on impact 

and plastically deform the material. 

Failure tends to be in shear. This is the 

dominant erosion process in ductile 

metals. 

Depending on the material properties, 

some combination of plastic deformation 

and crack formation occurs at low angles. 

Glancing impacts render crack formation 

less efficient at low angles. 

High 
Angle 

Abrasive impacts on a ductile metal 

produce work hardening when the 

impact angle is too high for scooping to 

occur. Work hardening embrittles the 

material and causes the formation of 

crack networks. 

High angle abrasive impacts form crack 

networks where the energy of the abrasive 

particle is concentrated on points on 

impact. Cracks intersect and particles 

break off the surface. The force of the 

impact or the water flow carries these 

away. This is the dominant mechanism 

when cutting a brittle material. 

 

The cutting operation (drilling vs linear cutting) and the material thickness have an 

impact on the erosion mechanism. Workpiece thickness and traverse speed impact the curvature 

of the cutting front. Thicker materials produce a leading edge where the bottom of the leading 
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profile curves and trails behind the jet impact point (Zeng and Henning, Kerf Characterization in 

Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 2009). The horizontal distance between the top and bottom of the kerf 

is called jetlag, cutting lag, or drag. The profile of the cutting front is not necessarily a smooth 

curve. Transient features may develop and locally affect the cutting mechanism (Henning and 

Westkamper, Influences on Structure Formation at the Cutting Edge with Abrasive Waterjets 

2001). This curved kerf profile likely has both high and low angle impacts. Low angle impacts 

occur in this region as abrasive particles are deflected around the corner. This likely occurs as the 

water is deflected and in turn sweeps the entrained particles along the new course. Additionally, 

particles are likely to bounce along the leading edge after initial impacts higher in the kerf. High 

angle impacts may occur along the curved kerf profile when abrasive remain close to the original 

trajectory or on the top surface of the material. It is likely that, on average, impact velocities are 

lower, particle vectors are less conducive to cutting, and less abrasive remains unbroken. The 

appearance of waviness deeper in the kerf show the redirection and instability of the flow. 

Cutting effectiveness and volumetric material removal rates decreases with increased material 

thickness. 

Initial penetration of a work piece will involve high angle impacts. The initial abrasive 

impacts will be near perpendicular to the surface of the target. This happens in both ductile and 

brittle materials. In brittle materials, the abrasive impacts produce crack networks. Repeated 

impacts lead to intersecting cracks and release cuttings. In ductile materials, abrasive impacts 

cause work hardening in the surface, which results in a brittle material. Once the ductile material 

hardens and becomes brittle, intersecting cracks break material loose in the same manner as a 

brittle material. When a cut is initiated in the middle of a plate, a period of high angle impacts 

and work hardening is unavoidable. 

 Figure  shows an abrasive particle impacting target at a low angle. The vector of the 

abrasive particle is near parallel to the surface being cut. The rotational velocity of the abrasive 

particle is assumed to be near zero and insignificant compared to the velocity of the abrasive 

particle (Mazurkiewcz 1991). On impact with the side of the kerf, the angular protrusions on the 

abrasive particle gouge the target material. The material is deformed plastically at the point of 

impact. It fails in ductile shear and cuttings are removed by water and abrasive flow. The plastic 

deformation and shear failure convert some of the kinetic energy to heat. Heating from 
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deformation is documented in the high-speed machining literature (List, Sutter and Bouthiche 

2011). 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Abrasive impact at a shallow angle – adapted from (Mazurkiewcz 1991). 

 

At an operating pressure of 207MPa (30,000psi), this yields an average stream velocity of 

465m/s (1530ft/s). The worst-case particle velocity of 100 percent of flow velocity is assumed. 

The particles are often screened to 80 mesh, which translates to a .177mm (0.0070inch) opening 

(Sigma Aldrich n.d.). Garnet produced by the leading abrasive supplier, Barton, has a specific 

gravity of 4 (4000kg/m^3 or 7.76 slug/ft^3) (Barton n.d.). The volume of the maximum size 
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spherical abrasive particle is 2.9 x 10^-12 m^3 (1.03 x 10^-10 ft^3). The mass of the maximum 

diameter spherical garnet abrasive particle is approximately 1.16 x 10^-8 kilograms (2.56 x 10^-

8 pounds). This information can be used to calculate the kinetic energy of the worst-case 

abrasive particle. In Equation 3.6, K is kinetic energy, m is mass, and V is velocity. 

𝐾 =  12  𝑚 ∗ 𝑉                                                                 (3.6) 

 The total kinetic energy of the worst-case abrasive is 0.00125J (1.25mJ). The minimum 

ignition energy of hydrogen is 0.011mJ so an abrasive particle at the worst-case speed has 

several orders of magnitude more energy than is required to ignite a hydrogen and air mixture 

(Explosion Solutions n.d.). This means that ignition may be possible if enough energy is 

transferred to a volume of gas over a short enough time. Ignition is dependent on spark 

temperature, gas properties, velocity, and heat transfer in the boundary flow. ∆𝑇 = ∗                                                                       (3.7)  

 The cutting process converts most of the kinetic energy in the system to heat. The 

specific heat of garnet is approximately 0.75kJ/(kg*K) (The Engineering Toolbox n.d.). The 

change in temperature, ∆𝑇, is calculated with Equation 3.7, where 𝐸 is the energy added, 𝑚 is 

the mass, and 𝑐 is the heat capacity. If all the kinetic energy of the worst-case particle were 

converted to heat, it would result in a particle temperature change of approximately 144K. If the 

starting temperature is assumed to be 100C, this would produce a final temperature of 244C. 

Even with a 100 percent conversion of kinetic energy to heat in the abrasive particle and no 

losses to the surroundings, the surface temperature is below the autoignition temperature of many 

explosive atmospheres and is too cool to visibly glow. This is consistent with the analysis done 

by Miller. Microscopic analysis of abrasive particles found no evidence of melted edges on 

cuttings or abrasive particles. This put an upper limit on steel cuttings at 1400C and the garnet 

temperature limit at 2000C (P. L. Miller 1999). 

 Miller analyzed the steel cuttings and abrasive fragments for evidence of oxidation 

caused by high temperatures with a scanning electron microscope and found none. Miller 

concluded that this indicated a much lower temperature cap for both abrasives and cuttings. 

However, Miller did not determine what this cap may be for either material (P. L. Miller 1999). 
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The temperature floor is determined by the visibility of dimly glowing sparks. The minimum 

temperature to produce this is likely approximately 500C, though the initial temperature may be 

higher due to cooling before the sparks are visible. The material of the visible sparks has not 

been identified and there is nothing in the literature that indicates if visible sparks are cuttings, 

abrasives, or a mixture of both. 

 Miller’s ignition results strongly suggest that some sparks exceeded the minimum 

temperature of hydrogen. The autoignition temperature of hydrogen-air and hydrogen-oxygen 

are both estimated to be 565℃ (NASA 2003). The temperature of the spark at the time of 

ignition was likely higher than 565℃ because the spark temperature must exceed the 

autoignition temperature for ignition to occur. The temperature difference required is a function 

of the size of the spark, its velocity, and the minimum ignition energy of the gas. The lower the 

minimum ignition energy of the gas, the lower the difference needs to be. The minimum ignition 

energy of a hydrogen/oxygen atmosphere is at least an order of magnitude lower than that of a 

hydrogen/air mixture (0.02mJ vs 0.001 mJ) (NASA 2003), (P. L. Miller 1999). The exact 

temperature difference between the spark and the 565℃ autoignition temperature of the 

hydrogen/oxygen atmosphere is not known. The dimensions of the particular spark that ignited 

the hydrogen/oxygen mixture are also not known, so it is not possible to approximate the 

temperature. Spark ignition temperatures may have been in the range of 600℃ to 800℃. 

The limited kinetic energy of the abrasive particles strongly suggest that the visible 

sparks are not whole abrasive particles. In order for a whole worst-case abrasive particle to be 

heated to the point of glowing, the energy input into the particle would need to be triple the 

initial kinetic energy of the worst-case particle. This transfer of energy into the particle would 

have to happen in water that is at or below boiling. There are no observations of large-scale hot 

spots during abrasive waterjet cutting because the water cools the workpiece. Furthermore, the 

high velocity of the abrasive particles limits any conductive heat transfer out of a transient hot 

spot. The contact time between a fast-moving abrasive particle and a transient localized hot spot 

is likely too short for significant heat transfer to occur. There is no known or proposed 

mechanism by which the energy of whole worst-case abrasive particles will more than double 

their initial energy. If garnet particles get hot enough to glow visibly, it is almost certainly 
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fragments of particles that were unevenly heated during cutting and then fractured before the 

temperature could equalize within the particle. 

The ignition potential of whole abrasive particle at a temperature of below 250C is 

negligible and likely unable to directly ignite any common explosive atmospheres. Even when 

the temperature of a small heated sphere slightly exceeds the autoignition temperature of a gas, it 

will not cause ignition because the heat transfer rate is too slow to heat a sufficient volume of 

gas. This matches the experimental work of Patterson and Silver. Sub millimeter particles must 

be well above the autoignition temperature of a gas to cause ignition. It is unlikely that any 

whole abrasive particles hit these temperatures. 

The lack of energy in the worst-case spark likely eliminates whole abrasive particles as 

the ignition source. The remaining particles with the potential to exceed 500C are abrasive 

fragments and cuttings. The impact of abrasive particles in the kerf are a micro machining 

process that is similar to larger scale mechanical cutting. Angular edges on abrasive particles 

gouge the steel on contact. This gouging process causes plastic deformation and failure in shear. 

The process was described in A Study of Leading Edge Profile for a Slot Formed During Hydro-

Abrasive Cutting by M. Mazurkiewcz and is illustrated in Figure . Most abrasive waterjet 

research ignored modeling the temperature of small scale transient hot spots during micro 

machining because it has no discernable impact on the average temperature of the workpiece. 

However, it is known that most of the energy used for mechanical cutting is converted into heat. 

The conventional machining industry has a strong interest in modeling heat generation 

during mechanical cutting. Excessive heat causes premature tool wear and thermal expansion of 

parts and tools reduces machining accuracy. The machining literature pinpointed heat generation 

in the shear deformation that occurs during material removal and the interface between the chip 

and the tool. At higher speeds, the cutting process becomes adiabatic because the cutting occurs 

quickly enough that very little heat is transferred away from the chip. Higher tool speeds resulted 

in more of the heat from cutting remaining in the chips. Abrasive particle velocities are typically 

at least several times faster than the surface speed of tooling in high speed machining, so a 

similar distribution of generated heat is likely. In High Speed Machining by Numerical 

Modelling of Chip Formation and its Dependence with Crater Wear, G. List, G. Sutter, and A. 

Bouthiche estimated that in excess of 80 percent of the heat generated during cutting remains in 
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the chip (List, Sutter and Bouthiche 2011). Depending on materials and cutting parameters, 

maximum temperatures of over 700C were found in some instances. 

Typical abrasive waterjet cuttings are smaller than the abrasive particles. Miller’s test 

found that approximately 56 percent of the cuttings were smaller than 10 microns when 180 

micron (80 mesh) garnet was used to cut ASI 4130 steel at 45ksi (P. L. Miller 1999). Large 

outliers did occur and 2.3 percent of cuttings exceeded 40 microns in Miller’s analysis. The 

volume difference between the worst-case abrasive particles and most cuttings exceeds an order 

of magnitude. The specific heat of carbon steel is 0.49kJ/(kg K) (Engineering Toolbox n.d.). The 

specific heat of garnet is 0.75kJ/(kg*K) (The Engineering Toolbox n.d.). This size difference and 

the high percentage of energy retained by the chips means that a worst-case abrasive particle 

easily has enough energy to heat most observed cuttings to over 500C. This still requires that the 

abrasive particle transfer most of its energy to a small number of impacts and associated cuts. 

It is likely that only a small fraction of abrasive particles are worst-case particles (retain 

full 180-micron size and reach the full water velocity). It is also likely that only a small number 

of particle impacts are perfect and transfer sufficient energy to one impact point. This would 

explain the small number of sparks observed relative to the number of abrasive particles and 

cuttings particles. When ignition does not occur, it is the outlier abrasive particles and cuttings 

that likely control ignition, not the average particle. That is why the worst-case scenario is 

evaluated instead of the average. 

One major consequence of adiabatic micro machining is that low angle impacts are 

unlikely to deposit the energy of multiple abrasive particles into a single chip. The heat is 

generated by local plastic deformation and shear failure during cutting and predominantly enters 

the chip. The cuttings are typically far smaller than the chip so two abrasive particles are unlikely 

to interact with the same cut at the same time. For multiple abrasive particles to input energy into 

the same chip, the particles would need to impact the same point in rapid succession. Heat 

removal by chips and conduction likely limit the potential for hot spots to develop. 

Figure  shows the high angle impact of an abrasive particle. In an ideal impact, the kinetic 

energy of the particle is concentrated on small angular protrusions. The concentration of energy 

on sharp points exceeds the yield strength locally. As discussed above, this results in brittle 

failure directly or work hardening followed by brittle failure. The major difference in brittle 
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failure is that intersecting cracks may require multiple impacts to form. These impacts may occur 

in rapid enough succession for fragments to retain some heat from prior impacts when the 

fragments are liberated.  

 

 

Figure 3.4: Abrasive impact near 90 degrees causing brittle failure (Ramulu, Yeh, et al. 1991). 

 

A generalized heat transfer model was developed for high angle impacts. The buildup of 

heat from multiple impacts requires an impact frequency high enough to overwhelm heat transfer 

out of the impact region. The extent of heat buildup between impacts is not known, though it 

may play a role in the generation of large high temperature sparks. A  Figure 3.5 shows a two-
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dimensional representation of the heat transfer that occurs in the bottom of a kerf prior to 

breakthrough. The control volume is represented by the gray layer. The volume is heated by 

abrasive impacts. On impact, some of the abrasive particles hit hard enough to locally exceed the 

yield strength of the material. In ductile materials, this leads to work hardening of the material. 

Heating will occur throughout the work hardened zone. Heat transfer is governed by Equations 

3.8 through 3.14 (Engineering Toolbox 2003), (Engineering Toolbox 2003), (Engineering 

Toolbox 2003), (Engineering Toolbox 2003). The total heating of the control volume, �̇�, is the 

sum of all work and impact related heating in the control volume. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: High angle impact interactions. 

 

Heat is transferred out of the control volume by conduction to surrounding metal 

(𝑞 ), convection to the water (𝑞  ( )), radiation to the surroundings on the 

water side (𝑞  ( )), convection to the air side (𝑞  ( )), and radiation to the 

surroundings on the air side (𝑞  ( )). The area (𝐴 = 𝐴 =  𝐴  =𝐴 =  𝐴  and 𝐴 ) refers to relevant boundary area of the control volume. 𝑇 , 𝑇 , and 𝑇  are the temperatures of the surrounding water, air, and metal respectively. 𝑘  is the thermal conductivity of the metal. 𝑉  and 𝑉  are the surface velocity of the air 
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and water for convection heat transfer. The convection heat transfer coefficient is ℎ , which 

varies with the fluid and the fluid velocity. The temperature of the control volume is 𝑇 , the 

emissivity is 𝜀, 𝜎 is the Stefan Boltzmann Constant, 𝑠 is the thickness the region heat is 

conducted through, ∆𝑇  is the change in temperature of the control volume, 𝑐  is the 

specific heat of the metal, and 𝑚   is the mass of the control volume. 

 𝑞 =  𝑞  (   ) +  𝑞  (   ) +  𝑞 +  �̇�        (3.8) 𝑞  ( ) =  ℎ  ( ) ∗  𝐴 ∗ (𝑇 −  𝑇 )                         (3.9) 𝑞  ( ) =  ℎ  ( ) ∗  𝐴 ∗ (𝑇 − 𝑇 )                             (3.10) 𝑞  ( )   ∗  ∗(( )  (  ) )∗                      (3.11) 𝑞  ( )   ∗  ∗(( )  (  ) )∗                          (3.12) 

𝑞 =  𝑘 𝑠 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ (𝑇 −  𝑇 )                              (3.13) 

∆𝑇 =  𝑞𝑐 ∗  𝑚                                         (3.14) 

 

 If hot spots exist in the kerf, they will be small and transient due to the cooling provided 

by the water. The literature and industry practices strongly indicate that large hot spots do not 

occur (McClister 2015). This lack of thermal distortion does not preclude small transient hot 

spots. The transient hot spots may occur when an unusually high concentration of abrasive 

impacts and work hardens a small zone. This input of energy is the �̇� term. If enough energy is 

transferred to the control volume in a short enough time, a hot spot could develop. It is likely that 

conduction and convection quickly cool most if not all small hot spots with no impact on ignition 

potential. However, the perfect scenario or breakthrough could lead to an entire hot spot being 

detached before it is cooled. In the case of breakthrough, the hot spot may be detached by small 

scale spalling slightly before the water penetrates the back of the material. This creates a 

potential for a spark with no cooling prior to encountering an explosive atmosphere. To date, 

spalling or other mechanisms that produce large hot sparks on breakthrough have not been 

observed. It is, however, a possible explanation for the widespread industry belief that 
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breakthrough is likely the most dangerous phase of cutting into a compartment with an explosive 

atmosphere in it. 

3.3.3 Spark Travel 

 Kinetic energy sparks are formed during the cutting process. Prior to any ignition, the 

sparks must exit the region of waterjet flow (P. L. Miller 1999). The heat lost during this process 

is driven by residence time. The residence time is driven by the spark generation location, the jet 

parameters, and the spark velocity. Once the spark exists the flow of the waterjet, it must travel 

through a region where ignition is inhibited or suppressed by water vapor. Throughout the flight 

path, sparks are cooled and slowed down by atmospheric drag. For some spark trajectories, the 

impact of the water vapor on ignition is reduced over time. If the spark’s velocity is high enough, 

it may reach a region where ignition is possible before it cools too much for ignition. Spark and 

cuttings travel from abrasive waterjets is not well documented in the literature. To date, spark 

sources, velocity, path and cooling rates have not been quantified. It is known that kinetic energy 

sparks are produced in the cutting process. It is also known that visible sparks do not necessarily 

match the direction of the water. 

When cutting a steel plate, most potential sparks are generated in the kerf. The top of the 

front of the kerf is typically close to parallel with the waterjet. The lower kerf curves back and 

trails behind. The extent of this curvature is driven by jet parameters, cutting speed, material, and 

the material thickness. Cutting research strongly suggests that both high and low angle impacts 

can occur. Both cutting mechanisms are believed to occur when cutting most materials, including 

metals. In typical steel cutting, low angle impacts are dominant. In ductile materials, low angle 

impacts tend to be dominant. This is consistent with kerf geometry in steel cutting and matches 

the literature. Potential spark pathways and sources are shown in Figure . 

Characterization of spark origin is necessary to estimate the available energy, generation 

mechanism, and spark pathways. Sparks above the workpiece are likely to originate from the 

fringe of the jet striking the top surface of the workpiece. These strikes are well documented with 

the fillet observed at the top of the kerf (Zeng and Henning, Kerf Characterization in Abrasive 

Waterjet Cutting 2009). The fillet and scouring around the top of kerfs can be seen in the 

experimental results of this research and are shown in Figure  and Figure . Note that radial 

scouring on the surface implies that a portion of the jet stream and abrasive did not enter the kerf 
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and was deflected perpendicular to the stream. Sparks generated in the fringe of the jet on the top 

of the workpiece may have a low residence time in water and jet mist. Such a trajectory could 

shorten the time between spark generation and potential point of ignition. 

It is postulated that sparks below the workpiece are generated in the kerf and 

predominately originate from low angle impacts. Typically, cuttings and sparks are expected to 

exit the kerf in the stream. There are, however, two potential mechanisms to route sparks out of 

stream. First, turbulence, interactions with other particles, and remaining momentum after impact 

may push abrasive particles out of the stream. Second, the cutting process has been observed 

creating a burr along the bottom edge of the kerf. The burr is formed by plastic deformation and 

hinging along the bottom edge (Zeng and Henning, Kerf Characterization in Abrasive Waterjet 

Cutting 2009). It is possible that deformation and hinging at the point of spark separation on the 

bottom edge could cause spark trajectories that deviate from the water flow. There is no 

documentation of sparks being diverted this way, but the possibility must be considered until it 

can be disproven. 

 

Figure 3.6: Spark pathways during cutting. 
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There are three exceptions to spark generation in a typical kerf; 1.) The waterjet will 

directly strike the surface of a plate when starting a cut. This may allow cuttings a shorter path to 

ejection from the cutting area, 2.) Stray abrasive particles that are ejected from the waterjet may 

impact next to the kerf, and 3.) During breakthrough, brittle fracture may lead to the ejection of 

sparks out the back of the plate. Cuttings in the kerf are likely to have a higher average residence 

time in water. A minority of particles in the kerf may be ejected with a high enough velocity to 

quickly exit the stream. This may explain why the number of observed glowing sparks is 

multiple orders of magnitude lower than the number of cuttings produced. 

Scenario 1 occurs during the initiation of a cut in the middle of a plate. Scenario 1 is 

illustrated below in Figure 3.7. The changing geometry will result in varying flow patterns as a 

hole is drilled in the surface. Movement of the nozzle or workpiece prior to full penetration 

during drilling may cause further variations in flow and cut geometry. The water will initially be 

deflected sideways with some splash back. As the hole depth increases and confines the impact 

area, the deflection and splash back give way to backflow out of the hole. The interference from 

backflow and increased standoff distance reduce the drilling performance of the waterjet. 

Backflow results in hole enlargement and a taper during drilling (Ramulu, Posinasetti and 

Hashish, Analysis of the Abrasive Waterjet Drilling Process 2005). Cutting in the center of the 

hole will be dominated by high angle impacts causing crack networks. In a ductile material, work 

hardening occurs prior to crack generation. Low angle impacts are expected to occur on the 

sides. This is strongly indicated by Ramulu and Hashish’s survey of drilling models. Conical and 

cylindrical models that accounted for secondary side impacts in the backflow best predict drilling 

rates (Ramulu, Posinasetti and Hashish, Analysis of the Abrasive Waterjet Drilling Process 

2005). 

Depending on the specifics of the instantaneous flow and geometry, it is possible that 

some sparks have trajectories that quickly clear the jet flow. However, the ignition potential of 

these sparks is potentially impeded by water droplets and vapor in the impact area. All flow from 

an abrasive waterjet in the drilling process will be deflected sideways or back. This means that a 

region of dense mist will occur near the impact point and likely inhibit combustion in at least 

some of the surrounding atmosphere. The mist region in Scenario 1 is likely much larger than the 

mist region above a kerf that fully penetrates the workpiece. This is because a jet that penetrates 
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its target directs most of its flow through the kerf. However, the mist above the target does not 

guarantee that all spark paths will have a high residence time. In some instances, the water may 

be cleanly redirected radially. This is most likely during the initiation of a cut and could cause a 

thin region of fast-moving water around the impact point. Therefore, it must be considered 

possible for sparks generated during drilling to have a very short residence time in the jet effects. 

This means that sparks can not be assumed to cool significantly prior to reaching a point where 

ignition is possible. 

It is plausible that sparks may reach adequate temperature to cause ignition from Scenario 

1. The initial impact (left in Figure 3.7) causes predominantly high angle impacts and work 

hardening. Clusters of impacts may cause transient hot spots, resulting in sparks. The impacts 

may also eject some of the sparks with enough vertical velocity to pass through the water before 

cooling. See the Low Residence Time Spark Path in Figure . 

 

Figure 3.7: Scenario 1 - Initial impact (left) and drilling (right). Note that the initial impact may 
briefly produce a situation with low splash back and high angle impacts near the surface of the 
water. Excavation of the initial hole changes the outflow from the impact area and causes more 

splash back. 
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Scenario 2 is documented in the literature. Geskin found particles and droplets separating 

from the jet and impacting outside the kerf (Geskin, et al. 1989). In general, abrasive particles 

outside of the jet are assumed to be low velocity relative to the average particle. This assumption 

is likely true on average. The standoff distance and jet velocity generally preclude high velocity 

abrasive particles from exiting the jet. The standoff distance is often in the range of 2.54mm 

(0.1in) (Burnham 2015). Calculated with Equation 3.5, water velocity for a 30,000psi jet would 

average 465m/s (1530ft/s). For this example, a kerf width of 1.27mm (.05in) is used. It is 

assumed a worst-case abrasive particle is somewhere within the middle 50 percent of the kerf 

width. For a worst-case abrasive particle to escape the central region of the jet, it would need to 

travel .3175mm (.0125in) in the radial direction. The travel time for this particle is 6.54*10^-5 

seconds (0.0000654s). This would require a velocity of approximately 58.2m/s (191ft/s) to 

develop perpendicular to the flow of the waterjet. While these numbers are an approximation, 

they demonstrate that worst-case abrasive particles with the necessary radial velocity to escape 

the jet and kerf are rare if they occur. To date, the presence of high velocity abrasive particles 

striking outside the jet has not been proven or disproven in the literature. 

The ignition potential of stray worst-case scenario particles is potentially limited. As 

calculated with Equations 3.8 through 3.14, the total kinetic energy of a worst-case abrasive 

particle is insufficient to bring the particle to the autoignition temperature of many explosive 

atmospheres. This means that a spark with temperatures potentially capable of ignition is 

produced from multiple high angle impacts or low angle gouging. When cutting a flat surface, 

stray worst-case scenario abrasives will have a high angle impact. In a ductile material, work 

hardening is a prerequisite for cracking and, therefore, spark generation. This means it is unlikely 

that a single impact can generate a spark from cuttings that is capable of ignition. The low 

probability of high velocity abrasive particles striking outside the jet virtually eliminates the 

possibility of multiple high energy impacts on the same point in rapid succession. 

Scenario 3 presents a unique transient ignition hazard. The initial breakthrough of the cut 

may produce a situation where the residence time of a spark in ignition inhibiting environments 

is near zero. On breakthrough, there may be no mist behind the target. The trajectory of the 

bottom fragments of the hole may not match the jet and briefly remain clear of the jet impact 

effects. In this scenario, ignition may occur uninhibited by the waterjet. Therefore, some 
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companies are concerned about using abrasive waterjets to cut the initial hole (H. Miller 2015). 

To date, the breakthrough process and its ignition process is not well documented in the 

literature. This is illustrated in Figure . 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Crack network causing spalling the instant before breakthrough. 

 

Of the three exception scenarios, Scenario 2 is least likely to produce an ignition capable 

spark due to the cutting mechanism and dependence on multiple low probability events. Scenario 

1, drilling, is assumed to have a similar or lower ignition potential to linear cut that fully 

penetrates the workpiece. This is because the splash back interferes with the jet reducing 

abrasive energy and creates a large mist cloud. The cloud can be seen in Figure . Scenario 3, a 

breakthrough while drilling, is the highest risk. There is no mist cloud behind the hole until 

breakthrough and the trajectory of the penetrating jet may differ from the trajectory of sparks. 

Therefore, the ignition potential of Scenario 3 is plausibly higher than a typical linear cut. Hence, 

industry concern is primarily focused on jet breakthrough as an elevated ignition hazard. 

 It is possible to qualitatively evaluate the ignition risk of various modes of spark travel. It 

is not reasonably possible to quantify the minimum cooling impact of spark travel for all sparks. 

There is always a possibility that an improbable event or unanticipated kerf geometry may 

reduce or eliminate the flight time of a spark. This concern is already apparent during the 

breakthrough phase of drilling. Motion control introduces further uncertainty. High traverse 

speeds have been observed producing sparks that were not present at lower speeds (Cui and An 

2007). This suggests that motion control parameters influence the jet effects and that unintended 

movement could reduce the cooling of abrasive particles. Jet effects and spark travel through this 
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region are a filter on the pathway to ignition, but they are imperfect. Any safety plan will need to 

either assume that jet effects do not protect against ignition or include provisions to ensure that 

protection is maintained at the assumed level. 

3.3.4 Spark Ignition 

 The ignition of a gas by kinetic energy sparks is driven by heat transfer, fluid flow, and 

chemical reactions. Kinetic energy sparks are the result of a cutting, grinding, or sliding action. 

The spark is heated cuttings that are ejected from the contact area. The initial energy is the 

kinetic and thermal energy of the spark. The thermal energy of the spark is transferred to the 

surrounding gas by radiation and convection. Convection and airflow ensure that there is always 

some movement of the gas relative to the surface of the spark. Sparks are generally assumed to 

be gray bodies and their geometry is approximated as spherical. Convection and radiation 

equations for a sphere are shown below in Equations 3.15 through 3.17 (Engineering Toolbox 

2003), (Engineering Toolbox 2003). 𝑞 = 𝜀 𝜎 (𝑇 − 𝑇 )𝐴                                                   (3.15) 

Where 𝑞  is the energy transferred by radiation, 𝜀 is the emissivity of the spark, 𝜎 is the Stefan-

Boltzmann Constant, 𝑇 is the temperature of the spark, 𝑇  is the temperature of the surroundings, 

and 𝐴  is the surface area of the spark. Note that radiation heat transfer becomes dominant as the 

temperature increases. 𝑞 =  ℎ  𝐴 𝑑𝑇                                                              (3.16) 

ℎ = 10.45 − 𝑣 + 10 𝑣                                                     (3.17) 

Where 𝑞  is the energy transferred by convection, ℎ  is the convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝐴 is the area of the spark, 𝑑𝑇 is the temperature difference between the spark and the 

surroundings, and 𝑣 is the velocity of the spark. Conduction is not present while a spark is in 

flight, so the net heat loss of the spark is  𝑞 +  𝑞 . It is important to note that the gas at the 

surface of the spark does not receive all the heat loss from the spark. The energy transferred by 

convection travels through the surface regions via gas molecules. Only a fraction of the radiation 

energy is transferred to the gas at the surface of the spark. The absorption rate of the gas is 

dependent on the gas properties and the temperature of the spark. 
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 The regimes of fluid flow over an object are dependent on the Reynolds Number. The 

Reynolds Number is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. The Reynolds Number for 

external flow can be calculated using Equations 3.18 through 3.20, where 𝑉 is the velocity, 𝐿 is 

the characteristic length (diameter for a sphere), 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity, 𝜈 is the dynamic 

viscosity, and 𝜌 is the density of the fluid (Engineering Toolbox 2003). Sparks are approximated 

as spheres. At low Reynolds Numbers (Re < 20), the flow over a sphere is laminar, and no 

separation recirculation occurs (Clift, Grace and Weaver 1978). Clift estimates that separation of 

flow begins at Reynolds Numbers of approximately 20 (Clift, Grace and Weaver 1978). The 

angle of the separation point, 𝜃 , for Reynolds Numbers from 20 to 400 is given by Equation 

3.21 (Clift, Grace and Weaver 1978). Wake stability develops between Reynolds Numbers of 

130 and 400. Above 400, the wake becomes unstable, asymmetric, and will shed vortices (Clift, 

Grace and Weaver 1978). 

𝑅𝑒 =  𝑉 𝐿𝜈                                                                  (3.18) 

𝜈 =  𝜇𝜌                                                                    (3.19) 

𝑅𝑒 =  𝑉 𝐿 𝜌𝜇                                                                  (3.20) 

𝜃 = 180 − 42.5 ln 𝑅𝑒20 .                                               (3.21) 

Abrasive particles and cuttings may have a wide range of velocities. It is assumed that 

cutting and abrasive velocities post impact are much lower than the pre impact abrasive 

velocities. Lower velocities in an explosive atmosphere present a higher ignition risk (Silver 

1937). Assuming a temperature of 20 degrees Celsius at 1atm pressure, the density of air is 1.204 

kg/m^3 (Engineering Toolbox n.d.). The kinematic viscosity of air at that temperature and 

pressure is 15.06x10^-6 m^2/s (Engineering Toolbox n.d.). The particle diameter is 0.177mm. At 

a velocity of 5m/s this gives a Reynolds Number of 97.6. Under these assumptions, it is expected 

that some sparks will have flow separation and wake instability. Spark velocities and 

characteristic lengths may be low enough to result in some situations where the Reynolds 

Number is below 20 and the flow is laminar. 
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Flow characteristics for this are shown in Figure 3.9. Gas molecules are heated by 

convection and radiation while they pass through the boundary layer of the spark. A typical 

streamline for a gas molecule would start somewhere near the stagnation point and move along 

the surface towards the separation point, increasing in temperature along the way. The longer the 

gas molecules spend near the surface of the spark, the more heat can be transferred to the 

molecules. This is why spark ignition research found that lower velocity sparks require a lower 

temperature to ignite the same atmosphere. It follows that the hottest region of gas occurs near 

the surface of the spark and towards the back of the spark. Some ignition research showed that 

ignition was occurring near the separation point and region of maximum temperature (S. 

Coronel, Thermal Ignition Using Moving Hot Particles 2016). Combustion reactions occur 

within these hot regions. The size of the hot regions, temperature, and residence time determine 

if the reactions become self-sustaining for a particular gas and initial conditions. 

 

Figure 3.9: Heat transfer from a hot sphere – adapted from Coronel (S. Coronel, Thermal 
Ignition Using Moving Hot Particles 2016). 

 

It is important to note that surface roughness and spark geometry have a major impact on 

airflow over the spark. Roughness of the spark surface will change the point where the transition 

from laminar to turbulent flow occurs. Spark geometry may have an even larger impact on air 

flow and the residence time. Irregularly shaped sparks may generate larger hot spots than a 
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sphere for a given spark weight and temperature. The speed, trajectory, size, and temperature of 

the sparks also vary. This means that the worst-case spark is not precisely quantifiable. Modeling 

of worst-case spark ignition is further discussed in Section 5.3. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 Ignition potential during abrasive waterjet cutting is complex and dependent on many 

variables from atmosphere composition to material properties and jet parameters. Testing every 

variable in isolation is prohibitively expensive and time consuming. Therefore, the experimental 

plan optimizes the variables tested for the research goals. Section 4.1 isolates the key 

experimental variables for this research. Section 4.2 establishes the experimental methodology. 

Section 4.3 presents the experimental equipment. The operation and testing procedures are 

described in Section 4.4 and safety precautions for the experiments are discussed in Section 4.5. 

 The primary experimental objective was to test the ignition potential of a moderately 

high-pressure field system. Previous research by Paul Miller established that abrasive waterjets 

can ignite sensitive atmospheres at an operating pressure of 300MPa (43.5kpsi). The models 

developed in Chapter 5 strongly indicate that reducing the operating pressure reduces the energy 

available in abrasive clusters and discrete impacts. It is, therefore, hypothesized that the 

operating pressure is a major driver of ignition potential. Pressure reductions are expected to 

reduce the frequency of ignition events. There may be a pressure threshold below which ignition 

is not possible for a given abrasive, atmosphere, and material combination. The experiments 

were designed to test the ignition potential of a similar gas, abrasive, and steel combination to the 

existing 300MPa (43.5kpsi) experimental data at field cutting pressures and flow rates. Linear 

cuts were conducted with a traverse inside a test chamber containing an explosive atmosphere. 

The secondary experimental objective was to determine if there is an increased risk of 

ignition during the initial breakthrough into a vessel containing an explosive atmosphere. During 

breakthrough, the effects of the waterjet are absent and there is no established mist cloud that can 

inhibit ignition. The ignition potential of breakthrough events was tested by drilling through a 

steel plate into the test chamber. The test chamber was charged with an explosive atmosphere. 

 The operating pressure and flow rate were selected to be representative of smaller mobile 

systems commonly utilized by field contractors. The focus on small and portable systems was 
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driven by the research goal of providing alternatives to conventional hot work techniques in 

mining, industrial, salvage, and emergency response situations. Operating pressures of 69MPa 

(10kpsi) are common to field cutting applications and relatively compact equipment is available 

in this operating pressure range. The flow of 3gpm was selected to test small systems with the 

portability to function as hot work substitutes. Trailer mounted pumps are available with far 

higher flow rates at 69MPa (10kpsi), but these units are impractical for many of the activities 

motivating this research. 

The existing 300MPa (43.5kpsi) data was leveraged by selecting the same material, 

abrasive, and gas combination. The existing data covered several atmospheres on both mild steel 

and chromoly plate. Predictably, the highest ignition frequency at 300MPa (43.5kpsi) occurred 

when 4130 chromoly plate (high spark potential) was combined with a hydrogen/oxygen 

atmosphere (lowest minimum ignition energy). The 69MPa (10kpsi) experiments in this research 

used the most sensitive atmosphere and material combination in the 300MPa (43.5kpsi) data. 

Cutting experiments were conducted at 69MPa (10kpsi) on 4130 chromoly plate with 80 mesh 

garnet abrasive. 

4.1 Variables 

 There are in excess of 50 variables that can influence the ignition potential of abrasive 

waterjet cutting. Many of these are dependent variables that can be, and often are, several layers 

away from the independent variables driving them. The variables can be broadly categorized as 

follows; jet and abrasive variables, motion control, the material being cut, the explosive 

atmosphere, and the surroundings. The variable categories are summarized below in Table  

through Table . Individually testing all the available independent variables is not practical due to 

time and resource constraints. Many variables are bundled together or otherwise linked and 

cannot be varied independently. These labels are classified as coupled in Table  through Table . 

Material properties are a good example of coupled variables. The thermal conductivity, 

emissivity, heat capacity, and the tensile strength of the target material are all functions of the 

material selection. Changes in material would allow for limited flexibility in material properties 

at best. The Variables Section identifies and classifies the variables present in abrasive waterjet 

cutting and ignition. The key independent variables are identified and used to design the 

experimental procedure in Section 4.2. 
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The influence of most independent variables on ignition is indirect and probabilistic. The 

cutting process adds several layers of dependent variables between the independent variables and 

a potential spark ignition. Kerf geometry is a good example of an intermediate dependent 

variable. Independent variables, such as motion control, AWJ system parameters, and the 

material selection are major contributors to the kerf geometry. In turn, the kerf geometry 

influences spark generation and travel. The intermediate dependent variables are treated as 

bounded distributions, not a single value. This is justified by the physical constraints on the 

system and the high number of quasi random abrasive particles used. The physical constraints of 

the system limit variables, such as abrasive size, abrasive velocity, and the total energy available. 

For example, there is no known mechanism that could accelerate abrasive particles faster than 

the fastest region of water flow. The number of abrasive particles is driven by the loading rate. 

The equipment used in this research is specified for 1.45kg/min (3.2 lbs/minute, 0.01 

slugs/minute). The mass of 80 mesh garnet abrasive particles (assuming spheres) is 

approximately 1.16 ∗  10 kg (8 ∗  10 slugs) (see Section 5.3 for calculation). This results in 

approximately 1.25 ∗  10  impacts per minute of cutting. The layering of independent variables 

means that there are several layers of bounded distributions between many independent variables 

and ignition. Estimates of the upper bounds of distributions are used to model pathways to 

ignition in Chapter 5. Key steps along the pathway are modeled as filters. 

The worst-case values used for modeling are generally an estimated upper bound on 

dependent variable distribution. The magnitude and frequency of outliers in the intermediate 

variable distributions are uncertain. Increasing the number of observations of the system or 

individual distribution will increase the confidence in the distribution – especially for average 

behavior. Observation alone is insufficient to establish the upper bound for a worst-case scenario 

outlier. It is not safe to assume that a given amount of cutting time is adequate to ensure that a 

worst-case spark is created and delivered to an explosive atmosphere. There are two problems 

with assuming that a worst-case spark will occur during testing. First, there are not direct 

measurements of dependent variable distributions at many intermediate stages. Second, ignition 

is very likely to be more probable during brief time windows. For example, the initial 

breakthrough of the cut may result in a spark pathway that is more amenable to ignition. The 

experimental setup for this dissertation uses a two cubic foot combined space, which may result 
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in mist from the jet inhibiting ignition as the test progresses. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that 

a worst-case spark scenario will be produced during testing. 

Depending on how abrasive waterjet system parameters are parsed, there are 16 or more 

ignition relevant variables in the pump, nozzle, and abrasives alone. These are summarized in 

Table  through Table . This research is focused on industry relevant configurations and used an 

off the shelf nozzle and feed system from NLB Inc, a commercial manufacturer. With these 

constraints, the impact of many of these jet parameters on ignition variables is minimal. The use 

of a commercial system fixed the orifice geometry, mixing geometry and the focusing tube. 

Changing these variables would require changing the nozzle assembly or its components. The 

abrasive acceleration and the spatial distributions at a given pressure will largely be a function of 

the selected nozzle design. A portion of the spatial and velocity distributions will still be 

dependent on the abrasive loading rate. The mist around the waterjet is a dependent variable 

largely driven by the jet parameters, motion control, and the workpiece/kerf geometry. As such, 

none of these variables make sense to experimentally test.  

This leaves the operating pressure, abrasive size, and the abrasive loading rate. While the 

operating pressure of the system is limited to 15kpsi, it was reduced 10kpsi for these 

experiments. Lowering the pressure will alter the velocity and, therefore, the kinetic energy of 

discrete particles and may provide insights into the ignition mechanism. The abrasive is 80 mesh 

garnet. This fixes the material properties of the abrasive. The abrasive screen size can be varied. 

This in turn changes the abrasive mass and therefore the energy of discrete impacts. The abrasive 

loading rate can be changed, which varies the energy transferred to the workpiece without 

significantly impacting the energy of discrete impacts. 

 

Table 4.1: Abrasive waterjet system variables 

Operating Pressure 

(Fluid) 

(Independent) 

The operating pressure determines the maximum potential velocity of 

the water and therefore the maximum acceleration potential for 

abrasive particles. This drives the energy of average and worst-case 

particles. This is modeled in Section 5.3 and is widely recognized for 

its impact on cutting in the literature (Miles and Henning 2015). 
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Table 4.2: Abrasive waterjet system variables continued 

Flow Rate 

(Independent) 
(Coupled) 

The flow rate, together with the operating pressure, determine the size 

of the orifice and power of the waterjet. The flow rate also drives the 

range of abrasive loading rates for the waterjet. The flow rate will drive 

the total energy transfer to the target and is well documented (Miles 

and Henning 2015). For specific nozzles, the flow rate is coupled to the 

operating pressure. 

Orifice Geometry 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

Orifice geometry influences the flow characteristics of the water jet. 

This has the potential to impact jet stability, final velocity, frictional 

losses, and the mixing process. 

Mixing Geometry 

and Abrasive Feed 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

Abrasive mixing influences the abrasive particle distribution within the 

waterjet, the percentage of particles that are fractured during mixing, 

and the distribution of abrasive velocities. This drives the distribution 

of abrasive energy. 

Focusing Tube 

(Independent) 
(Coupled) 

The focusing tube also impacts abrasive mixing and jet stability. 

Therefore, it influences particle distribution, mist and droplet 

formation, and jet geometry. The focusing tube is subject to wear and 

its impact on jet performance will change over the life of the tube 

(Nanduri, Taggart and Kim 2000). 

Abrasive Feed Rate 

(Independent) 
The abrasive feed rate determines the spatial density of abrasive 

particles in the waterjet. This directly drives the energy transferred to 

the work piece by the abrasives (Section 3.3.2). To a lesser extent, the 

abrasive feed rate also impacts velocity. High feed rates lead to less 

efficient mixing and a lower average abrasive velocity. The impact on 

cutting efficiency is well documented (Miles and Henning 2015). 
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Table 4.3: Abrasive waterjet system variables continued 

Abrasive Size 

Distribution 

(Independent) 

 

The abrasive size distribution determines the maximum size of abrasive 

particles (worst-case scenario abrasive), the available mass, and the 

number of particles for a given abrasive feed rate. Changing the 

abrasive size will change the energy available in discrete impacts 

(Section 3.3.2). 

Abrasive 

Acceleration 

(Dependent) 

(Coupled) 

Abrasive particles are not uniformly accelerated, and typical particles 

only reach a fraction of the water velocity (P. Roth, H. Looser and K. 

C. Heiniger, et al. 2005). Acceleration varies with the location of the 

particle in the waterjet, hence the importance of mixing geometry. A 

fraction of the abrasives is broken during the acceleration process, 

impacting the abrasive size distribution (Section 3.3.1) (Perec 2011). 

Abrasive Spatial 

Distribution 

(Dependent) 

(Coupled) 

The abrasive distribution is driven by mixing and strongly influences 

velocity of particles and the temporal and special distribution of 

abrasive impacts during cutting. Early research measured average 

abrasive velocities of 20 to 25 percent of the water velocity and 

theorized that abrasive particles, especially at low speeds, may 

congregate on the periphery of the jet (Swanson, Kilman, et al., Study 

of Particle Velocities in Water Driven Abrasive Jet Cutting 1987). This 

deviation has the potential to cause impacts outside the jet. 

Contemporary research measured much higher average abrasive 

velocities and indicates that abrasive particles can form clusters (Balz 

and Heiniger 2011). The implications of these clusters are discussed in 

Section 5.5 (Section 3.3.1). 
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Table 4.4: Abrasive waterjet system variables continued 

Abrasive Material 

(Independent) 
(Coupled) 

The abrasive material is critical to its performance. It is important to 

note that material properties are independent, but they are coupled and 

cannot be separated from a discrete material choice. 

    Density Density drives the mass and therefore energy of the abrasive particle. 

    Hardness The abrasive must be hard to cut instead of deforming on impact. 

Hardness drives cutting dynamics. Garnet is used due to its high 

hardness and angularity. 

    Emissivity Determines radiation heat transfer out of the abrasive particle. If 

abrasive fragments are heated, the emissivity will determine radiation 

heat transfer out of the particle. 

    Thermal      

    Conductivity 

Thermal conductivity impacts heat transfer into and out of the abrasive 

particle. If abrasive fragments are heated enough during impact to 

become an ignition capable spark, thermal conductivity will impact 

heat transfer out of the spark after impact. 

    Fracture  

    Toughness 

The resistance of the abrasive material to fracture drives the size 

distribution after mixing and impacts cutting performance. 

Abrasive Geometry 

(Independent*) 

(commercial 

product) 

Abrasive particles cut by concentrating the energy onto small angular 

points on impact. Angular particles with many sharp points have better 

odds of impacting in an ideal manner for cutting (Section 3.3.2). 

*Note that breakage occurs during mixing/acceleration, so the 

geometry becomes a dependent variable during the cutting process. 

Mist/Spray 

(Dependent) 

(Coupled) 

Mist and spray can suppress combustion. The geometry and moisture 

content of the cloud determine the regions that can inhibit or hamper 

ignition. The mist and spray are partially dependent on the jet 

parameters, the motion control system, the attack angle, and the kerf 

geometry (Section 3.3.2). See Figure  in Appendix D for an example of 

spray while cutting. 

Key Variables Abrasive size range, loading rate, and operating pressure 
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The motion control parameters in Table  play a significant role in cutting efficiency and 

quality. Additionally, these parameters have the potential to impact spark generation and the 

environment the spark travels through after cutting. The impact of motion control (traverse 

speed) on ignition can be simplified as follows: changes to the mist and droplet cloud, changes to 

the dominant cutting mode (low vs high impact angles), and changes to the frequency and 

density of impacts. An unstable (vibrating) or rapidly moving jet may change the dynamics of 

the droplet cloud (ignition suppression), jet flow, kerf geometry, cutting mode, abrasive velocity 

distribution, and the impact distribution. The primary operations are drilling, linear cutting, and 

surface preparation. This research focuses on cutting and drilling. The operation dictates the 

dominant cutting mode. Drilling is largely high angle impact dominant with secondary low angle 

impacts from abrasives carried in the backflow (Ramulu, Posinasetti and Hashish, Analysis of 

the Abrasive Waterjet Drilling Process 2005). Linear cutting is low angle impact dominant once 

the jet penetrates the workpiece. The kerf is assumed to have transient geometry variations 

during cutting, ensuring that high angle impacts occur (Henning and Westkamper, Dynamic 

Analysis of the Spatial-Temporal Behavior of the Cutting Front in Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 

2007). Attack angle can also impact the cutting mode. Due to constrained resources, it is not 

possible to test all possible motion control situations. 

To encompass the potential operation types, the selected variables will need to change the 

following: cutting mode, mist cloud, and the impact distribution. The mist cloud cannot be 

directly controlled and exists in almost all situations. This leaves breakthrough during drilling as 

the only time where the mist cloud is not present. Therefore, some drilling and penetration tests 

must be conducted where the explosive atmosphere behind the workpiece is separated from the 

mist cloud. It is important to note that this results in two different drilling tests. The first, simply 

referred to as drilling tests occurs when a plate has an explosive atmosphere on both sides. This 

occurs when a cut is initiated in the middle of a plate. The plate workpiece is stationary until 

after the jet penetrates the plate. Mist from the cutting may influence ignition on the back side. 

The second drilling test, referred to as breakthrough tests, requires that the explosive atmosphere 

be confined to the back side and be separated from the jet effects prior to breakthrough. Testing 

low angle and high angle dominant situations requires drilling (no linear motion) and cutting. 

These 3 actions, drilling, breakthrough, and cutting encompass most of situations that the motion 

control and scenario variables can influence. 
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Table 4.5: Motion Control and Operation Type 

Nozzle Vibration 

(Dependent) 
(Coupled) 

Vibrations in the nozzle assembly can destabilize the jet causing 

instabilities, striations in the kerf, and changes in the frequency and density 

distribution of abrasive particles. This can change cutting performance, 

abrasive impact angles, mist formation, and other variables. Nozzle 

vibrations can be caused by the motion control system, turbulence, and 

pump fluctuations. 

Traverse Speed 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

The traverse speed will impact kerf geometry, abrasive impact angles, and 

cutting efficiency. Impacts may cascade to mist and spray geometry. Note 

the observation of Cui and An that high cutting speed caused visible sparks 

(Cui and An 2007). 

Standoff 

Distance 

(Independent) 
(Coupled) 

The standoff distance determines how far the abrasive waterjet travels 

from the mixing tube to impingement and how much spread occurs in the 

free stream before impact. This may influence the mist cloud, droplet 

trajectories, and the frequency of high angle impacts outside the kerf. 

Pitch and Rake 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

Pitch and rake are the angles of the AWJ assembly relative to the 

workpiece. Dynamic adjustment of the AWJ angle has been proven to 

improve kerf geometry in machining applications (M. Hashish 2007). 

Additionally, it is expected that the angle impacts flow and the mist cloud. 

Operation Type 

(Independent) 
The operation refers to the type of cut being performed. These are drilling 

and cutting. Breakthrough is a key part of drilling and occurs when a hole 

first penetrates through the workpiece. The mode determines the presence 

of mist and the dominate impact type (high angle vs low angle) (Sections 

3.3.2 and 3.3.4). 

Key Variables Drilling, cutting, and breakthrough Initiating a cut in the middle of the 

target can cover both drilling and cutting. 
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 The spark is the final step in the pathway to ignition. This means that most spark 

parameters are dependent variables and may be several steps removed from the associated 

independent variables. Spark properties are a function of the cutting mode, workpiece material, 

abrasive, jet parameters, the motion control, and the kerf geometry. The spark parameters with 

the largest likely impact on ignition are; specific heat, emissivity, density, thermal conductivity, 

spark geometry and dimensions, mass, drag coefficient, temperature, spark airspeed, and spark 

trajectory. The variables are summarized in Table  and Table . The independent spark variable is 

the material selection. Therefore, the key independent variables for the spark are the workpiece 

(material) and the key waterjet parameters. 

 

Table 4.6: Spark Variables 

Material 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

Material properties are a function of material selection and are limited in 

combinations by the availability of materials. The material properties for a 

spark are assumed to be driven by the workpiece material since it is 

assumed that cuttings and not abrasive fragment reach the temperatures 

required to become ignition capable sparks. If this assumption is incorrect, 

then some sparks may inherit their material properties from the abrasive. 

    Specific Heat The specific heat of a spark determines how much energy it has per unit 

of mass. This determines 1.) the temperature change from an input of 

energy during cutting and 2.) the overall thermal energy of the spark. 

    Emissivity The emissivity of a spark impacts the heat loss of a spark by radiation. 

    Density The density of the spark determines kinetic energy of the spark for a given 

volume and how quickly atmospheric drag will slow the spark. 

    Thermal  

    Conductivity 

Thermal conductivity matters during cutting, spark travel, and ignition. 

During cutting, it impacts the heat transfer out of the cuttings and into the 

workpiece, fluid, or abrasive particle. During spark travel and ignition, it 

impacts heat transfer from the core of the spark to the surface, impacting 

the surface temperature and therefore, heat transfer out of the spark. 
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Table 4.7: Spark variables continued 

Geometry 

(Dependent) 
(Coupled) 

Surface area, and therefore radiation and convection heat transfer, are a 

function of geometry. Ignition typically occurs in vortices near the trailing 

end of the spark where combustible gases have the longest residence time 

at high temperature. Geometry impacts the airflow over the spark and its 

wake characteristics, therefore, impacting heat transfer to the atmosphere. 

    Drag  

    Coefficient 

The higher the drag, the longer it takes for the spark to clear any droplet 

clouds and spray in the impact region and to cool. 

    Mass The mass of the spark determines its momentum and its thermal capacity. 

Temperature 

(Dependent) 

(Coupled) 

Spark temperature must exceed the autoignition temperature of a gas for 

ignition to occur. Temperature drives heat transfer and ignition. Higher 

temperatures allow the spark to remain hot enough to cause ignition 

longer (see Section 3.3.3 and 5.6). 

Spark Velocity 

(Dependent) 

(Coupled) 

Higher velocity relative to the air reduces gas residence time on the spark 

and therefore reduces ignition potential (Paterson 1938). Velocity also 

influences convective heat transfer and residence time in ignition zones 

that may impede ignition (see Section 3.3.3 and 5.6). 

Spark Trajectory 

(Dependent) 
(Coupled) 

The spark trajectory determines if the spark exits the waterjet and droplet 

cloud prior to cooling below the autoignition temperature of the gas (no 

ignition potential) (see Section 3.3.3 and 5.6). 

Key Variables Workpiece material, abrasive size, abrasive loading rate, operating 
pressure, and cutting mode 

 

Table  through Table  4.10 shows that there are numerous atmospheric variables and 

potential for interactions during ignition and combustion. The minimum ignition energy is a 

reasonable predictor of a gas’s ignition potential. It is important to note that the minimum 

ignition energy of a gas is an experimental measurement of ignition under controlled conditions. 

It is the measured result of gas properties and provides a widely used proxy for their impact on 

ignition. Due to its measured nature, it cannot be assumed to predict the impact of all parameter 

changes. Mixtures that deviate significantly from the experimentally tested conditions are likely 
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to cause changes in gas ignition behavior. Additional gases may result in new reaction pathways 

or changes in heat transfer parameters. For AWJ ignition testing in air or an oxygen enriched 

atmosphere with a single explosive gas, existing minimum ignition energy measurements are 

excellent measure of ignition sensitivity. Caution is recommended in applying this approach to 

situations where more complex chemistry is possible. 

 Other atmospheric variables, such as water vapor, can impact ignition. In AWJ ignition 

experiments, jet operation is the primary source of mist in the test chamber. The density of the 

mist is a function of the operating time and is expected to produce similar results in each 

experiment. The enclosed test chamber largely eliminates air movement from causes other than 

the jet stream. The temperature was driven by the weather and changes in temperature were 

small relative to the spark temperatures required for ignition. Testing explosive atmospheres with 

multiple flammable gases is functionally similar to changing the gas tested (minimum ignition 

energy) and increasing the uncertainty in gas parameters. Therefore, mixtures with multiple 

combustible atmospheres were not considered suitable for preliminary ignition research. For this 

research, minimum ignition energy is the primary atmospheric variable considered. It can be 

varied by changing the gas in the explosive atmosphere. 

 

Table 4.8: Atmosphere Variables 
Concentration 

(Independent) 
Combustion can only occur within certain concentrations. The ignition 

energy will be higher near the limits of combustion. 

Other Gases 

(Independent) 

 

Other gases may change combustion pathways, change atmospheric 

properties like absorptivity and emissivity, and change the minimum 

ignition energy. 

Water Vapor 

(Dependent) 
(Coupled) 

Water vapor increases the energy requirements of ignition since the water 

must be heated as well. 
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Table 4.9: Atmosphere variables continued 

Gas Properties 

(Independent) 
(Coupled) 

The gas properties are coupled to the gas selection and can only be 

selected as a package. The minimum ignition energy is a rough 

approximation of the net effect of the other gas properties combined. 

    Minimum  

    Ignition Energy 

 

The minimum ignition energy is the energy requirement to initiate 

combustion. It varies with the fuel, oxidizers, and temperature. Ignition 

research shows it to be an excellent predictor of spark ignition. 

    Specific Heat The specific heat of the gas determines how much energy it takes to heat 

up a gas. This is captured in the minimum ignition energy when 

conditions and concentrations are close to those of minimum ignition 

energy measurements (standard temperature and pressure air with only 

one combustible gas present). 

    Absorptivity of  

    the Gas 

Determines how much radiation is absorbed by a volume of gas. It will 

vary with wavelength. 

    Emissivity of  

    the Gas 

Determines how much heat a volume of gas loses by radiation. Heat loss 

by reradiation impacts heat transfer into the gas by the spark. 

    Thermal 

    Conductivity 

The thermal conductivity of the gas drives the heat transfer coefficient for 

convection and therefore heat transfer by convection. 

    Reaction  

    Pathways 

Many combustion reactions occur in multiple steps. Ideally, the energy 

requirements of these steps are captured in the minimum ignition energy. 

However, deviations from standard temperature and pressure, the 

presence of other reactive gases, extreme temperatures, and other factors 

may cause significant deviations from expected reaction pathways. 

    Equivalence 

    Ratio 

The equivalence ratio is the ratio of fuel to oxidizer. Research by 

Boettcher indicates that the equivalence ratio only matters for thermal 

ignition near the flammability limits and has no significant impact in the 

center of the range (Boettcher 2012). This thermal ignition insensitivity is 

also noted by Coronel (S. Coronel, Thermal Ignition Using Moving Hot 

Particles 2016). 
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Table 4.10: Atmosphere variables continued 

Dust and particles 

(Independent) 
 

May increase the energy requirements of ignition, but this is not a 

guaranteed response. These particles have the potential to chemically 

react or absorb radiation heat that would otherwise pass through a volume 

of gas. 

Temperature 

(Independent) 

 

A higher gas temperature requires less energy to initiate combustion. 

Additionally, high atmospheric temperatures can increase the 

concentration of fuel vapor in the atmosphere if some types of vapor 

sources are heated. 

Wind Speed 

(Independent) 
High air flow through the workspace may change heat transfer dynamics 

and move gases unexpectedly in the workspace. The test chamber 

prevented wind from influencing experimental conditions. 

Pressure 

(Independent) 

Pressure can change gas properties and the volatilization of fuels. This is 

less important for mixed gases. The test chamber was designed to function 

at atmospheric pressure. 

Experiment 
Variables 

Gas selection (Minimum ignition energy) 

 

Material variables are tightly coupled to the material selection and come as a package. 

This limits the potential range and combinations of most material properties. Table  and Table  

summarize the workpiece material variables. The material heavily influences the cutting process 

and therefore, spark generation. Material hardness, ductility, and thermal conductivity influence 

the energy required to remove material and heat transfer during the cutting process (Section 

3.3.2). Geometry factors (kerf and thickness) influence jet operating parameters, such as the 

traverse speed. The physical properties of the material determine the cutting mechanism, heat 

transfer during cutting, and contribute to the selection of jet operating parameters. The impact of 

material on ignition was documented by Miller (P. L. Miller 1999). For this research, the 

material properties are bundled into a single variable, the material selection. 
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Table 4.11: Workpiece Material Variables 

Brittleness of 

Material 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

This determines the dominant cutting mode of the material. Brittle 

materials develop crack networks as impacted. Ductile materials struck at 

low angles are gouged while high angle impacts result in work hardened 

prior to crack network formation. 

Strength 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

Weak materials require less work to cut and this contributes to the work 

requirements per unit of material removed. 

Fracture Strength 

(Independent) 
(Coupled) 

The resistance of a material to fracture influences the cutting mechanism, 

material removal rate, and energy requirements. 

Hardness 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

Hard materials will be more resistant to gouging at low angle impacts, 

changing the cutting mechanism. Many hard materials will also be more 

brittle. 

Emissivity 

(Independent) 
(Coupled) 

Emissivity determines the radiation emissions from a hot surface. 

Emissivity values range from the theoretical extremes of zero (no 

emissions) to one (a perfect blackbody). Higher emissivity means more 

radiation is emitted from a surface at a given temperature. 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

(Independent) 
(Coupled) 

Thermal conductivity strongly influences heat transfer within the 

workpiece. It determines initial heat transfer from the cuttings to the 

workpiece during low angle impacts, therefore influencing the 

temperature potential of sparks. In high angle impacts, the thermal 

conductivity determines heat loss from potential hot spots to the rest of 

the workpiece. 

Thickness 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

The thickness of the target will significantly impact cutting mechanics, 

appropriate jet parameters, and kerf geometry. 
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Table 4.12: Workpiece material variables continued 

Material 

Imperfections 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

Material imperfections, from irregular grain structures to preexisting 

cracks, may cause local changes in cutting mechanics and the cutting rate. 

Existing research shows that residual stresses can impact cut geometry 

(Zeng and Olsen, Impact of Residual Stresses on Accuracy of AWJ 

Cutting 2007). It is also possible that inclusions of other material may 

occur during steel recycling (Reeves 2019). This implies the potential 

presence of other materials, including titanium and copper, which may 

impact spark generation. 

Kerf Geometry 

(Independent) 

(Coupled) 

The kerf geometry influences the prevalence of low or high angle impacts, 

jet behavior on impact, and the frequency and density distribution of 

impacts. 

Key Variables Thickness, brittle/ductile, hardness, strength, thermal conductivity, 

and emissivity. All bundled into material selection and plate dimensions. 

 

 The variables were consolidated into a short list of high impact variables. Coupled 

variables, such as material properties, were combined. Independent variables were selected for 

their impact on key dependent variable distributions. Emphasis was placed on the impact of 

variables on the upper bound of these distributions (the worst-case scenarios). This resulted in 6 

variables of interest, which are summarized in Table  4.13. The key variables are the material, 

the abrasive size, the abrasive loading rate, the operating pressure, the minimum ignition energy, 

and the cutting mode. Other independent variables, such as the motion control system, can still 

have an influence on key dependent variables. However, this influence is expected to be low and 

to primarily influence dependent variables like kerf geometry. Changes in kerf geometry may 

impact the dominant impact angle and therefore, the distribution of outcomes in intermediate 

variables. Such changes are not likely to have a significant impact on the upper bounds of 

intermediate variable distributions (the worst-case scenario). 
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Table 4.13: Variables of interest (selected variables italicized) 

Variable Description 

Material Drives geometry and material properties. The material selection strongly 

influences the energy required to cut the workpiece and heat transfer out of 

the cuttings. Paul Miller’s work showed that the material strongly 

influenced spark potential and ignition. 

Abrasive size The abrasive size determines the maximum energy available for discrete 

impacts. Varying the abrasive size is therefore expected to change the 

ignition potential of low angle impacts. 

Abrasive 

loading rate 

The abrasive loading rate determines the frequency of impacts. This drives 

the energy available for impact clusters and is expected to be a driver of 

spark generation from high angle impacts. 

Operating 

pressure 

The operating pressure determines the average and maximum abrasive 

particle energy. It impacts discrete impact energy and cluster energy and 

directly impacts both proposed spark generation mechanisms (low and high 

angle impacts). 

Atmosphere  The atmosphere selection determines the minimum ignition energy and 

autoignition temperature of the explosive atmosphere. Therefore, it drives 

the ignition requirements. 

Cutting/drilling 

Breakthrough 

Drilling through a workpiece and into an explosive atmosphere creates a 

situation where the mist cloud and spray are not present. A spark in the 

breakthrough window will be subject to less or no cooling prior to 

encountering an explosive atmosphere. 

 

 The key ignition variables are the combustion reactions of the explosive atmosphere and 

heat transfer from the spark to the atmosphere. The atmosphere can be roughly simplified to the 

minimum ignition energy. Minimum ignition energy of the atmosphere mixture drove potential 

gas selection for a range of values from relatively low (hydrogen) to common for industrial gases 

(propane). Heat transfer is complex and dependent on variables like spark geometry. Spark 

geometry is likely random within bounds and isn’t experimentally controllable. Therefore, 
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geometry is assumed to be beyond experimental control. It is further assumed that the emissivity 

of the spark does not vary greatly between steel samples. With these assumptions, heat transfer 

can be somewhat simplified to a function of the size and temperature of the spark at the point 

where it encounters an explosive atmosphere. Therefore, the key independent variables driving 

heat transfer to the explosive atmosphere are ones which drive the size and temperature of the 

spark at the point where it enters an explosive atmosphere. 

 Abrasive size, abrasive loading rate, and operating pressure effectively control the 

magnitude, impact distribution, and impact frequency of energy transferred to the workpiece. 

Abrasive size and operating pressure determine the energy of individual impacts and the loading 

rate drives the density of impacts. This presents an opportunity to differentiate which type of 

impact causes ignition. High angle impacts cut by work hardening and fracture. This process is 

suspected to be less dependent on the energy delivered by individual particles than the total 

energy delivered to a region over a brief time period before fracture. Work hardening occurs on 

impact and may require multiple impacts before a region of the material becomes brittle. After 

embrittlement, the surface develops intersecting cracks and material is removed. This process is 

expected to require numerous abrasive impacts. A cluster of abrasive particles may rapidly 

transfer enough energy to locally overwhelm cooling and create a transient hot spot. The hot spot 

in turn reduces the energy threshold for producing ignition capable sparks during fracture. 

In contrast, low angle impacts likely cut on a single impact. Within a limited range 

(dependent on equipment), it is possible to vary the energy of individual impacts without 

changing the approximate distribution of energy to the workpiece. This would be done by 

varying the abrasive size while holding the abrasive loading rate constant. The material selection 

has significant impact on spark generation (P. L. Miller 1999). The material properties drive the 

cutting mode, heat transfer, energy requirements, and cuttings (potential sparks). Therefore, it 

directly impacts the spark size and temperature distribution. Abrasive waterjet cutting will 

include some high and low angle impacts even where one impact type is dominant. Cutting in 

steel is likely low angle dominant while drilling is high angle dominant. Breakthrough scenarios 

provide a situation where jet effects are briefly absent.    

 The primary experimental objective was to test the ignition potential of abrasive waterjets 

at relatively low field operating pressure, 69MPa (10kpsi), and compare it to higher pressure 
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cutting. The equipment available for this research was intentionally limited to field operating 

pressures 69-103MPa (10-15kpsi). This required the use of similar key parameters to leverage 

existing 300MPa (43.5kpsi) data from Miller. The secondary objective was to compare the 

ignition results from linear cutting to breakthrough. The linear cutting and breakthrough tests 

used the same key parameters. 

4.2 Experimental Methodology, Hypothesis, and Parameters 

A total of 5 hypotheses were considered for experimental testing in this research. The 

hypotheses are summarized in Table . Two were selected for experimentation. The first 

hypothesis states that reducing the operating pressure will reduce the ignition rate. This was 

selected because of its importance to the primary goal of this research. A lack of ignitions at a 

lower (field) operating pressure would imply that there may be a range of jet parameters where 

metal cutting can occur and at least a subset of industry relevant gases can’t be ignited. 

Furthermore, the impact of operating pressure on abrasive waterjet ignition is not documented in 

the waterjet literature. Therefore, the operating pressure hypothesis was the top priority. The 

secondary hypothesis states that drilling through a plate into an explosive atmosphere will result 

in more ignitions than cutting in the same atmosphere. The secondary hypothesis was selected 

because it addresses the industry belief that breakthrough has a higher ignition potential than 

linear cutting. There is no published research to prove or disprove this belief. 

The minimum ignition energy hypothesis was not evaluated in this research. The 69MPa 

(10kpsi) tests were started with the highest ignition probability gas and material combination. 

Increasing the minimum ignition energy was planned as a contingency if ignitions occurred with 

the initial test gas and material combination. When these ignitions did not occur, all available 

equipment time was spent on the low minimum ignition energy tests. The relationship between 

minimum ignition energy and ignition frequency was considered low priority. Work by Miller 

demonstrated that the relationship exists at 300MPa (43.5kpsi). Likewise, the comparison of 

ignition potential between chromoly (known for sparking) and mild steel was considered too low 

of a priority considering the field applications of primary interest and the limited equipment time 

available. Miller already demonstrated that 4130 chromoly has higher ignition potential than 

mild steel. 
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Table 4.14: Hypotheses considered for testing (Selected hypothesis in italics) 

Variable Hypothesis Null Hypothesis 

Operating 

Pressure 

Ignition frequency is decreased, 

or no ignitions occur when 

cutting at reduced pressure 

Ignition frequency is not impacted by 

a reduction in operating pressure. 

Minimum ignition 

energy 

Increasing the minimum 

ignition energy of the explosive 

atmosphere will result in fewer 

ignitions. 

Increasing the minimum ignition 

energy of the explosive atmosphere 

does not cause a statistically 

significant decrease in ignition events. 

Material Cutting mild AISI 1020 steel 

will result in fewer ignitions 

than stronger and harder AISI 

4130 steel. 

Cutting mild AISI 1020 steel does not 

result in fewer detonations than 

stronger and harder AISI 4130 steel. 

Drilling 

Breakthrough 

Drilling through a plate into an 

isolated explosive atmosphere 

results in more ignitions in the 

same atmosphere. 

Drilling through a plate into an 

isolated explosive atmosphere results 

in no statistically significant increase 

in ignitions. 

Abrasive size Ignition potential is increased 

with the size of the abrasive 

particles. 

Ignition potential is unrelated or 

inversely related to the size of the 

abrasive particles. 

 

The selection of Barton 80 mesh red garnet from Barton was driven by industry practices 

and the requirement to match the selection used in Miller’s 300MPa (43.5kpsi) work. Six 

experimental combinations were considered; three explosive atmospheres and two types of steel. 

The hypothesis prioritization dictated that one of these combinations should be used as a starting 

point. The explosive atmospheres considered were an ideal stoichiometric hydrogen/oxygen 

atmosphere (very low minimum ignition energy), a hydrogen/air mixture (low minimum ignition 

energy), and a propane/air mixture (high minimum ignition energy). The steel workpieces 

considered were a low carbon mild steel (AISI 1020) and a medium carbon general purpose steel 

(AISI 4130). Both steels are commonly found in industrial applications and manufacturing. AISI 
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1020 is a ductile, low carbon, high weldability and machinability, low tensile strength steel that 

is commonly used in fasteners, machinery, and shafts (AZoM 2012). AISI 4130 chromoly steel 

is a weldable and machinable steel alloyed with chromium and molybdenum (AZoM 2012). 

Chromoly steel is widely used in metal fabrication. The gas and material combinations are 

summarized in Table . A hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere and 4130 chromoly were selected to 

maximize the chance of ignition occurring. The lack of ignition with the easiest to ignite gas and 

material combination will strongly imply that the other combinations would not ignite. Hence, 

testing 4130 chromoly and a hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere were the most compelling 

combination for finite experimental resources. If ignitions had occurred, the remaining testing 

resources would have been reallocated to harder to ignite combinations. 

 

Table 4.15: Steel and atmosphere combinations of interest (Bold combination selected) 

AISI1020/Hydrogen-Oxygen AISI1020/Hydrogen-Air AISI1020/Propane-Air 

AISI4130/Hydrogen-Oxygen AISI4130/Hydrogen-Air AISI4130/Propane-Air 

 

 The primary ignition test was a linear cut in 4130 chromoly plate. The abrasive waterjet 

was fixed in an insert in the top of the test chamber to achieve the correct standoff distance. The 

sample was positioned normal to the waterjet. It was secured to a linear slide to provide 

appropriate motion for the given material parameters. The cut was initiated from the edge of the 

plate. The traverse was configured for over 25mm (1 in) of linear travel during testing. The 

secondary objective was to compare the ignition rate of breakthroughs into an explosive 

atmosphere with whole cuts. This test was conducted by pulling the abrasive waterjet out of the 

test chamber and covering its entry hole with the sample to be cut. The test chamber was then 

flooded with the specified explosive atmosphere and the waterjet would cut an initial hole in the 

sample. The major advantage to this test is that there is no mist in the chamber at the time of 

penetration. The breakthrough test replicates the process of drilling into a tank containing an 

explosive atmosphere. Breakthrough tests were performed with the same gas and material 

combinations as the primary ignition test. As with the primary ignition tests, ignition events 

would have led to some of the experiments going to a harder to ignite gas and material 

combination. Table  shows the combinations that were considered. 
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Table 4.16: Table of potential test configurations. The bold italic rows were the easy to ignite 
high priority tests. Other combinations were considered if ignitions occurred with high priority 

tests. 

 

The steel selection by Paul Miller was used as a point of comparison with previous work. 

The relevant properties of AISI 1020 and AISI 4130 are below in Table . Values for aluminum 

are included because the test chamber is made from aluminum. The test chamber was built with 

aluminum plate to minimize ignition potential from strikes to the test chamber. Titanium, which 

was found to have significantly higher ignition potential by Paul Miller, was also included as a 

reference. The gas selection uses H2-02 because it is an extremely sensitive gas that should be 

ignited easily. This is to confirm that ignition occurs where expected. H2-Air is used because it is 

one of the most sensitive gas mixtures commonly found in industrial applications. The propane-

air mixture is used because its minimum ignition energy is near that of many industrial gases and 

it avoids the health and safety concerns of benzene and other common industrial gases. The gas 

selection and comparison are summarized in Table . Additional information on hydrogen-air and 

hydrogen-oxygen mixtures are provided in Table  4.19. Boettcher and Coronel found that the 

equivalence ratio had little to no impact on thermal ignition temperature (Boettcher 2012), (S. 

Coronel, Thermal Ignition Using Moving Hot Particles 2016). 

Variable Steel Gas Abrasive Cut type 

Primary AISI1020 H2-O2 80 Mesh Garnet Linear cut 

AISI1020 H2-Air 80 Mesh Garnet Linear cut 

AISI1020 Propane-Air 80 Mesh Garnet Linear cut 

AISI4130 H2-O2 80 Mesh Garnet Linear cut 

AISI4130 H2-Air 80 Mesh Garnet Linear cut 

AISI4130 Propane-Air 80 Mesh Garnet Linear cut 

Secondary AISI1020 H2-O2 80 Mesh Garnet Drill breakthrough 

 AISI1020 H2-Air 80 Mesh Garnet Drill breakthrough 

AISI1020 Propane-Air 80 Mesh Garnet Drill breakthrough 

 AISI4130 H2-O2 80 Mesh Garnet Drill breakthrough 

 AISI4130 H2-Air 80 Mesh Garnet Drill breakthrough 

 AISI4130 Propane-Air 80 Mesh Garnet Drill breakthrough 
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Table 4.17: Industry relevant gases. Bold gas was selected for testing. 

Gas Minimum 

Ignition Energy 

Explosive Limits 

(% Volume) 

Notes 

H2-O2 0.0012 mJ (P. L. 

Miller 1999) 

Stoichiometric Extremely easy to ignite 

H2-Air 0.011 mJ 

(Explosion 

Solutions n.d.) 

0.017 mJ (P. L. 

Miller 1999) 

4.0 – 75.0 

(Marathon Gas 

n.d.) 

 

Benzene 0.2 mJ 

(Explosion 

Solutions n.d.) 

1.3 – 7.9 

(Marathon Gas 

n.d.) 

 

Gasoline 0.8 mJ 

(Explosion 

Solutions n.d.) 

1.2 – 7.1 

(Marathon Gas 

n.d.) 

 

Propane-Air 0.25 mJ 

(Explosion 

Solutions n.d.) 

2.1 – 9.5 

(Marathon Gas 

n.d.) 

Near common industrial gases 

Methane 0.3 mJ 

(Explosion 

Solutions n.d.) 

1.0 – 15.0 

(Marathon Gas 

n.d.) 
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Table 4.18: Industry relevant metals. Bold steel was selected for testing. 

Steel Tensile 

Ultimate 

Brinell 

Hardness 

Shear 

Modulus 

Specific 

Heat 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

Aluminum Chamber   6061 

(Assumed) (ASM 

Aerospace Specification 

Metals Inc n.d.) (ASM 

Aerospace Specification 

Metals Inc n.d.)   6063 

310MPa 

241MPa 

95 

73 

26GPa 

25.8GPa 

0.896 J/g-C 

0.9 J/g-C 

167W/m-K 

200W/m-K 

AISI1020 (MatWeb n.d.) 420MPa 121 72GPa 0.486 J/g-C 51.9W/m-K 

AISI4130 (MatWeb n.d.) 670MPa 197 80GPa 0.477 J/g-C 42.7 W/m-K 

Grade 5 Titanium (ASM 

Aerospace Specification 

Metals Inc n.d.) 

950MPa 334 44GPa 0.5263 J/g-C 6.7 W/m-K 

 

Table 4.19: Hydrogen Properties at 1atm, hydrogen-oxygen lines are shown in bold text (NASA 
2003). 

Property Imperial Metric 

Reference Temperature 68℉ 20℃ 

Lower Flammable Limit Air 4% Volume  

Lower Flammable Limit Hydrogen-Oxygen 4% Volume  

Lower Explosive Limit Air 18.3% Volume  

Lower Explosive Limit Hydrogen-Oxygen 15% Volume  

Upper Flammability Limit Air 75% Volume  

Upper Flammable Limit Hydrogen-Oxygen 95% Volume  

Upper Explosive Limit Air 59% Volume  

Upper Explosive Limit Hydrogen-Oxygen 90% Volume  

Minimum Ignition Energy Air 1.9 𝑥 10  Btu 0.02mJ 

Minimum Ignition Energy Hydrogen-Oxygen 𝟔. 𝟔 𝒙 𝟏𝟎 𝟗 Btu 0.007mJ 

Autoignition temperature for air or hydrogen-
oxygen mixture. 

1050℉ 566℃ 
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4.3 Experimental Equipment 

A test chamber capable of accommodating the required explosive atmospheres, the AWJ 

system, and the sample was constructed. This chamber can safely withstand any explosions 

which occur and dispose of explosive atmospheres that have not ignited. The chamber is 30.5cm 

(12 inches high), 30.5cm (12 inches) deep and 61cm (24 inches) long. The top, bottom, and ends 

are constructed of 0.25-inch (6.35mm) aluminum plate. The front is protected by a 12.7mm (0.5) 

inch thick Lexan plate. The back is left open. During testing, the back is sealed by taping a sheet 

of plastic over it. This provides a barrier that retains the explosive atmosphere but prevents the 

buildup of dangerous pressure when ignition occurs. There were two test chamber 

configurations. The first, for penetration tests, positioned the waterjet above the test chamber and 

the sample was on the top of the test chamber. The penetration test configuration is shown in 

Figure . The second configuration located the waterjet in an insert and the sample on the traverse 

inside the test chamber. The linear cutting configuration of the test chamber is shown in Figure 

4.2. The traverse, insert, and sample are shown in Figure . The insert is shown in Figure. 

The top of the test chamber is equipped with an insert to mount the abrasive waterjet. The 

insert lowers the abrasive waterjet into the test chamber and achieves the correct standoff 

distance for linear cuts. The insert mounts the waterjet outside the test chamber and explosive 

atmosphere to prevent ignitions from damaging the abrasive feed tube and the high-pressure 

hose. The focusing tube penetrates the bottom of the insert. The test plate is fixed to a motion 

control system directly below the focusing tube. The test plate can be moved along the length of 

the test chamber. The motion control system uses a 9.5mm (0.375 inch) acme thread and is 

driven by a reversible, variable speed 24-volt gear motor. Linear motion is controlled remotely 

by the operator. 
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Figure 4.1: Test chamber configured for penetration tests. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Test chamber in linear cutting configuration. Shown with plastic in place. 
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Figure 4.3: Test chamber interior with sample clamped to the traverse. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Test chamber insert prior to installation (left) and after installation in the test 
chamber (right). 
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The gas supply uses a simple and robust metering system. Gas cylinders are plumbed into 

a mixing tank of a known volume with a pressure gauge. The Ideal Gas Law (Equation 4.1) is 

then used to calculate the amount of each gas added to the mixing tank, where P is the absolute 

pressure, V is the volume, n is the number of moles present, R is the universal gas constant 

(8.3145 J/mol K), and T is the absolute temperature (K). The moles of gas transferred are 

determined by the change in pressure and temperature in the mixing tank. Once the correct gas 

mixture is added to the mixing tank, it can be released into the test chamber. An excess of gas is 

used to allow for some flushing of the test chamber. The plastic back on the test chamber served 

as a low-pressure relief valve. The gas system diagram is outlined in Figure 4.8. The gas bottles 

and mixing chamber are shown in Figure . The mixing chamber is equipped with a pressure 

gauge to verify that the prescribed pressure was reached. Note that there is a shield between the 

mixing chamber and the operator position. 𝑃 𝑉 = 𝑛 𝑅 𝑇                                                                (4.1) 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Gas bottles (left) and the mixing chamber (right). 

 

 The pump used for the experimental work was produced by Aqua-Dyne Engineering 

Incorporated. The pump is a predecessor to the contemporary Blastmax pumps. It is powered by 
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a Detroit Diesel 6V53. The pump is a 3-plunger positive displacement pump with 19mm (0.75 

inch) diameter plungers. The maximum working pressure is rated at 20,000psi. Prior to its use in 

this research, the pump underwent restoration work and modification. It was rehabilitated, the 

obsolete low-pressure feed system was removed, new flow controls and safety features added, 

and the engine was serviced. The decks and the top of the fenders were painted with nonskid 

paint. Additionally, a safety shield was added between the high-pressure manifold and the 

operator. The pump is shown in Figure  and the pump nameplate is shown in Figure . 

The low-pressure manifold requires a pressurized feed that can keep up with the 

maximum flow rate of the pump. The new low-pressure feed system uses a gas-powered priming 

pump to supply the low-pressure manifold. Since the water used for the experimental work is 

potable, the low-pressure feed system does not need extensive filtering capabilities. Strainers are 

installed on the low-pressure manifold. A 275-gallon IBC (International Bulk Carrier) tank was 

used for the feed water tank. The water tank is situated on the embankment behind the pump. 

The feed from the supply tank is run through 2” PVC pipe to the gas pump and on to the low-

pressure manifold. The low-pressure manifold has a second outlet valve that functions as a dump 

valve. The priming pump is a centrifugal design that can be run with no flow. This allowed the 

gas pump to pressurize the low-pressure manifold prior to high-pressure pump operation. Flex 

joints are used to ensure that the vibration of the pump does not separate the supply pipes. The 

supply tank is filled with potable water by hose from the outside source at EMI. 

 

Figure 4.6: Pump Trailer in stock configuration 
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Figure 4.7: Pump after modifications. Image courtesy of Josef Bourgeois. 

 

Table 4.20: Pump manufacturer specification plate 

Manufacturer Aqua-Dyne Engineering, Inc. Houston, Texas 

Year Built 4-79 

Design Pressure 20,000 PSI (at 80℉) 

Max Allow Work Press 20,000 PSI (at 80℉) 

Min Permissible Temp 32℉ 

S.O. NO. 310 

P.O. NO. S3381350 

Test Pressure 20,000 PSI 

PUMP SPEC. NO. D40444 08 

Driver Spec NO. CUST. SUP. 

Pump S/N GF 17.4.1.72.3999 

Driver S/N 6.200 300527 
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Figure 4.8: Experimental layout. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Low pressure supply 

 

 The abrasive waterjet nozzle assembly was a commercially available product from NLB 

(NLB-24-ACSA). The nozzle uses a medium pressure fitting and is rated for up to 24kpsi. The 

ceramic nozzle insert (BN31572-02) has an orifice diameter of 0.84mm (0.033in). At (69MPa) 

10,000psi, the Bernoulli Equation estimate for water velocity is approximately 372m/s 

(1,220ft/s). Using the orifice diameter and the average fluid velocity, the flow rate is estimated at 

11.4lpm (3gpm). Using a density of approximately 1000kg/m^3 (8.34lbs/gallon), the mass flow 

rate is 25lbs/min of water (Engineering Toolbox 2003). The abrasive waterjet is shown in Figure 
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4.10. The abrasive was supplied by a NLB hopper (NLB-300-AC). The flow was metered by a 

#30 disk (CA2034) to supply approximately 3.2lbs of abrasive per minute for an abrasive 

loading rate of 11.3%. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: NLB-24-ACSA abrasive waterjet. 
 

Abrasives are rarely reused in industrial cutting applications due to physical alterations 

that occur to the abrasive particles and the cost associated with the collection, cleaning, sorting, 

and inspection of the particles. Reuse changes the geometry and size distribution of abrasive 

particles, which will impact performance. A fraction of the abrasive particles is fragmented 

during acceleration and impact. Even those particles which remain largely intact may round off 

angular points on impacts. The reduction in average particle size is likely to reduce the frequency 

of ignition events, but not the magnitude of the worst-case impact energy. The worst-case energy 

remains the same because it cannot be assumed that all large abrasive particles are reduced in 

size during cutting. Due to the impact on average abrasive particle size, abrasive was not reused 

in this research. All cuts were conducted with fresh abrasive.  

The abrasive used was Barton HPX 80 Adirondack Garnet. The typical size distribution 

supplied by Barton is given in Table . Note that a significant portion of the abrasive is larger than 

the nominal size of 80 mesh. The abrasive is 92 to 96 percent garnet (almandine, pyrope, and 

grossular) (Barton n.d.). The remainder is largely comprised of magnetite, hornblende, feldspar, 
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and mica. The specific gravity ranges from 3.9 to 4.1 𝑔/𝑐𝑚  (0.141 to 0.148 lbs/cubic inch). The 

hardness ranges from 7.5 to 8.5 on the Mohs scale. The chemical composition of almandine and 

pyrope are 𝐹𝑒 𝐴𝑙 (𝑆𝑖𝑂 )  and 𝑀𝑔 𝐴𝑙 (𝑆𝑖𝑂 )  respectively (Barton n.d.). The spec sheet 

provided by Barton cautions that garnet is a natural product and the properties and composition 

will therefore vary. 

Table 4.21: Barton HPX 80 Adirondack Garnet Abrasive Size Distribution (Barton n.d.) 

Mesh Size 45 50 60 70 80 100 120 

Percent by weight 5 19 26 21 17 7 5 

 

4.4 Experimental Procedure 

Experimental procedures consist of pre-operation inspections, prepping the chamber, 

prepping the gas load, mixing the gas into the chamber, initiating the cut, observing and 

reporting the results, and then cleaning the chamber. This cycle takes on average 30 minutes. The 

pre-operation inspection and pump startup procedure are listed in Table  through Table  in 

Appendix A. Once the pre-operation inspection is complete and the correct abrasive mixture is 

loaded, the engine is started, and is brought to operating temperature. 

The first chamber preparation step is to clean any excessive buildup of cuttings and used 

abrasive out of the test chamber and wipe down the acme screw and linear slides. Cleaning is 

conducted with tap water from a flexible hose. Once this is completed, the test chamber is 

inspected for damage. Undetected damage to gas seals could lead to gas loss and cause variations 

in gas concentrations. If necessary, the seals will be patched. Once the chamber is deemed ready, 

the sample is fixed to the linear motion carriage and moved to the starting location. The back of 

the chamber is then sealed by taping a plastic barrier over the opening. This sheet is replaced 

after every ignition and contains the explosive atmosphere without allowing dangerous pressure 

levels during an ignition. The plastic sheet is attached to a rip cord. The rip cord allows for the 

safe removal of the sheet and dispersion of the explosive atmosphere when ignition does not 

occur. With the cover in place, the gas mixture is prepared in the mixing chamber. 

First, the mixing chamber outlet valve is opened. Then oxygen or air supply is used to 

purge the mixing chamber. Once the mixing chamber is purged, the outlet valve is closed, and 
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the air or oxygen pressure is brought up to the prescribed pressure for the chamber temperature. 

The temperature and pressure are then recorded. Then the hydrogen is added, bringing the 

mixing chamber up to the prescribed pressure. The mixing chamber temperature and pressure are 

again recorded. The mixing chamber is vented into the test chamber. The mixing chamber 

contains more explosive atmosphere than is required to fill the test chamber at atmospheric 

pressure. This allows the purge of the test chamber and improves the precision and repeatability 

of the explosive atmosphere. Once the pressure of the test chamber drops to approximately 0psig 

(0Pa), the mixing chamber outlet valve is closed to ensure that flames cannot propagate into the 

mixing chamber. The test chamber is ready for cutting. 

To begin cutting, the pump power plant (engine) is set to the specified speed (1,200 

RPMs) and the feed pump is turned on to supply the high-pressure pump. Once feed pressure is 

adequate, the clutch on the pump is engaged and the abrasive feed valve is opened. The dump 

valve is then closed to bring the system up to pressure. The waterjet is started next to chromoly 

plate and the linear motion system is engaged as soon as the jet reaches operating pressure. The 

experiment is stopped immediately if ignition occurs. It is run at the specified speed 127mm per 

minute (5 inches per minute) until it runs into the bump stop. The experiment is stopped when 

the traverse is complete. The pump is taken out of gear, the dump valve is opened, the abrasive 

valve is closed, and the pump is shut down. If ignition has not occurred, the electric igniter is 

used to test for an explosive atmosphere. Then the rip cord is pulled to safely vent the explosive 

atmosphere. 

A variant of this procedure was used for drill breakthrough tests. The breakthrough tests 

simulate cutting into a tank or through a bulkhead, where an explosive atmosphere is only 

present on the reverse far side of the workpiece. For these tests, the abrasive waterjet was 

positioned above the test chamber and the sample is used to cover the hole usually occupied by 

the abrasive waterjet. The traverse was not used in the breakthrough ignition test. The traverse 

components are covered with aluminum plate to protect the surfaces from abrasive and cutting 

impacts. The drill breakthrough tests are considered complete when the abrasive waterjet fully 

penetrates the test sample. 
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4.5 Safety 

 Safety is a nonnegotiable value in this research project. Safety was the prime 

consideration driving the experimental plan. Machinery used in high pressure fluid and metal 

cutting, as well as explosive atmospheres, are inherently hazardous. This research requires the 

presence of all these hazards and the ignition of explosive atmospheres. The experimental 

procedures and laboratory equipment were designed to prevent operator exposure to machinery, 

the cutting process, and ignition events. The safety plan contains the following sections; high 

pressure and cutting, mechanical safety, gas storage and mixing, and experimental ignition 

safety. The safety management plan exceeded the best industry practices advocated by the 

WaterJet Technology Association (WJTA). 

4.5.1 High Pressure Safety 

 High pressure fluids can represent a significant hazard if not handled correctly. Damaged 

or inadequate pipes, hoses, or pressure vessels have the potential to fail and/or rupture if 

improperly used or maintained. At 10,000psi, fluid is easily capable of causing significant 

lacerations or puncture wounds. Such wounds may be accompanied by an injection of 

contaminated fluid that can cause infection. It is necessary to ensure that the system has been 

depressurized before performing any work on the system. The cutting process is designed to be 

remotely controlled, keeping the operator away from the abrasive waterjet and explosive 

atmosphere. Due to the operational requirements of the pump, the operator and researcher must 

be present to operate the clutch, throttle, and dump valve. To provide protection, the pump is 

equipped with a safety shield between the operator and the test chamber. The safety shield and 

pump are oriented such that the researcher is also separated from the test chamber. 

4.5.2 Mechanical Safety 

 The mechanical systems used in this research also presents a potential safety hazard. The 

linear motion system in the test chamber is largely operated remotely due to the danger of 

ignition. This removes human exposure while it is operating. However, the engine and drive train 

of the pump must be operated directly. This potentially exposes the operator to moving parts, hot 

surfaces, and engine noise. The moving parts and hot surfaces hazards are mitigated by a 

combination of engineering and administrative controls. Moving parts, such as the drive shaft 
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and belts are covered by guards that prohibit access. This is supplemented by administrative 

controls that keep the operator away from potential hazards during operation. Engine and drive 

train components near the fan, belts, or drive shaft are not serviced while the engine is in 

operation. Ventilation of the work area was not a concern because the system was located 

outside. Any engine maintenance near hot components must wait until after the equipment has 

cooled down to safe temperatures. PPE was used where necessary to protect the operator. 

Proximity to the engine noise necessitates hearing protection. Safety glasses were worn when 

operating any equipment or engaged in work related activity. Steel toed boots were worn when 

working on or operating the pump. Clothing was selected to provide protection and minimize the 

risk of clothes getting caught. 

 4.5.3 Gas Storage and Mixing 

 The storage and use of pressurized flammable gas can present a significant hazard. The 

primary hazard is accidental ignition events. These could occur in a pressurized tank, gas line, or 

as a result of a leak. All experiments require a pressurized fuel tank for the explosive gas. These 

tanks provide the hydrogen or propane for the explosive atmosphere. Some experiments required 

oxygen to mix with the hydrogen while others only used air. The experiments were conducted 

outside, which significantly mitigates the risk of leaks or gas discharges causing a dangerous 

buildup in the work area due to the speed with which the gasses disperse when vented. 

The experimental procedure requires mixing the gasses in the mixing chamber prior to 

transferring them to the test chamber. The potential hazard with this step is that the explosive 

atmosphere will be mixed and contained in a pressure vessel at above atmospheric pressure. If 

ignited in a small compressed air tank, the gases would be able to build pressure before rupturing 

the tank and cause an explosion. Furthermore, the mixing chamber retains some explosive gases 

after venting its contents into the test chamber. The gas bottles, test chamber, and mixing 

chamber remain connected during testing. Only valves separate the chambers and the gas bottles. 

If the isolation were inadequate, flames could propagate back up the gas lines and ignite the test 

chamber or the fuel bottle. 

Engineering controls are used to mitigate this hazard. The operator and researcher are 

separated from the mixing chamber by 51mm Lexan plate during operation. The valves and 

pressure gauge are set up to keep the operator back from the pressure vessel while it contains an 
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explosive atmosphere. The valve system is designed to prevent backflow or flames from 

propagating up the gas hose from the test chamber. The valves auto close and must be held open 

for gas flow to occur. Check valves were installed in-line with all manual valves. As an 

additional design precaution, all gas handling systems are grounded to reduce the potential for 

static discharges during the mixing process. 

The following administrative controls were used for gas safety. Gas preparation was the 

last step in preparing the test chamber. This was done to ensure that manual activities at the test 

chamber were completed before an explosive atmosphere was present. Only the minimum 

number of required valves were open at any given time. The gas bottle valves were closed 

whenever they were not in use. Once the mixing chamber was emptied into the test chamber, two 

valves were closed in the gas line between the chambers. The operator is instructed to always 

stay behind the safety shield or in other safe zones during gas preparation. To facilitate safe gas 

preparation, the valves that control the mixing process are located behind the safety shield. 

4.5.4 Experimental Safety 

 Test chamber safety was largely facilitated through engineering and administrative 

controls. The test chamber was designed to be operated remotely, allowing the operator to 

remain behind the shield at the pump. This put the operator approximately 5 meters (15 feet) 

from the test chamber. To further reduce the explosion hazard, the test chamber was designed to 

minimize the pressure it could contain and channel any ignition event away from the operator 

and any camera equipment. The test chamber’s frame was built from 6mm (¼ inch) aluminum 

plate to withstand the pressure of ignition. The front face (facing the operator) had a 13mm (½ 

inch) polycarbonate window to allow filming of the tests. The back was left open with no 

structurally significant material. This prevented significant pressure buildup in the chamber. 

Explosive atmospheres were contained by taping a plastic sheet over the back to prevent its 

immediate dispersion. As a further precaution, the operator is positioned behind a steel barrier 

with a 50mm (2 inch) thick plexiglass window. 

 Operational procedures were designed to keep the operator at a safe distance whenever an 

explosive atmosphere was present. The operator prepared the chamber prior to gas mixing. The 

linear motion and waterjet controls were located at the pump to allow for remote operation. In 

the event that ignition did not occur, the operator would not immediately approach the test 
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chamber. Instead, the operator would test for an explosive atmosphere with the electric igniter 

and then use the rip cord on the plastic to vent the test chamber from a distance. These design 

and operational precautions successfully mitigated the potential hazards identified to researchers 

during this research. 

4.5.5 Operator Training 

 Operator training was an important component of the experimental and safety plans. 

Operators were responsible for controlling the engine, linear motion of the traverse, the final 

release of the explosive atmosphere from the test chamber, and any deliberate electrical 

ignitions. All the necessary controls for the operators were positioned behind Plexiglas barriers 

to simplify operation and reduce movement. All operators who assisted with the experiments 

were student employees or graduate research assistants at Colorado School of Mines who had 

undergone laboratory safety training. The unique potential hazards of explosive atmospheres and 

high-pressure fluid necessitated supplemental safety and task specific training. Prior to assisting 

with experiments, all operators were briefed on the overall design of the system, their role in the 

experiments, and the role of the researcher. Hand signals were developed to coordinate all stages 

of the experiments. 

 There were four major components of safety training; high pressure safety, gas safety, 

mechanical safety, and the associated emergency procedures. For high pressure safety, operators 

were briefed on the dangers of high-pressure fluids and how to respond to leaks or ruptures. Any 

leak in the high-pressure system was considered a major hazard and cause for immediate 

shutdown of the pump. If the operator observed a high-pressure leak, they were instructed to 

immediately disengage the clutch and shut the engine off. If the researcher observed a leak, the 

procedure was to immediately signal for a full shutdown of the pump. The operator was further 

instructed to avoid coming into contact with any flow from a leak and to evacuate immediately if 

such a hazard developed in their workspace. Operator gas safety was focused on engineering and 

administrative controls. Operators were instructed to maintain position behind the safety barriers. 

If evacuation was for any reason necessary while there was an explosive atmosphere, the 

evacuation route used was to remain protected by the safety barriers. 

 Mechanical safety training briefed the operators on the potential hazards of moving parts, 

heat, and noise. Engineering and administrative controls separated the operator from these 
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potential hazards. The dangers of loose or baggy clothing around rotating machine components 

were considered and operators were instructed to avoid wearing any clothing that could bypass 

engineering controls and become tangled in the drive shaft. Instruction was provided for 

emergency shutdown procedures and how to cut off the air supply to a runaway diesel engine. 

The emergency response plan was to facilitate shutdown if possible, evacuate, and then call for 

help. The operators were already trained in the Earth Mechanics Institute’s emergency 

procedures and phones were present. The location of the nearest fire extinguisher and first aid kit 

were reviewed. Overall, the default mode of operation was caution and predicated on best 

industry practices related to proactive risk assesment. The operators were empowered to call off 

any experiment and shut the pump off if any new hazard, concern, or uncertainty emerged. 

4.5.6 Exclusion Zones 

 Exclusion zones were established in the experimental work area to keep the operator 

away from potential hazards. The zones are shown in Figure . Zone one is the hillside to the west 

of the work area. Aside from the access trail to the water tank, there is access to the worksite 

from the hillside. Zone 1 is closed whenever the high pressure or gas system may be pressurized. 

Zone 2 includes the high-pressure manifold and the test chamber. It is closed whenever an 

explosive atmosphere may be present in the gas system or if the high-pressure system is 

pressurized. It is closed to non-essential personnel whenever experiments are in progress. Zone 3 

is the EMI parking lot within 50 feet of the test equipment. This region must be closed to 

nonessential personnel whenever the gas system is charged. All personnel must exit Zone 3 when 

the test chamber is charged with an explosive atmosphere. Zone 3 is not in close proximity to the 

high-pressure system and is therefore, not closed when the high-pressure system is pressurized. 

Zone 4 provides access to the engine gauges, the low-pressure pump, and the valve at the low-

pressure tank. Zone 4 is closed to nonessential personnel whenever any equipment is running. It 

is closed when the high-pressure system is pressurized. Zone 5 is closed to non-essential 

personnel when equipment is operating, or the mixing chamber contains an explosive 

atmosphere. It is closed to everyone when the test chamber has a gas charge. Zone 6, which is 

behind the safety shield, is protected from gas and high-pressure hazards. The clutch, the dump 

valve, the test chamber traverse controls, and the gas valves can all be operated from Zone 6. 

Zone 6 is closed to nonessential personnel whenever experiments are being conducted. 
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Figure 4.11: Exclusion zones 
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CHAPTER 5 

MODELING AND ANALYSIS 

 

Chapter 5 provides discussion of the models and analysis used to ascertain the pathways 

to ignition events during abrasive waterjet cutting. The chapter begins with a brief overview of 

modeling. Section 5.1 introduces the difficulties of modeling abrasive waterjet cutting and spark 

ignition. This is followed by Section 5.2, which discribes the modeling strategy. Section 5.3 

establishes an upper bound on the energy of discrete abrasive particles. Section 5.4 develops a 

model and upper bound for spark size and temperature in low angle impacts. Additionally, this 

model extrapolates the ignition potential of sparks to define an ignition capable temperature 

range. This is followed by a discussion and estimation of high angle impacts in Section 5.5. 

Section 5.6 develops a cooling and trajectory model for sparks in flight. The pathways to ignition 

developed in previous sections are analyzed in Section 5.7. Section 5.8 discusses the weaknesses 

of the modeling approach and presents the conclusions of modeling. 

 Fundamentally, most models are not truly representative of the physical processes 

present. Detail and complexity are computationally expensive, so models are simplified and 

optimized for specific purposes. This often results in models that can adequately answer a 

narrowly defined question about a specific situation of interest, but do not wholly represent all 

the physical processes present. The AWJ cutting process is too complex to be fully modeled at 

present, necessitating the use of narrowly focused models. Aspects of AWJ cutting have been 

modeled over a narrow range of parameters and experimentally validated. The existing models 

are purpose built to estimate the average material removal rates, not the dynamics of spark 

generation. Therefore, modeling the ignition potential of AWJ cutting requires the development 

of a new modeling paradigm. 

5.1 Introduction to Modeling Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 

Most steps of the cutting and ignition process have been partially modeled at some point. 

The challenge is that the modeling efforts were narrowly focused both in terms of physics, 

geometry, and what was predicted. Numerous attempts have been made to model the abrasive 
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waterjet cutting process. The general focus of this work was on estimating cutting rates and the 

impact of major variables on the cutting process. Published models were able to predict cutting 

rates across a limited scope of conditions. Examples of these efforts are presented in the 

literature search (Section 2.3). However, these models do not provide the information on 

intermediate variables required for ignition modeling. The size, temperature, geometry, and 

velocity distributions of the cuttings was not necessary to achieve the goals of previously 

published models and were not calculated. Existing models were focused on the average material 

removal rate at the macroscopic scale, not the impacts and energy transfer of discrete abrasive 

particles or clusters. 

Direct measurement of many intermediate dependent variables is not feasible. The high 

speeds and the jet effect have so far prevented direct observation of spark generation during the 

cutting process. The existing literature provides some intermediate dependent variable 

measurements immediately prior to and after impact. The velocity and size distribution of 

abrasive particles prior to impact has been measured (P. Roth, H. Looser and K. C. Heiniger, et 

al. 2005), (Perec 2011), (Balz and Heiniger 2011). The cuttings and spent abrasive have been 

measured to establish post impact size distribution and analyzed to determine an upper 

temperature bound by Miller (P. L. Miller 1999). The lack of intermediate dependent variable 

distributions or the means to directly measure these variables requires ignition modeling to use a 

“worst-case” energy approach. The maximum plausible energy can be calculated even if size and 

temperature distribution at intermediate stages are not directly measured. 

 To date, some elements of high-speed machining and spark ignition have been 

numerically modelled. For high speed machining, the goal was to model heat transfer between 

the chip, the workpiece, and the endmill. A simplified 2D model of the cutting process was 

developed by List and Sutter (List, Sutter and Bouthiche 2011). The high-speed machining 

models simulated a tool with fixed geometry cutting a uniform workpiece. This approach is 

adequate for predictable processes with consistent tools. This research provides potentially useful 

information about heat transfer out of the cuttings and into the workpiece and the abrasive during 

low angle discrete impacts. Unfortunately, it is not particularly amenable to modeling randomly 

distributed high angle impacts and work hardening on varying kerf geometry by abrasive 
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particles with varied geometry. Therefore, the conclusions of List and Sutter are used only for 

heat transfer in low angle impacts. 

 Spark ignition research is refined to the point where current numerical models can 

accurately predict ignition of a gas mixture by a single heated sphere (S. Coronel, Thermal 

Ignition Using Moving Hot Particles 2016). Spark ignition models include computational fluid 

dynamics, heat transfer, and chemical reactions. Given sufficient computational resources, 

heated sphere ignitions can be modeled with modern commercial or open source Multiphysics 

simulation software. Research published by the Graduate Aerospace Laboratories at the 

California Institute of Technology utilized OpenFOAM, an open source software package (S. 

Coronel, Thermal Ignition Using Moving Hot Particles 2016), (Melguizo-Gavilanes, Coronel 

and Mevel, et al. 2015). It is a computationally intensive process and is limited by computing 

performance. Currently, the numerical ignition modeling literature has not moved to more 

complex geometry. 

 A Multiphysics simulation of AWJ cutting and ignition is not currently feasible due to the 

complexity of the processes involved. A Multiphysics simulation of abrasive waterjet cutting 

would need to include computational fluid dynamics, compressible multi-phase flow, numerous 

particles, dynamic material models of the target including elastic deformation, work hardening, 

fracture propagation, radiation, conduction, and convection. It is likely that a model and 

simulation of any individual step in the abrasive waterjet cutting process is now feasible. For 

example, a finite element model of an individual spherical abrasive impact was published in 

2005 (Junkar, et al. 2005). Note that such a model is heavily simplified and does not include 

fluid mechanics, fracture mechanics, or heat transfer. Ignition modeling is currently possible. 

However, even a 2D model of heated sphere ignition is a significant undertaking. The existing 

models are all heavily simplified, do not capture most of the physical processes present, and are 

tailored to answer specific narrowly defined questions. The current barrier to a comprehensive 

Multiphysics model of AWJ cutting, spark generation, and ignition is the computational 

requirements of including all necessary processes. 

 The complexity of AWJ modeling necessitates the use of narrowly focused analytical and 

numerical models. The key intermediate dependent variables are identified and the AWJ cutting 

and ignition process is broken down into stages. Ignition events are outliers, so the primary focus 
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of modeling in this research is characterizing the outliers at each stage and estimating an upper 

limit on the ignition relevant intermediate variables. The initial conditions are estimated from the 

operational specifications and experimental research wherever possible. Analytical models are 

used at each stage to estimate the upper bound on key intermediate dependent variables. The 

theoretical cap on variables at each step is called the worst-case scenario. The worst-case model 

determines if ignition is possible. If ignition is possible, a filter-based approach can be used to 

estimate the ignition probability. 

5.2 What can be Modeled? 

The model developed in this research uses smaller analytical models at key stages along 

the pathway from abrasive acceleration to ignition. The model starts by determining the bounds 

of abrasive acceleration and mixing. The velocity, temporal, spatial, and mass distribution of the 

abrasives is then used to calculate the energy potential available for high angle (cluster impacts) 

and low angle impacts (discrete impacts). The difference in impact characteristics causes ignition 

to diverge into two pathways (discrete impacts vs clusters). It should be noted that both low and 

high angle impacts will be present even if one is dominant. The results from the impacts are then 

used to estimate a spark and a cooling and flight model to determine the ignition window. 

Some of the initial conditions are known with a high degree of certainty. For example, 

the average water velocity and the size range of abrasive particles are known prior to mixing and 

acceleration. Uncertainty is introduced in the mixing and acceleration process. The upper bound 

on abrasive size and velocity remains reasonably certain because there is no way for abrasives to 

grow and acceleration beyond the water velocity is not possible. Uneven acceleration and 

breakage during acceleration limit knowledge of individual particles. The average energy carried 

by abrasive particles remains known since breakage and uneven acceleration are unlikely to have 

a large impact on the average velocity. Another major unknown at this stage is abrasive clusters. 

Clusters of abrasive particles have been observed and it is suspected that they form kerf 

geometry and mixing irregularities. 

This model analyzes the abrasive impacts to gauge an upper bound on the energy 

available. This allows the heat and mass transfer to be analytically approximated through the 

cutting process. The energy transferred to the cuttings from discrete impacts can be estimated 

from the energy available for cutting. The cooling of a particle in flight and its trajectory can be 
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modeled. The results can be viewed in terms of pathways to ignition. Each step on the pathway is 

a filter that reduces the number of ignition capable components. It illustrates the pathways and 

can estimate the upper bounds on sparks in terms of energy available. The downside is that the 

frequency of such events cannot be directly calculated due to uncertainties in the distributions. 

Experimental ignitions do confirm that some ignition capable sparks do make it through the 

pathways. 

5.3 Energy Potential of Abrasive Particles 

 The energy of the worst-case abrasive particle can be estimated from the operating 

pressure, abrasive screen size, and density. The average velocity of abrasive particles is only a 

fraction of the water velocity. The literature review (Section 2.3) found conflicting 

measurements of abrasive velocity. Older sources and industry belief indicate that typical 

abrasive particle velocity is 20 to 25 percent of the water velocity (Swanson, Kilman, et al., 

Study of Particle Velocities in Water Driven Abrasive Jet Cutting 1987), (P. L. Miller 1999). 

Newer sources measured significantly higher velocities with outliers detected at over 95% of the 

water velocity (Balz and Heiniger 2011). An upper limit for abrasive velocity is not available. 

Therefore, it is assumed that the worst-case particle is accelerated to approximately the water 

velocity. The mass of the abrasive particle is constrained by the mesh size. The worst-case 

abrasive particle is assumed to have the cross section of the mesh opening and a length double 

the width of the opening. The stream velocity of the waterjet can be approximated with the 

Bernoulli Equation, where P is pressure, 𝜌 is density, V is velocity, and g is gravitational 

acceleration, and h is height. 

 

𝑃 +  12  𝜌 𝑉 +  𝜌 𝑔 ℎ =  𝑃 +  12  𝜌 𝑉 +  𝜌 𝑔 ℎ                                 (5.1) 

𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒: 𝑃 = 0        𝜌 𝑔 ℎ  ≅  𝜌 𝑔 ℎ         𝑉  ≅ 0 𝑃 =  12  𝜌 𝑉  
𝑉 =  2 𝑃𝜌  
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𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠: 𝑉 =  𝑙𝑏𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑙𝑢𝑔𝑖𝑛  =  𝑙𝑏𝑓𝑆𝑙𝑢𝑔𝑖𝑛  =  𝑙𝑏𝑓𝑙𝑏𝑓 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 = 𝑖𝑛𝑠  
𝑉 = 𝑖𝑛𝑠  

 

 It is necessary to make further assumptions to calculate the average velocity of the 

waterjet. First, the temperature of the water is assumed to be near boiling. It does not exceed 

boiling due to the energy requirements of the phase change. Second, it is assumed that the water 

velocity prior to accelerating in the nozzle is insignificant compared to the exit velocity. Third, it 

is assumed that difference in elevation head are insignificant relative to the operating pressure of 

the system. Water is compressible, which results in a higher density at an operating pressure of 

20,000psi (137.9MPa). The nozzle temperature is assumed to be near 100C (212F). Using the 

Compressed Water and Superheated Steam tables for 140MPa and 100C results in a density of 

1014kg/𝑚 , which is a specific gravity of 1.014 (Harvey 1998). This results in an average stream 

velocity of approximately 1711ft/s (520m/s). Jet velocity is primarily dependent on pressure 

because temperature has a minimal impact on density. The impact of water pressure and 

temperature are shown below in Table . 

 

Table 5.1: Water density at selected temperatures and pressures (Harvey 1998). 

Pressure psi (MPa) Density (kg/m^3) 100C Density (kg/m^3) 0C 

43,500 (300) 1062.4 1112.4 

29000 (200) 1033.5 1081.9 

20300 (140) 1014 1060.8 

14500 (100) 999.8 1045.3 

7250 (50) 980.3 1023.8 

14.5 (0.10)  

1 Atmosphere 

0.589 (Steam at 1 Atmosphere) 999.84 
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Table 5.2: Jet Average Velocity 

Nozzle Pressure Velocity (m/s) Velocity (ft/s) 

40000psi 735.8 2420 

30000psi 637.2 2096 

20000psi 520.3 1711 

10000psi 367.9 1210 

 

The garnet used in this research was supplied by Barton, a major abrasive supplier with 

operations in New York. It has a specific gravity of 4 (4000kg/m^3 or 7.76 slug/ft^3) (Barton 

n.d.). This research uses 80 mesh abrasive, which translates to a 0.0070” (.177mm) opening in 

the screen (Sigma Aldrich n.d.). As noted in Chapter 4, commercial products that are nominally 

80 mesh may contain significantly larger particles. The energy available was calculated for 

particles matching 45, 60, 80, and 100 mesh openings. The mesh specifications are given in 

Table . For example, the volume of the maximum size spherical abrasive particle that can pass an 

80-mesh opening is 2.9 x 10^-12 m^3 (1.03 x 10^-10 ft^3). The mass of the maximum diameter 

spherical garnet abrasive particle is approximately 1.16 x 10^-8 kilograms (2.56 x 10^-8 

pounds). It is important to note that not all particles are round. Some abrasive particles may be 

approximated as rectangular, and one dimension may exceed the width of the mesh hole. For a 

worst-case abrasive, it is therefore assumed that the particle is rectangular with two dimensions 

equal to the mesh spacing and the third dimension is double the mesh spacing. The rectangular 

worst-case abrasive particle capable of passing an 80-mesh screen has a volume of 1.109 x 10^-

11 m^3 (3.916 x 10^-10 ft^3). This results in a mass of 4.436 x 10^-8 kg (3.040 x 10^-9 slugs). 

 

Table 5.3: Abrasive screen sizes (Barton n.d.) 

Screen (US) 45 60 80 100 

Opening (microns) 355 250 180 150 

Opening (inch) 0.139 0.0098 0.0070 0.0059 
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This information can be used to calculate the kinetic energy of the worst-case abrasive 

particle. In Equation 5.2, K is kinetic energy, m is mass, and V is velocity. The total kinetic 

energy of the spherical worst-case abrasive is 0.00125J (1.25mJ). The worst-case rectangular 

particle has 0.00600J (6mJ). The minimum ignition energy of hydrogen is 0.011mJ, so an 

abrasive particle at the worst-case speed has several orders of magnitude more energy than is 

required to ignite a hydrogen and air mixture (Explosion Solutions n.d.). This means that ignition 

may be possible if enough energy is transferred to a volume of gas over a short enough period. 

The ignition mechanism is kinetic energy sparks, so it is dependent on spark temperature, gas 

properties, velocity, and heat transfer in the boundary flow. 

𝐾 =  12  𝑚 ∗ 𝑉                                                                  (5.2) 

 The impact of operating pressure on the water velocity and the average abrasive velocity 

are shown in Figure . Abrasive velocities of 20 percent (average) and 70 percent are shown. 

Figure  compares the energy of various abrasive particles at the following pressures; 275.8MPa, 

206.8MPa, 137.9MPa, 68.9MPa (40,000psi, 30,000psi, 20,000psi, and 10,000psi). Table Table  

through Table  show the impact on the abrasive energy from changes in mesh size and operating 

pressure. Assuming a rectangular worst-case abrasive particle that matched the water velocity in 

a 137.9MPa (20,000psi) jet, the kinetic energy would be 0.00596J. This is a highly improbable 

abrasive particle due to its size and velocity. It is assumed to be 0.0069in x 0.0069in x 0.0134in 

(0.177mm x 0.177mm x 0.354mm). It is further assumed that this worst-case particle is 

accelerated to the average water velocity. In contrast, an approximately spherical particle with 

average velocity and a diameter of 0.0069in (0.177mm) has only 0.00024J of kinetic energy. 

This order of magnitude difference between a likely particle and a worst-case particle shows that 

there may be extreme outliers in kinetic energy. 
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Figure 5.1: Graph of water velocity estimate and average abrasive velocity estimate at 
40,000psi, 30,000psi, 20,000psi, and 10,000psi (275.8MPa, 206.8MPa, 137.9MPa, 68.9MPa), as 

derived from this research.
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Figure 5.2: Abrasive energy comparison for 80 mesh garnet. 
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Table 5.4: Comparison of worst-case velocity and average velocity 40 mesh abrasive particle energy estimate at 40,000psi, 30,000psi, 
20,000psi, and 10,000psi (275.8MPa, 206.8MPa, 137.9MPa, 68.9MPa), as derived from this research. Rows with metric units are 

shaded gray. 
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MPa m/s m/s m/s Kg J J J Kg J J J 
PSI ft/s ft/s ft/s Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs 

275.8 735.8 147.16 515.06 1.6E-07 0.04352 0.00174 0.02133 6.1E-07 0.16624 0.00665 0.08146 
40000 2420 484 1694 1.1E-08 0.03226 0.00129 0.01581 4.2E-08 0.12322 0.00493 0.06038 

206.8 637.2 127.44 446.04 1.6E-07 0.03264 0.00131 0.01599 6.1E-07 0.12467 0.00499 0.06109 

30000 2096 419.2 1467.2 1.1E-08 0.02420 0.00097 0.01186 4.2E-08 0.09243 0.00370 0.04529 

137.9 520.3 104.06 364.21 1.6E-07 0.02176 0.00087 0.01066 6.1E-07 0.08313 0.00333 0.04073 
20000 1711 342.2 1197.7 1.1E-08 0.01613 0.00065 0.0079 4.2E-08 0.06159 0.00246 0.03018 

68.9 367.9 73.58 257.53 1.6E-07 0.01088 0.00044 0.00533 6.1E-07 0.04156 0.00166 0.02036 
10000 1210 242 847 1.1E-08 0.00806 0.00032 0.00395 4.2E-08 0.03080 0.00123 0.01509 
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Table 5.5: Comparison of worst-case velocity and average velocity 45 mesh abrasive particle energy estimate at 40,000psi, 30,000psi, 
20,000psi, and 10,000psi (275.8MPa, 206.8MPa, 137.9MPa, 68.9MPa), as derived from this research. Rows with metric units are 

shaded gray. 
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MPa m/s m/s m/s Kg J J J Kg J J J 
PSI ft/s ft/s ft/s Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs 

275.8 735.8 147.16 515.06 9.4E-08 0.02536 0.00101 0.01243 3.6E-07 0.09689 0.00388 0.04747 
40000 2420 484 1694 6.4E-09 0.01880 0.00075 0.00921 2.5E-08 0.07181 0.00287 0.03519 

206.8 637.2 127.44 446.04 9.4E-08 0.01902 0.00076 0.00932 3.6E-07 0.07266 0.00291 0.03560 

30000 2096 419.2 1467.2 6.4E-09 0.01410 0.00056 0.00691 2.5E-08 0.05387 0.00215 0.02640 

137.9 520.3 104.06 364.21 9.4E-08 0.01268 0.00051 0.00621 3.6E-07 0.04845 0.00194 0.02374 

20000 1711 342.2 1197.7 6.4E-09 0.00940 0.00038 0.0046 2.5E-08 0.03590 0.00144 0.01759 

68.9 367.9 73.58 257.53 9.4E-08 0.00634 0.00025 0.00311 3.6E-07 0.02422 0.00097 0.01187 

10000 1210 242 847 6.4E-09 0.00470 0.00019 0.0023 2.5E-08 0.01795 0.00072 0.00880 
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Table 5.6: Comparison of worst-case velocity and average velocity 60 mesh abrasive particle energy estimate at 40,000psi, 30,000psi, 
20,000psi, and 10,000psi (275.8MPa, 206.8MPa, 137.9MPa, 68.9MPa), as derived from this research. Rows with metric units are 

shaded gray. 
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MPa m/s m/s m/s Kg J J J Kg J J J 
PSI ft/s ft/s ft/s Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs 

275.8 735.8 147.16 515.06 3.3E-08 0.00886 0.00035 0.00434 1.3E-07 0.03384 0.00135 0.01658 
40000 2420 484 1694 2.2E-09 0.00657 0.00026 0.00322 8.6E-09 0.02508 0.00100 0.01229 

206.8 637.2 127.44 446.04 3.3E-08 0.00664 0.00027 0.00326 1.3E-07 0.02538 0.00102 0.01243 
30000 2096 419.2 1467.2 2.2E-09 0.00493 0.0002 0.00241 8.6E-09 0.01881 0.00075 0.00922 

137.9 520.3 104.06 364.21 3.3E-08 0.00443 0.00018 0.00217 1.3E-07 0.01692 0.00068 0.00829 
20000 1711 342.2 1197.7 2.2E-09 0.00328 0.00013 0.00161 8.6E-09 0.01254 0.00050 0.00614 

68.9 367.9 73.58 257.53 3.3E-08 0.00221 8.9E-05 0.00109 1.3E-07 0.00846 0.00034 0.00415 
10000 1210 242 847 2.2E-09 0.00164 6.6E-05 0.0008 8.6E-09 0.00627 0.00025 0.00307 
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Table 5.7: Comparison of worst-case velocity and average velocity 80 mesh abrasive particle energy estimate at 40,000psi, 30,000psi, 
20,000psi, and 10,000psi (275.8MPa, 206.8MPa, 137.9MPa, 68.9MPa), as derived from this research. Rows with metric units are 

shaded gray. 
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MPa m/s m/s m/s Kg J J J Kg J J J 
PSI ft/s ft/s ft/s Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs 

275.8 735.8 147.16 515.06 1.16E-08 0.00314 0.000126 0.001541 4.4E-08 0.01191 0.00048 0.00584 
40000 2420 484 1694 7.96E-10 0.00233 9.32E-05 0.001142 3.01E-09 0.00883 0.00035 0.00433 

206.8 637.2 127.44 446.04 1.16E-08 0.00236 9.43E-05 0.001155 4.4E-08 0.00893 0.00036 0.00438 
30000 2096 419.2 1467.2 7.96E-10 0.00175 6.99E-05 0.000857 3.01E-09 0.00662 0.00026 0.00325 

137.9 520.3 104.06 364.21 1.16E-08 0.00157 6.29E-05 0.00077 4.4E-08 0.00596 0.00024 0.00292 
20000 1711 342.2 1197.7 7.96E-10 0.00116 4.66E-05 0.000571 3.01E-09 0.00441 0.00018 0.00216 

68.9 367.9 73.58 257.53 1.16E-08 0.00079 3.14E-05 0.000385 4.4E-08 0.00298 0.00012 0.00146 
10000 1210 242 847 7.96E-10 0.00058 2.33E-05 0.000285 3.01E-09 0.00221 0.00009 0.00108 
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Table 5.8: Comparison of worst-case velocity and average velocity 100 mesh abrasive particle energy estimate at 40,000psi, 
30,000psi, 20,000psi, and 10,000psi (275.8MPa, 206.8MPa, 137.9MPa, 68.9MPa), as derived from this research. Rows with metric 

units are shaded gray. 
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mPa m/s m/s m/s Kg J J J Kg J J J 
PSI ft/s ft/s ft/s Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs Slugs ft*lbs ft*lbs ft*lbs 

275.8 735.8 147.16 515.06 6.9E-09 0.00187 7.47E-05 0.00092 2.6E-08 0.00704 0.00028 0.00345 
40000 2420 484 1694 4.73E-10 0.00138 5.54E-05 0.00068 1.78E-09 0.00522 0.00021 0.00256 

206.8 637.2 127.44 446.04 6.9E-09 0.00140 5.6E-05 0.00069 2.6E-08 0.00528 0.00021 0.00259 
30000 2096 419.2 1467.2 4.73E-10 0.00104 4.15E-05 0.00051 1.78E-09 0.00391 0.00016 0.00192 

137.9 520.3 104.06 364.21 6.9E-09 0.00093 3.74E-05 0.00046 2.6E-08 0.00352 0.00014 0.00172 
20000 1711 342.2 1197.7 4.73E-10 0.00069 2.77E-05 0.00034 1.78E-09 0.00261 0.00010 0.00128 

68.9 367.9 73.58 257.53 6.9E-09 0.00047 1.87E-05 0.00023 2.6E-08 0.00176 0.00007 0.00086 
10000 1210 242 847 4.73E-10 0.00035 1.38E-05 0.00017 1.78E-09 0.00130 0.00005 0.00064 
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 Worst-case scenario abrasive energy is a function of operating pressure and abrasive size. 

The frequency of worst-case particles is not known, though they are an approximate upper bound 

on particle energy and size. The frequency of worst-case particles is a function of the size 

distribution, mixing, breakage during mixing, and acceleration. The energy distribution of typical 

abrasive particles is a function of abrasive size, operating pressure, mixing, breakage during 

acceleration, and acceleration. The key information from analyzing abrasive kinetic energy is 

that outliers may have far more energy than a single typical particle. If single abrasive impacts 

are the cause of ignition, it will likely be caused by an outlier particle. 

5.4 Low Angle Abrasive Impacts and Energy Transfer 

The cutting process is too complex to be fully modeled. However, there is some potential 

to approximate the energy transfer to the workpiece and the cuttings. Using assumed outlier 

abrasive particles, it is possible to estimate the maximum energy delivery to discrete cuts. 

Kinetic energy is transferred from the abrasive to the workpiece and the cuttings during abrasive 

impact. Much of this kinetic energy is converted to heat during the cutting process. For low angle 

impacts, the conversion to heat occurs during plastic deformation. In high angle impacts, work 

hardening may occur prior to crack formation. 

Low angle impacts can be treated as discrete impacts with a single particle gouging the 

face. This gouging by high-speed abrasive particles is assumed to be analogous to high speed 

machining. The near instantaneous nature of the impingement does not provide time for much of 

the heat to be conducted into the tooling or the workpiece. High-speed machining research 

indicates that as much as 85 percent of the heat generated during the combustion process is likely 

to remain in the cuttings (List, Sutter and Bouthiche 2011). Thus, it is an adiabatic micro 

machining process. It is likely that many abrasive particles do not deliver all their energy to a 

single low angle impact. Turbulence, kerf geometry, particle vector, and particle geometry all 

influence the nature of the impact. For ignition modeling, the worst-case impact is most relevant 

for single particle events. The kinetic energy in the worst-case abrasive particle is the upper 

bound on energy that could be transferred in a discrete impact. To be conservative, this is 

assumed to be 100 percent of the kinetic energy of the abrasive particle. At 137.9MPa 

(20000psi), this results in 0.00596J (0.00441ft*lbs) of kinetic energy converted to heat. 
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There is uncertainty regarding cutting size in the literature reviewed due to the lack of a 

definite upper bound. Miller’s test found that approximately 56 percent of the cuttings were 

smaller than 10 microns (0.01mm) when 180 micron (80 mesh) garnet was used to cut ASI 4130 

steel at 45ksi (P. L. Miller 1999). Large outliers did occur, and 2.3 percent of cuttings exceeded 

40 microns (0.04mm) in Miller’s analysis. Miller further analyzed the cuttings from the ASI 

4130 steel with a scanning electron microscope and found that the largest steel fragments were 

approximately 100 microns (0.01mm). These fragments had sharp edges, which indicated that 

melting did not occur. This provides an upper bound for the cutting temperature of 

approximately 1700k for steel and 2300k for garnet (P. L. Miller 1999). Miller estimated the jet 

temperature to be between 338K and 353K (P. L. Miller 1999). It is expected that a small 

fraction of the large outliers will be abrasive particles that were not fully accelerated or otherwise 

survived impact. 

Table  estimates the upper limit of spark temperature range for a given impact energy and 

cutting size. The specific heat of garnet is 0.75J/(g*K) (The Engineering Toolbox n.d.). Barton 

garnet has a specific gravity of 4 (4000kg/m^3 or 7.76 slug/ft^3) (Barton n.d.). AISI 4130 steel 

has a density of 7.85g/cc and a specific heat of 0.477 J/(g*K) (MatWeb n.d.). This calculation 

assumes that the water and workpiece can reach temperatures as high as 100C (373K), since the 

energy required for a phase change provides a hard upper bound on jet temperature. As an upper 

bound, Table  is expected to overestimate the maximum cutting temperature for a given impact 

energy. Machining sources indicate that the majority of cutting work is converted to heat 

(Astakhov 2012). Astakhov estimates 2-3 percent of the total energy is stored in the deformation 

of the chip and the rest is converted to heat (Astakhov 2012). This model does not account for 

heat transfer out of the cuttings during the impact. The high-speed machining literature estimates 

that heat loss during cutting may be in the range of 20 percent (List, Sutter and Bouthiche 2011). 

Heat loss during cutting is a function of time, temperature, material, and geometry where time is 

inversely related to cutting speed. The maximum particle velocities in an AWJ system are 

significantly higher than machine tool speeds, so heat transfer from the cuttings to the abrasive or 

workpiece may be further reduced. Due to uncertainty in cutting heat transfer, the upper bound in 

Table  assumes no heat transfer out of the cuttings. The spark is assumed to be steel. This 

assumption is made because heat generation is primarily expected to occur in the cutting during 

plastic deformation. 
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Hydrogen has an autoignition temperature of approximately 800K to 840K (Roth, Häber 

and Bockhorn, Experimental and numerical study on the ignition of fuel/air mixtures at laser 

heated silicon nitride particles 2016), (NASA 2003). The autoignition temperature of hydrogen 

and oxygen are reported to be similar by NASA (NASA 2003). Given the autoignition 

temperature, sparks below 800k are assumed to not be ignition capable and are shaded green in 

Table . As calculated in Table  5.7, the worst-case particle for 80 mesh garnet (rectangular) at 

276MPa (40kpsi) is approximately 0.012J. This line is bold and underlined in Table . It is 

assumed that average high mass particles are spherical with a diameter equal to the mesh size. At 

the older 20% of water velocity assumption, the same particle would have approximately 

0.000126J. If newer measurements are used (70% of the water velocity is assumed), the abrasive 

energy of a maximum diameter sphere may be as high as 0.0015J for a 276MPa (40kpsi) AWJ 

using 80 mesh abrasive. At an operating pressure of 69MPa (10kpsi), the worst-case rectangular 

abrasive has 0.003mJ of kinetic energy. The 0.003mJ line is bold and underlined in Table . 

Using the upper temperature limit established by Miller, the autoignition temperature of 

hydrogen, and the worst-case abrasive particle energy, Table  establishes potentially ignition 

capable abrasive particle range. These are highlighted in blue. Light blue cells indicate plausible 

ignition candidates although the cutting size would exceed Miller’s maximum observed size. 

Green cells are below autoignition temperature of hydrogen. Yellow cells are above the 1700k 

temperature bound established by Miller for steel cuttings. Red cells are above Miller’s upper 

limit for garnet at 2300k. Temperatures in the red cells are not believed to occur. Such 

temperatures would melt abrasive particles and cuttings. There are no known reports of AWJ 

cutting melting the abrasive or the cuttings. It is hypothesized that the cutting mechanism 

provides an upper limit on the energy that can be absorbed by the workpiece material before 

failure. The lower limit on spark temperatures is over 800k, based on the autoignition 

temperature of hydrogen and visible sparks. As indicated by the heated sphere ignition research, 

the surface temperature at the time of ignition is likely significantly higher than the autoignition 

temperature.
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Table 5.9: Potential spark temperature in Kelvin by cutting size and energy transferred. 

Diameter mm   0.3000 0.2500 0.2000 0.1500 0.1000 0.0750 0.0500 0.0250 0.0125 
Volume m^3   1.4E-11 8.2E-12 4.2E-12 1.8E-12 5.2E-13 2.2E-13 6.5E-14 8.2E-15 1.0E-15 
Mass kg   1.1E-07 6.4E-08 3.3E-08 1.4E-08 4.1E-09 1.7E-09 5.1E-10 6.4E-11 8.0E-12 

En
er

gy
 J 

/ E
ne

rg
y 

fo
ot

 p
ou

nd
s (

sh
ad

ed
) 

0.09600 0.13016 2138 3424               
0.04800 0.06508 1256 1898 3352             
0.02400 0.03254 814 1136 1863 3904           
0.01200 0.01627 594 754 1118 2138           
0.01000 0.01356 557 691 994 1844           
0.00900 0.01220 539 659 932 1697           
0.00800 0.01085 520 627 870 1550 4345         
0.00700 0.00949 502 595 807 1403 3849         
0.00650 0.00881 493 580 776 1329 3600         
0.00600 0.00813 483 564 745 1256 3352         
0.00550 0.00746 474 548 714 1182 3104         
0.00500 0.00678 465 532 683 1109 2856         
0.00450 0.00610 456 516 652 1035 2607         
0.00400 0.00542 447 500 621 961 2359         
0.00350 0.00475 437 484 590 888 2111 4492       
0.00300 0.00407 428 468 559 814 1863 3904       
0.00250 0.00339 419 452 528 741 1614 3315       
0.00200 0.00271 410 437 497 667 1366 2727       
0.00150 0.00203 401 421 466 594 1118 2138       
0.00100 0.00136 391 405 435 520 870 1550 4345     
0.00050 0.00068 382 389 404 447 621 961 2359     
0.00025 0.00034 378 381 389 410 497 667 1366     
0.00015 0.00020 376 378 382 395 447 550 969     
0.00010 0.00014 375 376 379 388 423 491 770 3.6E+03 2.6E+04 
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 The results from Table  can be used for a rough approximation of ignition potential. 

Research on heated sphere ignition below 1mm diameter is limited and does not extend down to 

the 0.1mm range that would be ideal for this work. The closest tests were performed by Roth in 

Ignition by Mechanical Sparks: Ignition of Hydrogen/Air Mixtures by Submillimeter-Sized Hot 

Particles in 2014 (Roth, Sharma, et al., Ignition by Mechanical Sparks: Ignition of Hydrogen/Air 

Mixtures by Submillimeter-Sized Hot Particles 2014). The results are summarized in Table . An 

extrapolation of the trend would indicate that 0.15mm to 0.10mm steel sparks could cause 

ignition at or above 1400k. It is extremely important to note that extrapolating beyond the data 

range is ill advised since physical phenomena are not guaranteed to scale linearly. This shows 

that particles at or below 80 mesh would have marginal potential to produce ignition capable 

sparks at best, even in the most sensitive of atmospheres. The energy potential exists to create 

sparks in this range and the experiments conducted by Miller resulted in ignition of hydrogen 

and air mixtures with the use of commercially available 80 mesh garnet at 300MPa (43,500psi). 

If significantly larger outlier is assumed, say a sphere barely capable of passing a 40-mesh 

screen, the energy available is 0.044J. If worst-case assumptions are made regarding impact, a 

0.044J impact could produce a spark approaching 0.25mm diameter at 1800K. Alternatively, the 

worst-case impact with the same particle energy could produce a 0.30mm sphere at 

approximately 1200k. These outliers are approaching the dimensions and temperature necessary 

to ignite a hydrogen-air mixture and are therefore expected to be capable of igniting hydrogen-

oxygen atmospheres. 

The reduction of operating pressure from 300MPa (43,500psi) to 69MPa (10,000psi) will 

further limit the upper bound on kinetic energy available. This is not guaranteed to change the 

transfer of energy to individual sparks. This uncertainty occurs because the number of low angle 

impacts from a single abrasive particle is not known. It is possible that at higher velocity the 

particle spreads its energy over more impacts and never or rarely transfers more energy to a 

single impact point than a lower velocity particle. Therefore, this calculation is somewhat 

speculative. It does indicate that there is sufficient energy available in worst-case abrasive 

particles to produce an impact of sufficient size and temperature to be capable of igniting a 

hydrogen-air atmosphere. Low angle impacts are, therefore, a plausible mechanism for the 

ignitions observed by Miller’s experiments. The frequency of worst-case particles and impacts is 

not known. 
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Table 5.10: Ignition temperature for heated metal spheres in 15 percent hydrogen 85 percent air 
atmosphere (Roth, Sharma, et al., Ignition by Mechanical Sparks: Ignition of Hydrogen/Air 

Mixtures by Submillimeter-Sized Hot Particles 2014). 

 Ignition Temperature K 𝑫𝒊𝒂𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒆𝒓 𝝁𝒎 WC(Ni) 1.4034 Steel 1.3541 Steel 1.3505 Steel Si3N4 

800 1085 Not tested 1175 1050 1065 

700 Not tested 1175 Not tested Not tested 1095 

600 Not tested Not tested 1210 1090 1105 

500 Not tested 1260 Not tested Not tested 1150 

400 Not tested 1305 Not tested Not tested Not tested 

300 1290 Not tested Not tested Not tested Not tested 

 

It is assumed that the frequency of high energy transfer outlier impacts increases as the 

energy transferred decreases. Additionally, it is assumed that large diameter cuttings are less 

frequent than smaller cuttings. Therefore, it is expected that the majority of potentially ignition 

capable sparks will be clustered near the minimum size and temperature range. This bias of the 

distribution towards marginally ignition capable sparks will increase the randomness in ignitions. 

Even perfect spheres have a temperature and size range where ignition is probabilistic for a given 

gas. Semi random geometry and the prevalence of marginally ignition capable sparks will 

increase variability. Marginal sparks have a much shorter ignition window because they will 

quickly cool to the point where ignition is no longer possible. This makes ignition by a marginal 

spark highly dependent on its point of origin and its flight path. 

5.5 High Angle Abrasive Impacts and Energy Transfer 

High angle impacts are more difficult to model because of the high probability for 

interactions between multiple abrasive impacts. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, high angle 

impacts cut by forming intersecting fracture networks. In ductile materials, this is preceded by 

work hardening. This makes it likely that multiple impacts contribute to the temperature of the 

cuttings. The abrasive and energy distributions in the waterjet are likely random on the local 

level, even if the abrasive collects on the periphery. Once the jet enters the kerf, the flow will be 
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significantly impacted by kerf geometry. This will further alter abrasive distribution and will 

likely cause regions of higher impact frequency. 

A full Multiphysics model of a cluster of high angle impacts is theoretically possible but 

prohibitively expensive due to the computational requirements. That restricts modeling to 

analytical estimates of the key process parameters. While breaking the model into discrete pieces 

makes them individually solvable, it introduces further uncertainty. The initial conditions of the 

pieces are not known. For example, the characteristics of a cluster of abrasive impacts cannot be 

analytically calculated or directly observed. Additionally, the geometry is changing during the 

cutting process. The kerf shape changes during cutting and this can cause unstable flow and 

concentrations of abrasives. These unknown and changing conditions preclude a simple 

calculation of the probability of producing an ignition capable spark. Instead, the high angle 

spark model is used to determine if a plausible pathway to producing ignition capable sparks 

exists. There are four stages of the high angle spark generation model; abrasive cluster 

formation, energy transfer to a discrete volume, cooling of the volume, and fracture geometry. 

The initial conditions of the first stage are approximately known. The flow rate, pressure, 

abrasive size distribution, and the abrasive feed rate can be estimated. The average abrasive 

velocity is approximately known. This allows for the calculation of the energy transferred to the 

abrasive per unit time. The flow rate and abrasive loading used by Miller were 1.1gpm and 

1.1lbs/minute respectively (P. L. Miller 1999). If the abrasive velocity is assumed to be 20 

percent of the water velocity and the threshold pressure is 300MPa (43.5kpsi), the abrasive 

power is 98 watts (0.13hp). If the abrasive velocity is 70 percent of the water velocity, the 

abrasive power is 1200 watts (1.6hp). This comparison of 20 percent average velocity to 70 

percent average velocity illustrates the importance of efficient abrasive mixing. The 69MPa 

(10kpsi) experiments were conducted at approximately 3gpm with an abrasive loading of 

3.2lbs/minute. This flow rate is estimated at the nozzle using the pressure and the orifice 

diameter. It is expected that there is slippage in the pump and that the flow rate into the high-

pressure pump is higher. If the abrasive velocity is assumed to be 20 percent of the water 

velocity, this results in an abrasive power of 65 watts (0.09hp). If the modern estimate of 70 

percent is used, the abrasive power is 800 watts (1.1hp). It is important to note that the velocity 

term in kinetic energy is squared. If the average velocity is low and there is a significant fraction 
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of high velocity outliers, the outliers will have a disproportional impact on the abrasive power. 

Assuming half the abrasive in the 300MPa (43.5kpsi) tests is accelerated to 70 percent water 

velocity and half is accelerated to 20 percent water velocity, the resulting abrasive power would 

be 600 watts (0.80hp) + 49 watts (0.07hp) for a total abrasive power of 649 watts (0.87 

horsepower). 

The drilling experiments in steel conducted at 69MPa (10kpsi) were able to achieve 

breakthrough in as little as 5 seconds once the system was up to pressure. Assuming an abrasive 

velocity of 70 percent of the water velocity results in 800 watts of abrasive power and a total 

abrasive energy of approximately 4,000J (2,950ftlbs). The density of 4130 chromoly is 7.833 ∗ 10 𝑔/𝑚   (0.283𝑙𝑏𝑠/𝑖𝑛 ) and the specific heat is 0.477J/g-C (Otai n.d.), (MatWeb 

n.d.). If the drill hole in the 6mm (1/4in) 4130 plate is 3mm (1/8in) in diameter 5.03 ∗ 10  𝑚  

(0.0031 𝑖𝑛 ), .394 grams (0.00087lbs) of steel were removed. If all 4,000J of abrasive energy 

were transferred into the cuttings without cooling, it would cause a temperature change of 

21,000k (37,000F). Clearly, this is not happening. Only a fraction of the abrasive energy is 

transferred to the workpiece and significant heat transfer occurs in and around the kerf. This 

estimate of the upper bound on abrasive power and energy shows that there is the potential to 

create transient hot spots if heat generation by abrasive particle impacts can locally overwhelm 

cooling. 

 The major uncertainty comes from the temporal, spatial, and energy distribution of 

abrasive clusters. Averaged over a longer time interval, the energy transfer from the abrasive is 

likely consistent with low variability. However, when viewed in short time intervals, transient 

kerf geometry and flow patterns will cause local variability in energy transfer. Small regions are 

likely to have a greater fluctuation in average energy delivery by abrasives. It is a commonly 

held industry belief that the abrasive can clump in some regions of the abrasive waterjet instead 

of clustering on the outside. The images obtained by Balz to measure particle distribution and 

velocity clearly show clustering (Balz and Heiniger 2011). It is believed that factors, such as the 

angle of the jet, contribute to this clumping. To date, clumping effects are not well documented 

and hard bounds on their intensity are not established. It is, therefore, not possible to derive 

probabilistic model of cluster formation and energy transfer. However, there is still value in a 

simple analysis of the energy available to the cluster. 
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 Chapter 5.4 established that spark temperatures above the autoignition temperature of 

hydrogen may be generated by discrete impacts as low as 1 – 6 millijoules. If an abrasive power 

of 2.75hp (2,049 watts) (2J/ms) is assumed, this is the equivalent of approximately 400 impacts 

at 5mJ per millisecond. If all abrasive particles were near worst-case particles, this would be the 

equivalent of a 5mj impact every 2.44 ∗ 10  seconds (Equation 5.3). As discussed earlier, small 

time intervals have higher deviations from the average abrasive energy per unit time and the 

abrasive distribution. Viewed on a milliseconds time scale, it is probable that randomness in 

abrasive feed rate and acceleration will result in temporal and spatial clustering of abrasive 

impacts on the workpiece. In this context, a cluster of impacts could be caused by poor quality 

abrasive particles clumping, by variations in feed rate, the mixing process, and random variations 

in velocity and trajectory. It is believed that the angle of the waterjet may influence abrasive 

distribution in the waterjet as well. For example, the abrasive particles may cluster towards the 

bottom of a horizontally oriented waterjet. It is also important to note that flow patterns may 

develop that impact abrasive particle velocities and positions in the waterjet. These variations 

may cause some temporal and spatial clustering of impacts. The potential sources of these 

variations range from turbulent flow in the boundary layer and Riley Instability to water leaving 

the impact region and kerf geometry. A precise measure of impact clusters is not believed to be 

possible. 

 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐴𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑠)𝐴𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠) =  5𝑚𝐽2049𝐽𝑠 =  2.44 ∗  10 𝑠              (5.3) 

The second stage of the high angle impact model is energy transfer from abrasive clusters 

to the impact region in the kerf. This process is highly dependent on the geometry of the impact 

region. If the angle is too low, a fraction of clusters is likely to glance off the side of the kerf and 

gouge in an adiabatic micromachining process instead (Chapter 5.4). This would dramatically 

reduce the energy transfer to the impacted region. Nonetheless, a fraction of the clusters will 

likely impact the workpiece at high speed with a tight temporal and spatial distribution. High 

angle impact clusters have significant potential implications. If the temporal and spatial cluster is 

tight enough, it could create a small transient hot spot. Any discrete hot spot in the kerf will be 

rapidly cooled by convection to the water and conduction to the rest of the work piece. Thus, the 
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creation of transient hot spots is heavily dependent on a tight temporal distribution of impacts to 

briefly overcome heat transfer out of the hot spot. It is important to note that the geometry that 

could allow such hot spots to form is not present in the final kerf profile. If these hot spots occur, 

their existence would be brief and any evidence of them would be cut away by low angle impacts 

as the kerf approaches its final geometry. The lower the thermal conductivity of the workpiece, 

the more likely the formation of transient hot spots. 

Two Joules per millisecond carried by the abrasive particles is easily enough kinetic 

energy to cause a transient hot spot well in excess of the mass of an ignition capable spark. The 

change in volume temperature is calculated in Equation 5.4. This is calculated assuming a 

starting temperature of 373k and a final temperature of 1700k in Equation 5.5. One millisecond 

of abrasive energy is enough to heat 3.07 ∗ 10 kg of steel to the upper bound on potential steel 

temperatures of 1700k. The theoretical maximum volume heated is given by Equation 5.6. 

Assuming a density of 7820𝑘𝑔/𝑚 , the volume of the resulting region is 3.91 ∗ 10  𝑚 . For 

a cubic volume, this results in a side length of 0.73 mm. A sphere would have a diameter of 

0.9mm. It is critically important to note that a real hot spot will not have this idealized geometry. 

It will have a smaller core region that reaches the maximum temperature. 

 

∆𝑇 =  ∆ 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐻𝑜𝑡 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑡 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑘                                (5.4) 

1,327 =  2 𝐽𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐻𝑜𝑡 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑡 ∗  0.49 kJ/kg ∗ k                                     (5.5) 

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑚 ) =  𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑘𝑔) 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑘𝑔/𝑚 )                                          (5.6) 

 

The third stage of the high angle impact model is cooling of the impact zone. Heat 

transfer out of the hot spot occurs by convection, conduction, and radiation (Equation 5.7). The 

setup of convection (Equations 5.9 and 5.10) and radiation (Equation 5.8) models in general are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 5.6.  Conductive heat transfer is given in Equation 5.11, where ∆𝑇 

is the temperature difference. If the geometry and time prior to fracture were known, the cooling 
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rate of a discrete volume could be calculated. However, geometry and cooling time prior to 

fracture are both unknowns so a more detailed cooling model would provide little additional 

value. 𝑞 =  𝑞 +  𝑞 +  𝑞                                     (5.7) 𝑞 =  𝜖 ∗  𝜎 𝑇 −  𝑇 ∗  𝐴                               (5.8) 𝑞 =  ℎ ∗  𝐴 ∗ 𝑇 −  𝑇                                  (5.9) 

ℎ =  𝑁𝑢 ∗ 𝑘𝐿                                                             (5.10) 

𝑞 =  𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ ∆𝑇                          (5.11) 

 

 It is interesting to note that there is an apparent correlation between the thermal 

conductivity of a material and its spark production during cutting. For instance, aluminum has 

higher thermal conductivity than steel and does not spark, at least when cut with traditional 

methods. A mild steel with a lower thermal conductivity will spark with the same sawblade that 

didn’t result in spark generation in aluminum. Harder steels with lower thermal conductivity 

produce more sparking than mild steels. There are at least two components to this observation. 

First, the lower thermal conductivity reduces the transfer of heat out of the cuttings. Second, the 

cutting process may transfer more energy per unit of material removed. It can be concluded that 

some materials are likely to produce longer lasting hot spots during work hardening and fracture. 

However, the delay between the initial cluster impact and fracture is not known. Until further 

research is carried out on kerf geometry, abrasive clusters, and the delay prior to fracture, the 

impact of cooling will remain unknown. 

 High angle impacts and work hardening are generally dependent on geometry that is not 

present in a completed cut. High angle impacts are the primary excavation mode during drilling 

and are believed to occur on temporary kerf geometry created during linear cutting (Ramulu, 

Posinasetti and Hashish, Analysis of the Abrasive Waterjet Drilling Process 2005), (Henning and 

Westkämper, Dynamic Analysis of the Spatial-Temporal Behavior of the Cutting Front in 
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Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 2007). Both scenarios allow for a situation where impact clusters 

could occur. This is important because an impact cluster is likely needed for high angle impacts 

to overcome cooling of the impact zone and create a spark. The exception is stray abrasives 

striking the top surface of the workpiece. These result in high angle impacts, but it is exceedingly 

unlikely that these will occur in large clusters that swiftly work harden and fracture the material 

before the impact region is cooled. Therefore, the stray abrasives striking outside the kerf are 

unlikely to be a source of ignition capable sparks. High angle impact clusters, work hardening, 

sparks, and ignition events, strongly imply that abrasive waterjet cutting is not a uniformly low 

temperature process. This research postulates that it may produce transient localized hot spots 

that are removed by the completion of the cut. Such a hot spot would not need to reach high 

temperatures to impact ignition. It merely needs to raise the potential maximum temperature of 

sparks generated in the hot spot. 

The final stage of the high angle impact model is the fracture geometry. In brittle 

materials, high angle impacts immediately begin to cause fracture networks. In more ductile 

materials, a period of work hardening is required prior to fracture network formation. Either way, 

the fracture network develops as more abrasive particles impact the surface. As fractures 

intersect, cuttings form and are freed. It is theorized that these cuttings are carried away from the 

impact zone by the water flow. However, the transport and initial velocity of the cuttings are 

difficult to observe and not well documented. Two other scenarios may occur. The kinetic energy 

from the impact may eject the cuttings from the kerf. Alternatively, the cuttings may fall out as 

spall in the instant before the waterjet completely breaks through the workpiece. The means of 

cuttings removal is likely critical to the generation of ignition capable sparks. Chapter 5.6 shows 

that sparks cool quickly, indicating that the transport mechanism and trajectory play a major role 

in filtering out ignition capable sparks. 

5.6 Spark Travel and Cooling Model 

Spark travel and cooling is a key component of ignition potential. Sparks immediately 

begin cooling during flight. In most situations, the initial portion of the spark trajectory is not 

amenable to ignition due to water vapor. The time it takes the spark to cool below a plausible 

ignition temperature determines the impact of the mist zone on ignition. Research by Roth 

strongly indicates that the minimum ignition temperature for a hydrogen-air atmosphere will be 
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in excess of 1100k for small sparks (Roth, Sharma, et al., Ignition by Mechanical Sparks: 

Ignition of Hydrogen/Air Mixtures by Submillimeter-Sized Hot Particles 2014). Additionally, 

the kinetic energy of even a worst-case abrasive particle is insufficient to raise the entire abrasive 

to ignition temperatures. Therefore, it is assumed that the primary ignition threat is steel sparks, 

not abrasive sparks. 

Hot objects loose heat to the surroundings by conduction, convection, and radiation. 

There is a brief period during cutting where all three modes of heat transfer occur in a spark. 

Once the cutting is separated from the workpiece, conduction is no longer possible. As indicated 

by the high-speed machining research, faster cutting speeds reduce the time window where 

conduction is possible. Sparks are cooled in flight by radiation and convection heat transfer. The 

airspeed of the spark is necessary to calculate convection heat transfer. Therefore, it is necessary 

to fully model the trajectory of the spark to model its cooling rate. The cooling model was 

written in Mathematica 11.3. The block diagram of the model is shown in Figure5.3. The 

physical variables are listed in Table  and Table  and the model parameters are identified in 

Table . The spark is treated as lumped capacitance and is, therefore, assumed to be nearly even in 

its internal temperature. The geometry is assumed to be spherical for the model, though it is 

expected that the real geometry will cause some differences between the model and observations. 

The sparks are treated as gray bodies and it is anticipated that freshly worked surfaces may cause 

additional variability in emissivity. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the spark cooling model. 
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Table 5.11: Physical Parameters 

Specific heat 

(𝑐 , 𝑐 ) 

This is the specific heat of the spark. For garnet abrasive it is 0.75 

kJ/kg*k and for steel it is 0.49 kJ/kg*k (The Engineering Toolbox 

n.d.), (Engineering Toolbox n.d.). 

Specific gravity The specific gravity of the abrasive is 4.25 and the steel is 7.82 

(Axelsson 1998), (Engineering Toolbox n.d.). The specific gravity 

and diameter determine the mass, 𝑀 

Dynamic viscosity 

(𝜇 , 𝜇 ) 

The dynamic viscosity of air varies with temperature. A curve was 

fit to a data set that exceeded the temperature range modeled 

(Engineering Toolbox 2005). 0.00000280 + 5.87 × 10 𝑥 − 2.52 × 10 𝑥 + 5.42 × 10   𝜇  is the dynamic viscosity of the surrounding air and  𝜇  is the dynamic viscosity at the surface of the sphere. 

Diameter The diameter of the spark. The spark is modeled as a sphere. For 

the Reynold’s Number, the diameter serves as the characteristic 

length (𝐿). It also determines the cross-sectional area, 𝐴 , of the 

sphere and the surface area 𝐴  of the sphere. 

Initial Temperature The initial temperature of the spark. Note that the spark is modeled 

using lumped capacitance and is therefore assumed to have a 

uniform internal temperature. 𝑇  is the temperature of the 

sphere’s surface. 

Ambient Temperature 𝑇  

The temperature of the surroundings. For this model it assumed to 

be 300k.  

Emissivity (𝜖) The emissivity of the spark is assumed to be approximately 0.8 for 

steel (Engineering Toolbox 2003). Surface damage may cause 

further changes in emissivity. Garnet is omitted because it is 

assumed that ignition capable sparks are steel cuttings. 

Coefficient of Drag (𝑐 ) Assumed to be 0.50 for a sphere (Engineering Toolbox 2004). 

Initial Velocity X (𝑉 ) Input the starting horizontal velocity. 

Initial Velocity Y (𝑉 ) Input the starting vertical velocity. 
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Table 5.12: Physical parameters continued 

Position X (𝑃 ) Position in X 

Position Y (𝑃 ) Position in Y 

Gravitational 

Acceleration (𝑔) 

Gravitational acceleration is assumed to be 9.81𝑚/𝑠  

Air density (𝜌) Air density is assumed to be 1.165 𝑘𝑔/𝑚 at 1atm pressure and 30℃ (Engineering Toolbox 2003). 

Thermal Conductivity (𝑘 ) 

The thermal conductivity of air is required to calculate the heat 

transfer coefficient for convection. 

Nusselt Number 

(𝑁𝑢 ) 

The Nusselt Number of a sphere. 

 

Table 5.13: Model parameters 

Run Time The run time of the numerical model. 

Time Step 

(𝑇 ) 

The time step is the amount of time that passes between each step 

of the numerical model. 𝑇 ∗ 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 = 𝑟𝑢𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

If the model runs for 10 seconds and has 100 iterations, the time 

step is 0.1 seconds.  In general, the smaller the time step, the more 

accurate the model. 

 

Velocity: 𝑉 =  𝑉 + 𝑉                                                      (5.12) 

Reynolds Number: 𝑅𝑒 =  𝜌 𝑉 𝐿𝜇                                                (5.13) 

Force Drag X: 𝐹 , = 12 ∗ 𝑉 ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝐴                                          (5.14) 

Force Drag Y:  𝐹 , = 12 ∗ 𝑉 ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝐴                                          (5.15) 

 Acceleration (𝐴)and Force (𝐹): 𝐹 = 𝑀 ∗ 𝐴                                     (5.16) 
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𝐴 = 𝐹𝑀                                                                   (5.17) 

𝐴 =  − 𝐹 ,𝑀                                                            (5.18) 

𝐴 = − 𝐹 ,𝑚 − 𝑔                                                       (5.19) 

 

Note that the sign of ,  in Equation 5.19 changes to positive once the spark reaches the 

top of its trajectory and the drag is slowing its decent. This is handled by an “if” statement in the 

model’s code. In this model, negative Y is defined as down. Positive X is defined as moving to 

the right of the origin. Under the conditions modeled, there will be no sign change in Equation 

5.18. The change in velocity, ∆𝑉  and ∆𝑉 , is calculated from the acceleration multiplied by the 

timestep length. Then, 𝑉  and 𝑉  calculated by adding the respective changes in velocity. The 

velocity is then multiplied by the timestep length in order to calculate the change in position. 𝑉 , 𝑉 , 𝑃 , and 𝑃  are then recorded in table for display later. 

 ∆𝑉 =  𝐴 ∗  𝑇                                                             (5.20) ∆𝑉 =  𝐴 ∗  𝑇                                                             (5.21) 𝑉 =  𝑉 ( ) + ∆𝑉                                                       (5.22) 𝑉 =  𝑉 ( ) +  ∆𝑉                                                       (5.23) 𝑃 =  𝑃 ( ) +  𝑉 ∗ 𝑇                                               (5.24) 𝑃 =  𝑃 ( ) + 𝑉 ∗ 𝑇                                               (5.25) 

  

Radiation heat transfer is given by Equation 5.26. The emissivity of the spark is 𝜖 and the 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant is 𝜎 (5.6703 ∗ 10 ). The emissivity is assumed to be near 0.8, 

although surface conditions of the spark may cause some variations. 
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𝑞 =  𝜖 ∗  𝜎 𝑇 −  𝑇 ∗ 𝐴                                      (5.26) 

 

 Convection heat transfer is given by Equation 5.27. The convective heat transfer 

coefficient, ℎ , is given by Equation 5.28 and requires the Nusselt Number, 𝑁𝑢 . 

Calculating the Nusselt Number (Equation 5.29) requires the Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒), the Prandtl 

number (𝑃𝑟), and the dynamic viscosity of the surroundings and the surface of the sphere. The 

Prandtl number (Equation 5.30) is the ratio of momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity. The 

dynamic viscosity of the background, 𝜇 , is known because the background temperature is 

constant. The dynamic viscosity of the air at the surface of the spark, 𝜇 , changes as the 

spark cools. A published table of dynamic viscosity and temperature for air was used to produce 

Equation 5.31, where dynamic viscosity is a function of temperature (Engineering Toolbox 

2005).  The equation was fit to data set spanning a larger range of temperatures than the spark 

can reach in this model. The total heat transfer out of the spark is the sum of the radiative and 

convective heat transfer (Equation 5.32). 

 𝑞 =  ℎ ∗  𝐴 ∗ 𝑇 − 𝑇                                  (5.27) 

ℎ =  𝑁𝑢 ∗ 𝑘𝐿                                                          (5.28) 

𝑁𝑢 = 2 + 0.4 ∗ 𝑅𝑒 + 0.06 ∗ 𝑅𝑒 ∗ 𝑃𝑟 . ∗   𝜇 𝜇                   (5.29) 

𝑃𝑟 =  𝑐 ∗  𝜇𝑘                                                    (5.30) 

𝜇 = 2.804 ∗ 10 + 𝑇 ∗ 5.873 ∗ 10 + 𝑇  2.525 ∗ 10 +  𝑇  ∗ 5.418 ∗  10                                                            (5.31) 𝑞 =  𝑞 +  𝑞                                                 (5.32) 
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 The initial thermal energy of the spark can be calculated with Equation 5.33, where 𝑇  is the starting surface temperatures. Equation 5.34 is the change in the energy of the 

spark per time step. Note that positive 𝑞 is defined as heat transfer out of the spark. The 

temperature of the spark is given in Equation 5.35. The results are recorded in Mathematica to 

generate a temperature graph at the conclusion of the simulation. 

 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝑀 ∗ 𝑐 ∗  𝑇                                    (5.33) 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 =  𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 − 𝑞 ∗ 𝑇                                      (5.34) 

𝑇 =  𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑀 ∗  𝑐                                                  (5.35) 

  

The minimum temperature for a spark to be ignition capable in a hydrogen-air 

atmosphere is likely over 1100k and may exceed 1500k depending on the spark size. This is 

estimated by extrapolating the findings of Roth, so it is expected that there will be uncertainty 

(Roth, Sharma, et al., Ignition by Mechanical Sparks: Ignition of Hydrogen/Air Mixtures by 

Submillimeter-Sized Hot Particles 2014). The variable geometry of the spark causes further 

uncertainty. Section 5.4 establishes potential ignition candidates as having an upper size and 

temperature of 1700k and a plausible diameter of up to 0.15mm. It is important to note that 

Section 5.4 estimated that discrete impacts did not have the energy to produce 0.15mm sparks 

hotter than 1256k. The following tests compared the cooling rate and trajectory of worst-case 

sparks of varying size. For these tests, it is assumed that the initial velocity components for the 

sparks is 16.4ft/s (5m/s) in the X direction and 16.4ft/s (5m/s) in the Y direction. 

 This spark cooling model provides potential insights into the characteristics of ignition 

capable sparks. As the diameter of the spark decreases, the sparks cool faster, reducing the 

ignition window of the spark. This is shown clearly in Figure  through Figure 4. Within 

approximately half a second, the spark cools to 1000k, which is likely a conservative lower limit 

on ignition for spheres at or below 0.15mm (0.0059in). A window in this time range easily 

allows for higher velocity sparks to clear the immediate region of jet impact effects. 
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Figure 5.4: Temperature and trajectory plots of a 0.15mm spark starting at 1256k. The X and Y 
velocity were 5m/s. 
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Figure 5.5: Temperature and trajectory plots of 0.125mm spark starting at 1700k. The X and Y 
velocity were 5m/s. 
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Figure 5.6: Temperature and trajectory plots of 0.1mm spark starting at 1700k. The X and Y 
velocity were 5m/s. 

 

 

Figure 4: Temperature and trajectory plots of 0.075 spark starting at 1700k. The X and Y 
velocity were 5m/s. 
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 The spark cooling model is also used to estimate the spark temperature in water because 

of the higher cooling rate. Assuming a temperature of 100 degrees C (373K), the density of water 

is 958𝑘𝑔/𝑚  (Engineering Toolbox 2003). The Dynamic viscosity of water at 373K is 

0.0002816 𝑁 𝑠/𝑚  (Engineering Toolbox 2004). The heat capacity of water is 4.2157 𝑘𝐽/𝑘𝑔 𝐾 

(Engineering Toolbox 2004). The thermal conductivity of water near boiling is 677 𝑚𝑊/𝑚 𝐾 

(Engineering Toolbox 2018). This results in a 1700k 0.1mm (0.0039in) spark cooling to below 

1000k in approximately 0.17ms. It is expected that this number will be low due to the high 

thermal capacity and conductivity of the water. However, the error in this calculation is high 

since it does not take into account any phase changes that occur locally when the spark is 

immersed. Furthermore, it is assumed that dynamic viscosity on the surface of the spark is 

constant at near boiling. Localized regions of higher temperatures or steam may occur and will 

impact the accuracy of the model. 

 The value of the water cooling model isn’t as precise in predicting the cooling time. 

Instead, it demonstrates that water cooling will occur far faster than cooling in air. The flow 

conditions along the boundary of the kerf are difficult to estimate because of variable geometry 

and a degree of randomness in spark trajectories after impact. The flow velocity in the boundary 

of the kerf is likely far lower than the initial velocity of the waterjet. Assuming a threshold 

pressure of 138MPa (20,000psi), the average stream velocity of a waterjet is approximately 

1711ft/s (520m/s). If the spark were accelerated to near the maximum water velocity, 0.17ms 

would only translate to 0.0884m (3.5in) of linear movement. It is highly improbable that a spark 

produced in the turbulent boundary region of waterjet flow in the kerf would be accelerated to 

anywhere near the average waterjet velocity. This means that normal impacts producing ignition 

capable sparks in the kerf are unlikely to result in a spark trajectory that can escape the flow prior 

to cooling. 

 Modeling spark travel shows two points conclusively. First, a large, high temperature 

ignition capable spark that has virtually no residence time in water cools slowly enough that it 

can travel and ignite an explosive atmosphere. This matches the observation of ignitions. Second, 

an otherwise ignition capable spark immersed in water for a brief period cools far too rapidly to 

cause ignition. The logical extension of these points is that the spark path is likely a major filter 
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in the ignition process, where it cools many ignition capable sparks prior to the sparks 

encountering an explosive atmosphere. 

5.7 Pathways to Ignition 

The models developed for this dissertation do not predict the frequency of ignition 

capable sparks. Rather, these models show that there is a plausible pathway to ignition and 

characterize the steps numerically. Modeling the entire cutting process will likely be beyond 

numerical modeling capabilities for the foreseeable future. Therefore, the modeling in this 

research breaks ignition into three discrete steps; abrasive acceleration and energy, impact and 

spark generation, and spark travel and ignition. 

This approach to modeling demonstrates a pathway to the ignition of a hydrogen-oxygen 

atmosphere when cutting steel with an abrasive waterjet. Miller’s experiments were drilling with 

no linear motion. High and low angle impacts are known to occur during drilling. The initial 

drilling process is dominated by high angle impacts with secondary low angle impacts occurring 

on the sides of the hole (Ramulu, Posinasetti and Hashish, Analysis of the Abrasive Waterjet 

Drilling Process 2005). Once breakthrough is achieved, the hole is likely enlarged by low angle 

impacts on the sides. This implies that there are both discrete low angle impacts and clusters of 

high angle impacts were present where ignitions occurred. The characterization of these 

processes does not eliminate either as a cause of ignition because it is plausible that worst-case 

collisions can impart enough energy into either cutting mode. The 69MPa (10kpsi) tests did not 

result in any ignitions. The energy of discrete abrasive particles in the 69MPa (10kpsi) 

experiments was reduced by an estimated 75 percent relative to tests where ignitions occurred. 

The 69MPa (10kpsi) experiments were designed to ensure that both low and high angle cutting 

occurred. 

The ignition process can be viewed as a multistage filter, where each stage removes some 

of the potential ignition capable sparks (𝑁 ). Due to the differences in the cutting modes, there 

are two separate equations. The first equation (5.36) describes the filter effect for low angle 

impacts. The loading rate, 𝐴𝐿𝑅, determines the number of abrasive particles fed into the abrasive 

waterjet. A fraction of these, 𝐹𝐿, are large enough to potentially carry enough energy to create 

ignition capable sparks. Of the large abrasive particles, some survive the acceleration process 

(Fraction surviving acceleration, 𝐹𝑆𝐴) and some are accelerated fast enough to be high energy 
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(Fraction high energy, 𝐹𝐻𝐸). Upon impact, some of the abrasive particles will transfer a large 

fraction of their energy to one point (Fraction energy transfer, 𝐹𝐸𝑇). Of the impacts that generate 

sparks with sufficient energy for ignition, only a fraction will escape the water stream and mist 

cloud without cooling below the ignition threshold (Fraction Spark Escape, 𝐹𝑆𝐸). Of the ignition 

capable sparks that make it through the previous filters, a fraction will cause ignition events 

(fraction spark ignition 𝐹𝑆𝐼). The low angle impact ignition filter is illustrated in Figure . 

 𝑁 =  𝐴𝐿𝑅 ∗ 𝐹𝐿 ∗  𝐹𝐻𝐸 ∗  𝐹𝑆𝐴 ∗  𝐹𝐸𝑇 ∗  𝐹𝐸𝑉 ∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐸 ∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐼  (5.36) 

 

 

 The filter for high angle impacts, Equation 5.37, differs significantly from low angel 

impacts in that it is not dependent on the characteristics of discrete abrasive particles. Rather, it is 

dependent on clusters of impacts that could cause transient hot spots and the fracture pattern that 

occurs within those hot spots. Thus, the first term is the number of a high abrasive cluster 

(𝑁𝐻𝐸𝐴𝐶) forming. A fraction of the clusters that develop will impact in a tight enough temporal 

and spatial pattern to heat the impact region enough to form an ignition capable spark during 

work hardening and fracture (fraction tight impact 𝐹𝑇𝐼). When the work hardened region 

Figure 5.8: Low angle impact filter. 
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fractures, some of the fragments may be large enough to produce ignition capable sparks 

(fraction large sparks, 𝐹𝐿𝑆). After fracture, a portion of the sparks may have the necessary 

trajectory and velocity to escape the mist region before cooling (fraction spark escape, 𝐹𝑆𝐸). 

While 𝐹𝑆𝐸 is the same variable in Equations 5.36 and 5.37, it is important to note the differences 

between the scenarios. During breakthrough, Equation 5.37 is likely to have a dynamic where 

any spalling in the instant before break through is immediately ignition capable. In other words, 

breakthrough results in a transient situation, where the 𝐹𝑆𝐸 term is not a filter (𝐹𝑆𝐸 = 1). Once 

a spark is clear of the jet effects, the ignition process is essentially the same as in Equation 5.36. 

The chance of the ignition capable spark causing ignition is the fraction spark ignition (𝐹𝑆𝐼). The 

high angle impact ignition filter is illustrated in Figure 5.9. 

 𝑁 =  𝑁𝐻𝐸𝐴𝐶 ∗ 𝐹𝑇𝐼 ∗ 𝐹𝐿𝑆 ∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐸 ∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐼                                  (5.37) 

 

5.8 Modeling Uncertainty 

 From this analysis, ignition events are viewed as extreme outliers. The average abrasive 

particle does not carry enough energy to produce an ignition capable impact. Many ignition 

Figure 5.9: High angle impact ignition filter. 
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capable sparks are likely cooled by water prior to encountering an explosive atmosphere. Despite 

predictable averages values and cutting rates, abrasive waterjets contain significant variability 

over short time periods and on small scales. These variabilities are what can produce the 

sequence of outlier events necessary to produce ignition. The distribution of outlier events is not 

known at the individual steps, so the models do not predict ignition probability. 

 The modeling assumptions are a potential source of error. Abrasive impacts are treated as 

an instantaneous event where the impact energy may be mostly converted into heat in the 

cuttings. While this approach has some utility and gives an upper bound on temperature and hot 

spot size, it doesn’t fully capture the cutting mechanism. Some impacts may well produce near a 

worst-case spark or hot spot, but many will not. Much of this variability will be driven by 

mixing, flow parameters, instantaneous kerf geometry and material properties. The major sources 

of uncertainty are listed in Table . 

 

Table 5.14: Major error and uncertainty sources in the model 

Uncertainty Description 

Abrasive size distribution The nominal mesh size is known for the initial abrasive 

loading. However, the size distribution is not known at the time 

of impact due to abrasive breakage during mixing and 

acceleration. Producer variability further increases the 

uncertainty in the initial abrasive size distribution. 

Abrasive acceleration There is disagreement in the literature about the maximum and 

average abrasive velocities. It is assumed that a outlier abrasive 

particles may be able to reach the average water velocity. 

Abrasive survival rate Some of the abrasive particles do not survive acceleration. The 

fraction destroyed prior to impact is not known for the specific 

abrasive water jet used in this research and it may fluctuate. 

Abrasive clusters The temporal and spatial density of the abrasive clusters is not 

known. These will govern the transfer of energy to hot spots in 

high angle impacts. 
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Table 5.15: Major error and uncertainty sources in the model continued 

Heat – low angle discrete 

impact 

Based on high speed machining, it is assumed that most of the 

heat from cutting is transferred to a single large cutting. 

Breaking cuttings or the abrasive bouncing will invalidate 

these assumptions. 

Heat – high angle impact 

cluster 

Heat transfer in high angle impacts occurs in work hardening 

and fracture. The delay time between the start of work 

hardening and fracture is unknown. The shorter this time, the 

less opportunity there is for the water flow to cool the hot spot. 

Formation of these spots is heavily dependent on abrasive 

clusters and geometry. 

Fracture geometry The size of a spark from high angle impacts is determined by 

the crack network. It is likely that there will be significant 

variability in the crack network. 

Kerf geometry Kerf geometry will impact flow, impact angle, and spark travel 

Spark geometry Spark geometry is a product of the cutting process and varies 

significantly. Spark geometry will impact the trajectory, 

cooling, and ignition 

Spark trajectory The spark’s path determines how much time there is for water 

to cool it prior a potential ignition event. 

Spark cooling The cooling rate of the spark will be influenced by geometry, 

airspeed, and the presence or lack of water. 

Ignition Ignition is governed by the airspeed, geometry, gas mixture, 

and temperature of the spark. 

 

5.9 Modeling Discussion 

 At the macro level, abrasive waterjet cutting is a cool process. This generalization is 

adequate for temperature sensitive manufacturing processes and avoids thermally distorting 

sensitive workpieces. This is not true at the micro level. Numerous reports of sparks, at least one 

accidental ignition in industry, Miller’s ignition experiments, and the modeling in this chapter all 
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strongly indicate that transient high temperatures occur. The models developed show that there 

are plausible pathways to ignition for both low and high angle impacts. Ignition events are 

outliers. Millions of abrasive particles may be accelerated before a single ignition event occurs. 

The filter models were developed to qualitatively model this dynamic. 

 To date, hot particle ignition literature has focused on spherical geometry. Spherical 

approximations are more amenable to numerical modeling and experimental testing than varied 

geometry, but it does not accurately represent all potential spark geometries. Thermal ignition by 

hot particles is driven by heat transfer and gas residence time. Deviations from spherical 

geometry will impact flow over the spark surface and residence time. It follows that some 

potential geometries will result in a longer gas residence time on the surface than a sphere. This 

may result from a longer surface on the spark relative to the mass, changes in flow 

characteristics, or back eddies. The spark may have angular velocity and a constantly changing 

flow regime. For the purposes of comparing the ignition potential of sparks with varied geometry 

to heated sphere experiments, a worst-case ignition equivalence coefficient, 𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶 , is 

necessary. Equation 5.38 calculates the sphere equivalent mass, 𝑀 , from the 

spark mass, 𝑀 , and the 𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶 . This ignition equivalence assumes that the spark 

temperature is the same for the comparison. The establishment of a 𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶  value for 

abrasive waterjet cutting is key component of future AWJ ignition research. 

 𝑀 ∗  𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶 = 𝑀                                 (5.38) 

 

The output from the low angle impact model is a worst-case energy transfer. As 

calculated in Table , the impact energy is used to estimate the worst-case particle temperature 

and mass combinations. This size and temperature can then be compared to the experimental 

heated sphere data. Assuming that sparks of equivalent ignition potential to spheres are produced 

(𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶 ), a worst-case estimate of ignition potential can be made. The worst-case energy 

availability for 80 mesh garnet at 300MPa (43,500psi) is 0.012J (0.01627ft*lbs). Using Table , a 

0.2mm spark would have a worst-case temperature of approximately 1120k. This is exceedingly 

unlikely to cause an ignition in a hydrogen-air mixture. Experiments by Roth found the 
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minimum ignition temperature of 0.3mm spheres in a hydrogen-air atmosphere was 1290K with 

a nickel sphere, which produced similar results to steel spheres (Roth, Sharma, et al., Ignition by 

Mechanical Sparks: Ignition of Hydrogen/Air Mixtures by Submillimeter-Sized Hot Particles 

2014). To be the equivalent in ignition potential, a particle with a mass between 3.3E-08 kg and 

1.4E-08 would need a 𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶  value around five. If such a 𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶  value is possible, it is 

not likely to be common. At best, 80 mesh garnet at 300MPa (43,500psi) would require a worst-

case impact with complete energy transfer, a high 𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶  value and then a perfect flight path 

in order to ignite a hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere. This matches Miller’s lack of ignition with 

4130 chromoly in hydrogen-air atmospheres. 

Hydrogen-oxygen atmospheres are less predictable than hydrogen-air atmospheres due to 

a lack of heated sphere data. Sources vary on minimum ignition energy for hydrogen-oxygen 

mixtures. Sources cited by Miller estimate 0.0012 mJ (P. L. Miller 1999). The NASA Glenn 

Safety Manual estimates 0.007mJ (NASA 2003). Without a sphere ignition data set, minimum 

ignition energy and gas composition provide insights into the behavior of hydrogen-oxygen 

atmospheres. The removal of much of the nitrogen reduces the heat absorbed by inert gases, 

thereby reducing the heat transfer threshold for sustained combustion. As expected, the measured 

minimum ignition energy is lower. A lower spark temperature or shorter streamline on the spark 

is expected to be ignition capable. Table  indicates that a worst-case spark could reach plausible 

ignition temperatures with a diameter in the 0.15mm to the 0.2mm range. This results in a 

decrease in surface residence time for a given airspeed of 33 to 50 percent relative to the 0.3mm 

sphere tests that ignited the hydrogen-air mixtures. The decrease in minimum ignition energy 

makes it plausible that a worst-case impact from an 80-mesh particle could produce an ignition 

capable sphere. If geometry variations cause the 𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶  to increase, then a lower energy 

impact may produce an ignition capable spark. Without assuming outliers larger than 80-mesh, 

ignition of even hydrogen-oxygen requires near perfect worst-case scenarios on all filters on the 

pathway to ignition and a large 𝑤𝑐𝐼𝐸𝐶  value. The observation of ignitions by Miller when 

cutting 4130 chromoly in a hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere indicate that near perfect worst-case 

impacts happen or that outliers significantly larger than 80-mesh exist. Considering the reported 

abrasive particle size range in Barton HPX 80 Adirondac Garnet, it is assumed that larger 

outliers do occur. Therefore, the size distribution of the abrasive is critical to the worst-case 

energy.  
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The reduction in pressure from 300MPa (43,500psi) to 69MPa (10,000psi) has a massive 

impact on the worst-case spark with no change in the explosive atmosphere. The reduction in the 

worst-case impact from 0.012J to 0.003J at 80 mesh nearly cut the diameter of the worst-case 

spark in half. With a diameter of approximately 0.10mm for an ignition temperature worst-case 

spark, the reduction in flow path over the surface is substantially shorter, limiting explosive 

atmosphere residence time. The dynamic is similar if larger outlier particles are assumed for both 

data sets. The 300MPa (43,500psi) 4130 chromoly tests in a hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere 

produced 7 ignitions in 58 tests. In terms of accelerated abrasive particles producing an ignition 

event, the ignition rate could be one in one million or lower. Exact probabilities are not possible 

because the duration of the cut and the time window where ignition is possible are not known for 

the 300MPa (43,500psi) data. Ignition was an outlier event in the 300MPa (43,500psi) data set 

and the available energy for heating sparks was reduced by 75 percent. It was therefore 

hypothesized that the reduction in operating pressure to 69MPa (10,000psi) would reduce or 

eliminate ignition incidents. The experimental results had no ignitions during testing and Section 

6.4 estimates 95 percent confidence in a lower operating pressure reducing the ignition rate. 

The worst-case abrasive energy calculated in Table  is not necessarily delivered in a 

single impact. For this reason, the discrete impact filter model (Equation 5.7.1) a term for the 

fraction energy transfer, 𝐹𝐸𝑇. The machining literature has established that nearly 100 percent of 

the work done in cutting is converted into heat (Astakhov 2012). High speed machining research 

established that a substantial majority of the heat generated from cutting goes into the cuttings 

(List, Sutter and Bouthiche 2011). It is implied by heat transfer during the machining process 

that faster cutting further reduces heat transfer out of the chip. This has two major consequences 

for heat transfer. First, it justifies worst-case assumption that the vast majority of the work done 

by a high-speed impact is transformed into heat in the cuttings. Given that high tool speeds of 

46m/s (150ft/s) are already capable of retaining 80 percent of the heat in cuttings, it is not 

unreasonable to postulate that the extreme upper bound for an abrasive particle moving at 

735m/s (2420ft/s) may be higher. The upper bound for a worst-case impact may be in excess of 

90 percent. The second consequence is the primary heat transfer mechanism in high angle impact 

may differ from that of low angle impacts. Most of the heat generated by the cutting work in low 

angle impacts may never reach the kerf. The cutting may serve as the primary heat transfer 
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mechanism. Section 5.6 estimates that the cutting cool rapidly in the water, so it is likely that 

most potential sparks before exiting the kerf and jet effects. 

The fraction energy transfer, 𝐹𝐸𝑇, encompasses the dynamic of abrasive impacts. For a 

worst-case impact, it is assumed that a large abrasive particle hits a single point, remains intact, 

and converts most of its kinetic energy into cutting work. While possible, this type of impact is 

not expected to be common. Abrasives may break on impact, glance off a surface, roll down the 

kerf, or otherwise disperse their kinetic energy. Only a fraction of abrasive impacts is expected to 

convert most of their kinetic energy into a single worst-case spark. Therefore, abrasive energy 

transfer to the workpiece is treated as a filter which may pass all the kinetic energy of an abrasive 

particle on to the workpiece in an outlier impact. 

High angle impact clusters are qualitatively well understood. It is known that clusters of 

abrasives form during mixing and acceleration. The work hardening and fracture process has 

been empirically modeled (Mazurkiewcz 1991). The empirical models were able to predict the 

average erosion rate. These models are not suited for estimating the upper bound of dependent 

intermediate variables. The intermediate variable of interest is the maximum temperature of hot 

or warm spots that occur as a result of high angle abrasive impacts. If this temperature 

significantly exceeds the average workpiece temperature, it would reduce the energy required to 

produce an ignition capable spark. High angle impacts have the potential to transfer more energy 

to the workpiece than low angle impacts. In ductile materials, the cutting done by low angle 

impact cutting is expected to primarily heat the cuttings, which potentially reduces the heat 

transfer to the workpiece. High angle impacts work harden the kerf prior to fracture. The work 

hardening of the surface allows for heat conduction of heat from cutting work into the surface of 

the workpiece. Overall, the change in cutting mechanism, cutting work location, and heat 

transfer dynamics may cause a different spark heating dynamic. 

The goal of modeling abrasive waterjet ignitions was to provide an analytical framework 

for predicting the ignition potential of abrasive waterjet cutting. The energy models achieved 

this. The worst-case model predicted that reducing the operating pressure and therefore available 

abrasive kinetic energy would reduce the frequency of ignitions. The experimental work 

conducted at 69MPa (10kpsi) validated this conclusion. Furthermore, the model provides a 

qualitative framework for ignition frequency. Ignition becomes possible when the worst-case 
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abrasive impact could produce the minimum ignition capable spark. Once that threshold is 

crossed, ignition becomes probabilistic and is described by the filter model. Real systems are 

subject to uncertainty in the minimum ignition capable spark, abrasive interactions, spark 

interactions, and other intermediate variables. The use of this framework for ignition safety will 

include a safety factor on the maximum allowable abrasive energy. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 Chapter 6 presents the experimental results, compares them to the modeling and previous 

research, and discusses the results. Section 6.1 covers the cutting results and Section 6.2 presents 

the drilling results. Section 6.3 compares the collected 69MPa (10kpsi) to the existing 300MPa 

(43.5kpsi) data. Experimental uncertainty and statistical analysis are discussed in Section 6.4. 

Section 6.5 is the discussion of the results. Two sets of experiments were conducted at 69MPa 

(10kpsi): linear cuts and breakthrough tests. The experiments both used 4130 chromoly plate for 

the target, 80 mesh abrasive, and a hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere. The linear cuts were conducted 

within an explosive atmosphere and the breakthrough tests drilled into an explosive atmosphere. 

The atmosphere was predominately hydrogen-oxygen, though it is expected that not all the air 

was purged. In total, 23 tests were conducted. There were 12 breakthrough tests and 11 linear 

cutting tests. There were no ignitions caused by drilling or cutting. The only ignitions were 

deliberately triggered by electric igniter to verify the gas mixture or empty the test chamber 

when a test was cancelled. 

6.1 Experimental Results – Linear Cutting 

The linear cutting experiments were conducted at 69MPa (10kpsi) using 80 mesh garnet 

abrasive and a hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere. The abrasive waterjet assembly was mounted in a 

steel insert in the test chamber. The insert protected the expensive potentially vulnerable high-

pressure hose from gas ignitions and set the standoff distance. The 4130 chromoly workpiece 

was clamped to the aluminum deck of the traverse in the test chamber. The traverse was 

positioned so that the waterjet would initiate the cut next to the edge of the chromoly plate. A 

slot was cut in the aluminum plate on the traverse by the waterjet. The waterjet cut a hole in the 

aluminum bottom of the test chamber. This was plugged from below for each test with a snug 

fitting piece of wood. The traverse was set up for over 25mm (1in) of linear travel. Once the 

sample was prepared, mounted, and the traverse positioned, the back of the test chamber was 

sealed with a plastic sheet. The sheet was securely taped across the back of the test chamber with 

duct tape. The sheet provided a low-pressure seal that contained the explosive atmosphere for 

testing yet would burst and not allow a dangerous pressure buildup after ignition. Once all 
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preparations were complete, the experiment began. The experimental procedure is summarized 

in Table  in Appendix B. Test results and notes are summarized in Table . The 4130 chromoly 

plate is shown in Figure . 

 

Table 6.1: 69MPa (10kpsi) linear cuts in 4130 chromoly plate using 80 mesh abrasive in a H2-
O2 atmosphere. 

Kerf # Date Results/Notes 

1 10/7/2019 No ignition – high traverse speed lead to half depth cut 

2 10/7/2019 No ignition – abrasive tube got wet and clogged, no significant cutting 

3 10/7/2019 No ignition – traverse speed corrected and lead to better kerf quality 

4 10/9/2019 No ignition – pressure/abrasive issue lead to partial cut 

5 10/9/2019 No ignition – good cut 

6 10/9/2019 No ignition – good cut 

7 10/9/2019 No ignition – good cut 

8 10/9/2019 No ignition – good cut 

9 10/9/2019 No ignition – good cut 

10 10/9/2019 No ignition – good cut 

11 10/9/2019 No ignition – good cut 

-- 10/9/2019 Ignition test – a test ignition was performed using electric spark 

 

Linear cutting testing began on October 7th, after the test chamber was reconfigured for 

linear tests. The linear cutting tests required some system calibration. The initial traverse speed 

was calibrated on a piece of 9.5mm (3/8in) thick mild steel. The 6.35mm (1/4in) chromoly steel 

plate was more resistant to abrasion and required a lower traverse speed to completely penetrate. 

Cut 1, at the original traverse speed only penetrated halfway through the plate. Cut 2 failed due 

to a clogged abrasive supply. Cut 3, the final cut on October 7th, verified the traverse speed was 

correct for the material. On October 8th, the pump failed to reach the required pressure and flow 

rate. The cause of the problem was determined to be sticking check valves in the cylinder heads. 

The cylinder heads were disassembled, and the check valves were cleaned overnight. The pump 
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was reassembled on October 9th and returned to service. The linear cutting tests were completed 

on October 9th. 

 

Figure 6.1: 69MPa (10kpsi) cuts in 4130 chromoly plate. 

 

 The linear motion system generally operated as expected. However, it produced one 

oddity. When it ran up against the bump stop, the tray would deflect. This caused the end of 

every cut to deflect towards the Plexiglas window and produced the offset ends seen in Figure . 

A minor change in direction during cutting is not believed to impact ignition potential. During 

testing, abrasive particles were splashed throughout the test chamber. The linear motion 

components in the traverse were coated in abrasive particles on every test and the grease was 

filled with abrasive. The test chamber required regular cleaning and it is likely that the linear 
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motion components would wear out prematurely if used extensively in this environment. The 

interior of the test chamber is shown after a test in Figure . Note the slot cut in the traverse deck. 

 

Figure 6.2: Test chamber showing abrasive buildup. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Kerf close up. The kerfs did not show signs of interacting or cracks large enough to 
be visually detected. 

 

 The impact of AWJ cutting on the workpiece is largely confined to the kerf surface. 

Tightly spaced kerfs are not expected to interact. Investigations of the kerf produced by AWJ 

cutting show that the impact of cutting is largely limited to striations and surface roughness and 

the development of large cracks or residual stresses deep in the workpiece are not reported (Chao 

and Geskin 1993), (Kovacevic, et al. 1997). As expected, the kerfs produced in the linear cutting 

experiments do not show evidence of macroscopic cracks or other influences on the workpiece. 

Figure  shows the expected surface roughness in the kerf. The fingers between the kerfs did not 
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deflect. This indicates a lack of a heat effected zone or residual stresses beyond the surface of the 

kerf. These results match the industry expectations of AWJ performance. 

 The electric igniter was used to test for explosive atmospheres. Multiple test ignitions 

were conducted, and the explosive atmosphere ignited in every instance. Several ignition 

verification tests were delayed by 30 seconds or one minute to confirm that the explosive 

atmosphere was still present as required for the experiment. The only failed electric ignition test 

occurred when the igniter was badly fouled with debris. The igniter was cleaned and repositioned 

to ensure it remained clean during operation. 

The electric igniter was used to verify that ignition was not possible after experiments 

were finished. The explosive atmosphere was always dispersed, or ignition was inhibited by the 

end of a penetration test. The 69MPa (10kpsi) tests were generally run for 30 seconds or longer 

after completion of the cut or breakthrough. This differed from Miller’s experimental procedure 

and influenced electric ignition after the experiment. Miller used a timed valve to limit cutting 

time to 8 seconds, which provided enough run time to penetrate the plate. The remaining 

explosive atmospheres were then electrically ignited if ignition did not occur. The successful 

electric ignitions indicate that conditions in the test chamber were still amenable to ignition at the 

conclusion of Miller’s short cut tests. In contrast, the significantly higher run time of the 69MPa 

(10kpsi) experiments resulted in conditions where electric ignition did not occur at the 

conclusion of the experiment.  

Miller’s experimental duration of 8 seconds at 1.1gpm result in an estimated total flow of 

0.15 gallons. In contrast, 3gpm flows for run times well in excess of 30 seconds result in at least 

1.5 gallons of total flow. This order of magnitude difference in experimental flow volume is 

expected to result in a test chamber atmosphere that is less amenable to ignition at the conclusion 

of the experiment. Miller’s electric ignitions indicate that the 8 second run time may not have 

utilized the entire potential ignition window. Water vapor is an inhibitor of ignition so even 8 

seconds of run time and 0.15 gallons of flow into the test chamber may have reduced the 

sensitivity of the tested atmospheres. 

It is assumed that Miller’s jet and water flow were contained within the test chamber. In 

contrast, the 69MPa (10kpsi) tests were initially sealed. The drilling tests penetrated the test 

chamber from outside. The linear cutting tests penetrated a plug in the bottom of the test 
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chamber after linear motion ceased. It is likely that the Venturi Effect caused significant airflow 

into the test chamber after penetration occurred. This would not negatively impact the ignition 

potential on breakthrough, but 30 seconds of flow into the test chamber after the key ignition 

window is expected to cause significant ventilation. The plastic cover of the test chamber was 

found to be bowed out after penetration tests, indicating that ventilation from the Venturi Effect 

caused mild positive pressure. In linear cutting tests, the jet exited test chamber through the 

bottom after the traverse stopped and the jet penetrated the plug. This likely purged much of the 

explosive atmosphere. The jet was typically allowed to run at least 30 seconds after the linear 

motion ceased. The plastic sheeting was slightly bowed in on completion of the linear cutting 

tests, indicating that negative pressure occurred from ventilation at the conclusion of the linear 

cuts. 

6.2 Experimental Results – Breakthrough 

The drilling experiments were designed to test the ignition potential during breakthrough 

into an explosive atmosphere. The atmosphere was primarily stoichiometric hydrogen and 

oxygen. The abrasive was 80 mesh garnet and the target was a 4130 chromoly plate. In these 

experiments, the target was placed on top of the test chamber. The waterjet was mounted over a 

hole in the top of the test chamber. The target sealed the hole and rested on an O-ring. The back 

of the test chamber was sealed by taping plastic to the chamber. The explosive atmosphere was 

prepared in the mixing chamber and stored until cutting began. Drilling was initiated by opening 

the abrasive valve on the hopper and then closing the dump valve on the high-pressure manifold. 

As the drilling began, the engine operator would open the mixing chamber valve to dump the 

explosive atmosphere into the test chamber. This experiment was conducted at 69MPa (10kpsi) 

and there were no ignitions caused by cutting. Four deliberate ignitions were triggered 

electrically over the course of the experiments. The operating procedure is summarized in Table 

C.1: Drilling Procedures in Appendix C. The results are presented in Table . The resulting holes 

are shown in Figure . 
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Table 6.2: Drilling ignition tests at 69MPa (10kpsi) in 4130 chromoly using 80 mesh garnet. The 
atmosphere was near stoichiometric H2-O2 with a small amount of residual air. 

Kerf # Date Results/Notes 

1 9/27/2019 No ignition – gas released into test chamber early in process. 

2 9/27/2019 No ignition – gas release procedure changed to coincide with cutting 

start. 

-- 9/27/2019 Ignition by electric igniter. Explosive atmosphere ignited electrically to 

verify presence at 30 second delay. 

-- 9/30/2019 Ignition by electric igniter. Experiment aborted due to MP fitting leak. 

-- 9/30/2019 Ignition by electric igniter. Experiment aborted due to MP fitting leak. 

3 9/30/2019 No ignition – O-ring added under plate to improve gas seal. 

4 9/30/2019 No ignition 

5 9/30/2019 No ignition 

6 9/30/2019 No ignition 

7 10/1/2019 No ignition – Drizzle and cool weather 

8 10/1/2019 No ignition – Drizzle and cool weather 

9 10/1/2019 No ignition – Drizzle and cool weather 

10 10/1/2019 No ignition – Drizzle and cool weather 

-- 10/1/2019 Ignition by electric igniter failed. Igniter found to be fouled. 

11 10/1/2019 No ignition – Raining 

12 10/1/2019 No ignition – Raining 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Drill holes from penetration tests at 69MPa (10kpsi). 
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 There were no significant issues or experimental plan alterations made during the 

breakthrough tests. There were, however, some small adjustments made to the test procedure. 

The first test released the gas into the test chamber over a minute prior to cutting. The procedure 

was changed to release the gas slightly before cutting started in order to ensure that the gas didn’t 

escape prior to breakthrough. The delay from the end of the gas release to breakthrough was 

timed to approximately 30 seconds. This timing was used for the remaining 11 tests. At the 

conclusion of the first day of testing, an explosive atmosphere was electrically ignited after a 30 

second delay to verify that the explosive atmosphere was present when and where it was 

expected. As with the linear cutting tests, AWJ flow into the test chamber vented the explosive 

atmosphere and electric ignition was not possible after the completion of drilling and 

breakthrough experiments. The jet was typically run for at least 30 seconds after breakthrough 

and the inside of the test chamber was observed to be wet with spray and mist reaching most or 

all surfaces. 

 Testing resumed the next day with minor procedure modifications. The workpiece was 

set on top of an O-ring in order to improve the gas seal. This was the last significant modification 

to the procedure. Two tests were aborted due to leaks in the high-pressure manifold. The 

explosive atmospheres were detonated electrically to safely clear the test chamber both times. 

Once the leaks were repaired, testing resumed, and 4 more tests were completed. The remaining 

tests were completed the next day. One planned electric ignition was attempted in order to 

dispose of an old plastic seal and clean out the test chamber. The ignition failed and the test 

chamber had to be purged with water prior to poking a vent hole in the plastic seal with a long 

pole. The igniter was found to be fouled with debris. It was cleaned, tested, and relocated. That 

was the only case of a planned electric ignition failure. 

6.3 Comparison to 300MPa (43.5kpsi) Data 

 At 69MPa (10kpsi), a predominantly 𝐻 / 𝑂  atmosphere was not ignited by cutting 4130 

chromoly in any of the 23 linear cutting and breakthrough tests. This combination was used 

because it was the most sensitive atmosphere and material combination that could be compared 

to the existing 300MPa (43.5kpsi) data. Miller tested 1020 and 4130 steel at 300MPa (43.5kpsi) 

(P. L. Miller 1999). The mild steel (1020) did not ignite an 𝐻 / 𝑂  with 45 tests (P. L. Miller 

1999). The 4130 chromoly steel had an ignition rate of 12% in a 𝐻 / 𝑂  atmosphere over 58 
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tests (P. L. Miller 1999). The minimum ignition energy of an 𝐻 / 𝑂  atmosphere approximately 

0.0012mJ. Depending on how thoroughly the air in the test chamber was purged, this value could 

have been somewhat higher. The explosive atmosphere uncertainty likely exists in the 300MPa 

(43.5kpsi) and the 69MPa (10kpsi) data. Miller did not specify the gas preparation procedure 

well enough to evaluate the uncertainty and potential for error in the mixture. It is unlikely that 

variations in the fuel/oxidizer mixture will impact spark ignitions. Data and analysis from 

Boettcher and Coronel indicates that the equivalence ratio does not have a statistically significant 

impact on heated surface or sphere ignition (Boettcher 2012), (S. Coronel, Thermal Ignition 

Using Moving Hot Particles 2016). The 4130 chromoly was tested in a 𝐻 / 𝐴𝑖𝑟 atmosphere with 

a minimum ignition energy of 0.170mJ and did not produce any ignitions over 45 tests (P. L. 

Miller 1999). The 300MPa (43.5kpsi) test results from Miller are summarized in Table . 

Titanium and zirconium exhibit a pyrophoric reaction and therefore, have an ignition mechanism 

that does not exist for steel. 

 

Table 6.3: Ignition Test Results Summary at 300MPa (43.5kpsi) (P. L. Miller 1999). 

Gas Minimum Ignition 

Energy 

Target Material Tests 

Conducted 

Ignition Percent 

𝐻 / 𝑂  0.0012mJ 1020 Steel 45 0% 𝐻 / 𝑂  0.0012mJ 4130 Steel 58 12% 𝐻 / 𝐴𝑖𝑟 0.170mJ 4130 Steel 45 0% 𝐻 / 𝑂  0.0012mJ Titanium 7 71% 𝐻 / 𝐴𝑖𝑟 0.170mJ Titanium 45 0% 𝐻 / 𝑂  0.0012mJ Zirconium 2 100% 𝐻 / 𝐴𝑖𝑟 0.170mJ Zirconium 50 4% 

 

 The combination of the 300MPa (43.5kpsi) and 69MPa (10kpsi) data show two trends. 

As expected, Miller’s results show that the minimum ignition energy influences ignition rate. 

Increasing the minimum ignition energy by an order of magnitude resulted in a reduction in 

ignitions. The reduction of operating pressure from 300MPa (43.5kpsi) to 69MPa (10kpsi) also 
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resulted in a decline in the ignition rate from 12% to 0%. Out of an abundance of caution, a 0% 

ignition rate is termed a reduction, not an elimination. This outcome is expected. The energy 

estimate for a worst-case rectangular 80-mesh abrasive particle at 275.8MPa (40,000psi) is 

0.00187J (0.00138ft*lbs). At 68.9MPa (10,000psi), the energy estimate is 0.00047J 

(0.00035ft*lbs). With approximately 1/4th of the available energy in impacts, the model 

developed indicates that an ignition capable spark is either rare or impossible. The energy 

reduction is proportional if larger outliers are assumed to exist in both data sets. 

These results indicate that AWJ cutting may be safe and efficient option in some 

explosive atmospheres. At a common field operating pressure of 68.9MPa (10,000psi) and the 

relatively low flow rate of 11.4lpm (3gpm), the system could cut chromoly steel plate. This 

demonstrates that the capabilities of a small field system are adequate for many industrial 

applications. The lack of observed ignitions in the extremely sensitive test atmosphere is 

promising. As shown in Table  4.17, the minimum ignition energy of many common industrial 

gases are over two orders of magnitude higher than the hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere tested. This 

difference in minimum ignition energies strongly implies that there is a subset of explosive 

atmosphere, material, and AWJ combinations that allow for safe and efficient cutting. 

6.4 Statistical Analysis 

It is hypothesized that the reduction in operating pressure would result in a decrease in 

the ignition rate. The null hypothesis is that the ignition rate would remain the same. The 

certainty can be estimated by the probability of the experimental results occurring if the null 

hypothesis is true. Ignition experiments produce binary data, which means the results are a 

binomial distribution. Equation 6.4.1 can be used to calculate the probability of the experimental 

outcome for the null hypothesis. However, there are experimental considerations that must be 

addressed. The 68.9MPa (10,000psi) experiments conducted in this research were designed to 

use similar parameters to the existing 300MPa (43.5kpsi) data from Miller’s experiments. The 

abrasive, atmosphere, and workpiece were matched. However, improvements were made to the 

experimental setup and procedures. Miller’s test procedures were not fully documented so 

assumptions must be made about variable like run time and test chamber configuration. 

Depending on how the trial is defined, AWJ cutting ignition experiments can be 

evaluated in terms of ignitions per experiment or ignitions per abrasive impact. If the flow and 
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abrasive loading rate were constant, this distinction would not matter. Field cutting typically 

utilizes far higher flow rates than machining. The 68.9MPa (10,000psi) field cutting trials were 

conducted with a flow of approximately 11.4lpm (3gpm) and 1.45kg/min (3.2lbs/min). The flow 

rate for 300MPa (43.5kpsi) machining data set was 4.16lpm (1.1gpm) with a loading rate of 

0.5kg/min (1.1lbs/min) (P. L. Miller 1999). If the abrasive impacts are considered the trial, this 

results in approximately 2.91 times more trials per minute of jet operation. Additional 

uncertainty is present in the cutting. Miller only conducted “plunge cuts” and did not clearly 

define the procedure. It is assumed that the plunge cuts refer to drilling with a stationary 

workpiece where both the AWJ nozzle and the workpiece are inside the test chamber. The 10kpsi 

experiments added linear cutting, which results in far more cutting time and abrasive impacts per 

experiment. The drilling penetration tests positioned the AWJ outside the test chamber, 

eliminating the formation of mist in the explosive atmosphere prior to breakthrough. 

The odds of the null hypothesis producing the experimental results can be estimated with 

Equation 6.1, where 𝑃(𝑛) is the probability of n occurrences out of N trials and P is the event 

probability (Dunn 2010). This gives the probability of an outcome for a given number of trials 

when the probability is known. If cutting experiments are the trial, the 300MPa (43.5kpsi) data 

set provides an ignition probability, P, of 12 percent and Equation 6.1 can be used to estimate the 

probability of the results if the null hypothesis is true. Equation 6.2 is the probability of the 

hypothesis. 

𝑃(𝑛) =  𝑁! (𝑁 − 𝑛)! ∗ 𝑛! ∗  𝑃 ∗  (1 − 𝑃)( )                                (6.1) 

 𝑃 = 1 −  𝑃(𝑛)                                                      (6.2) 

 

For the purpose of comparing the binomial data sets from the 68.9MPa (10,000psi) data 

and the 300MPa (43.5kpsi) data, the linear cutting tests and drilling tests can be assumed to be at 

least as amenable to ignition as Miller’s tests. The linear cut tests are assumed to be functionally 

similar to Miller’s stationary “plunge cut” tests. The window of highest ignition potential occurs 

at the start of the cut prior to the spray filling the test chamber with water droplets and mist. The 

linear cutting tests likely provided a significantly longer cut time, though the time window for 
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ignition may be similar due to the mist and droplet formation. The drill penetration test is 

assumed to create ideal ignition conditions. These tests remove the splash back from the test 

chamber, preventing the inhibition of ignition prior to breakthrough. In total, this results in 23 

trials with no ignitions. The p-value is 0.05, giving 95 percent confidence in the hypothesis that 

lower operating pressure reduces ignition potential. 

If abrasive impacts are the trial evaluated, there are far more data points. Evaluation of 

the results is more difficult because of uncertainty in the ignition window during experiments. 

Miller’s experiments used a preprogrammed eight second cut. In contrast, the 69MPa (10kpsi) 

experiments had far longer run times. As discussed in Section 6.1, the atmosphere after 30 

seconds or more of higher flow jet operation was no longer easily ignited. Both experimental 

procedures captured the critical ignition window at the start of the cuts. It is unknown if the short 

duration experiments conducted by Miller ceased cutting while the atmosphere was still sensitive 

enough to be ignited by a spark from AWJ cutting. In comparing the abrasive flow during the 

ignition window, the 69MPa (10kpsi) accelerated approximately three times as much abrasive. If 

individual abrasives are the trial, this significantly increases the certainty. 

6.5 Experimental Uncertainty 

All models and experimental results are subject to uncertainty. This is unavoidable. 

Models, by nature and necessity, are simplifications of the systems they represent. Models 

cannot be expected to capture every possible nuance of a system and must be tailored to the 

situation in order to produce useful results. Experimental work cannot avoid the uncertainty 

inherent to the phenomena studied and the procedures and apparatuses used in the experiments. 

Complex systems may only produce outlier events, such as ignitions, infrequently. Uncertainty, 

and its impact on findings, must be identified and mitigated. 

System complexity and nonlinearity add significantly to the uncertainty. Abrasive 

waterjet ignition has in excess of 50 variables. There are several layers of dependent variables 

between the main independent variables considered in this research and ignition. Many of these 

are dependent variables that are bounded distributions. The shape and bounds of these 

distributions are not known. Significant research has been conducted to characterize some of 

these distributions. For example, Balz made measurements of abrasive particles and observed 

abrasive clusters in Determination of Spatial Velocity Distributions of Abrasive Particles in 
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Abrasive Water Jets Using Laser-Induced Fluorescence Under Real Conditions (Balz and 

Heiniger 2011). While this work helps develop estimates of upper bounds and frequency, it is far 

from complete, will vary based on the equipment used, and only exists for some variables 

(abrasive survival rate and the abrasive velocity). Other intermediate variable distributions, such 

as the energy transferred by discrete impact remain largely unknown besides the upper bound. 

Therefore, the intermediate variable distributions remain a significant source of uncertainty. 

Uncertainty in the intermediate dependent variable distributions has significant impacts 

beyond model uncertainty. Each distribution functions as a filter in the ignition process. A range 

of the possible outcomes at each stage will prevent or reduce the chance of an abrasive particle 

causing an ignition event. The discrete impact ignition pathway (Equation 5.36) has 7 filters. If it 

is assumed that each filter has a 10% pass rate, the overall pass rate would be 1 10⁄ . 

Incidentally, it is estimated that there are 1.25 ∗ 10  abrasive particles per minute of cutting. 

With this example, 1.25 ignition events per minute would be expected from discrete impacts. 

Assuming 11 linear cuts with at least 30 seconds of cut time, one could expect approximately 7 

ignitions to occur. This scenario would have a high chance of being detected with the 

experimental procedures used in this research. The predicted frequency from this example 

exceeds Miller’s 300MPa (43.5kpsi) tests where ignitions occurred in 12% of the 4130 tests in a 

hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere. 

Reducing the operating pressure in a system has two impacts on ignition. First, it reduces 

the probability of an abrasive particle making it through a filter stage. For example, lower 

pressure means lower abrasive speeds and therefore, less energy. For a small enough reduction in 

pressure, a smaller fraction of abrasive particles will still exceed the minimum threshold for 

kinetic energy (fraction high energy). The second impact on ignition occurs when the pressure 

reduction reduces abrasive energy to the point where no particle reaches the minimum energy 

required by the kinetic energy filter (fraction high energy = 0). At this pressure and below, the 

probability of ignition is now at 0 in the discrete impact pathway model. There is likely a similar 

threshold of no ignition in the real system, though the pressure at which it occurs may be 

different due to nuances and interactions that are not captured in the model. 

Recall the example above with the seven-stage filter that predicted 1.25 ignitions per 

minute of cut time. If a pressure reduction reduces the passage rate of the fraction high energy 
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filter from 1 in 10 to 1 in 1000, the ignition rate would be dropped to 0.0125 ignitions per minute 

of cutting. At such a rate, it is unlikely that an ignition would occur during 5 or 10 minutes of 

cutting time. Lack of ignition due to a low probability of ignition cannot be experimentally 

distinguished from lack of ignition due to impossibility of ignition. This example demonstrates 

that it is impossible to prove by experimental means alone that a particular combination of 

explosive atmosphere, metal, and abrasive waterjet parameters is safe. All that can be shown by 

experimental means alone is that the probability of ignition is low. 

Uncertainty is inevitably present in any experimental equipment and procedures. The 

main sources of errors were gas mixture and retention, gas release, abrasive flow, operating 

pressure, motion control, and other ignition sources. The experimental plan in this research was 

designed to minimize the potential impact of experimental errors, measurement errors, and 

equipment performance. The primary error sources are listed in Table  and Table . The potential 

sources of error and measures taken to reduce or eliminate these errors are discussed below. 

Table 6.4: Major error sources 

Operating 

pressure 

Operating pressure inherently fluctuates in a triplex pump. This can easily be 

in the range of several hundred psi. Additionally, the pressure was controlled 

by engine RPM and a dump valve. The dump valve controlled the pressure and 

the RPM controlled the immediate upper limit of the pressure. The pressure 

was typically kept between 10,000psi and 10,500psi. 

Abrasive 

flow rate 

The abrasive flow rate was controlled by a metering disk and a valve. This 

configuration is industry standard and generally performs well. On occasion, 

water got into the abrasive hose and caused clumping that reduced or blocked 

abrasive flow. Two such incidents occurred during the linear cutting 

experiments. 

 

 

Table 6.5: Major error sources continued 

Gas retention By nature, the test chamber used in this research was not airtight. It was 

required to prevent a dangerous pressure buildup during an ignition event. 
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When it was charged with the explosive gas, it had to be able to purge the 

displaced air. This purge was accomplished by pressurizing the sealed 

chamber and allowing excess gas to leak out. Delayed ignition tests were 

carried out with the electric igniter to verify that the explosive atmosphere was 

indeed present where expected. 

Gas mixing It is almost certain that the purge of the test chamber was not complete. Some 

air is believed to have remained with the explosive atmosphere. Excess 

explosive atmosphere was dumped into the test chamber to improve the purge. 

The presence of residual air in a largely stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen 

atmosphere is not believed to significantly inhibit ignition or meaningfully 

impact the explosive limits. The test chamber volume was slightly under 15 

gallons and varied slightly based on the configuration. Approximately 25 

gallons of stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere were dumped into the 

test chamber for each test. 

Gas 

preparation 

The preparation of the explosive atmosphere utilized gas regulators to add 

hydrogen and oxygen to the mixing chamber at a ratio of two to one. Oxygen 

was added up to 20psi and then hydrogen was added to bring the pressure up 

to 60psi. Assuming atmospheric pressure of 12psi and a mixing chamber 

volume of 5 gallons, approximately 25 gallons of explosive atmosphere were 

created for every test. 

Gas timing An early or late gas release could change the availability of the explosive 

atmosphere at the start of the cut. There were no detected cases of gas timing 

issues. 

Motion 

Control 

An early or late start of the motion control system could change cut initiation 

or lead to excessive misting of the test chamber prior to initiation of the cut in 

the chromoly plate. 

 

 Abrasive waterjet cutting parameters were largely verified by cutting performance. 

Failure of the motion control system, failure to maintain pressure, and failure of abrasive flow all 

result in a failure to cut. Failure to cut is readily apparent to the operator and was noted when it 

occurred. The engine RPM provided an upper limit on the flow rated and the combination of 
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orifice diameter and flow rate limited pressure during a cut. Successful operation verified that the 

waterjet functioned correctly and was near the specified parameters. The gas system presents 

some uncertainty in the exact hydrogen-oxygen ratio and the displacement of air in the test 

chamber. It is possible that measurement and operation errors could cause some variability. 

Additionally, cooling during gas release may bias the ratio. Finally, the presence of air in the 

mixing chamber will slightly dilute the hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere. With a final pressure of 

60psig and atmospheric pressure of approximately 12psi, this is up to a 1/6th dilution. The 

flammable range of hydrogen is broad enough that any plausible dilution in the mixing process is 

not an issue. The lower flammability limit of hydrogen in air is 4% and the upper flammability 

limit is 75% (Engineering Toolbox 2003). Hot particle research indicates that the surface ignition 

temperature is likely unaffected by the equivalence ratio except near the flammability limits (S. 

Coronel, Thermal Ignition Using Moving Hot Particles 2016) (Boettcher 2012). This means that 

errors in gas mixing would have a minimal effect on spark ignition. 

6.6 Discussion 

The goal of this research was to evaluate whether abrasive waterjet cutting could serve as 

a substitute to traditional hot work methods. To be an effective substitute, an AWJ cutting 

process needs to safely cut steel in a quantifiable subset of explosive atmospheres. A model 

framework for abrasive waterjet ignition was developed. This model was used to estimate the 

ignition potential of abrasive waterjet cutting and to establish a qualitative understanding of AWJ 

ignitions. It was hypothesized that reducing the operating pressure would reduce the frequency of 

ignition events or prevent ignitions. The experimental results confirmed this hypothesis. A 

secondary hypothesis predicted that drilling tests with breakthrough into an explosive 

atmosphere would result in more ignitions than linear cutting in the same conditions. The total 

success in reducing the number of ignitions to zero rendered the second hypothesis a moot point. 

The worst-case model and lack of ignitions implies that there may be an operating pressure 

threshold below which an abrasive waterjet can safely cut a subset of metals in some explosive 

atmospheres. 

The probabilistic nature of ignition by abrasive waterjet limits the conclusions that can be 

drawn from experimental data alone. Experimental results can only prove the occurrence of a 

probabilistic event, not its absence or impossibility. Therefore, the eventual establishment of safe 
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parameters for abrasive waterjet cutting in explosive atmosphere will require a modeling 

component. Any such model will need to identify the key intermediate independent variables and 

establish upper bounds on these distributions. This is done by the worst-case scenario approach 

to modeling in this dissertation. Section 6.6.1 discusses the worst-case scenario for discrete 

impacts and Section 6.6.2 discusses the worst-case scenario for impact clusters. The potential for 

increased ignition hazard during breakthrough is discussed in Section 6.6.3. 

6.6.1 Discrete Impacts Discussion 

Discrete low angle impacts are more amenable to a filter-based model and quantifying 

the worst-case scenario outliers in the intermediate distributions. The cutting mechanisms are 

introduced in Section 3.3.2. A filter-based model developed in Section 5.7 is shown in Equation 

6.3. The 𝐴𝐿𝑅 drives the number of abrasive particles and each successive term filters out the 

abrasive particles and subsequent events that no longer have the potential to cause ignition. At 

300MPa (43.5kpsi), it was estimated that only a small fraction of abrasive particles produced a 

chain of events that resulted in ignition (P. L. Miller 1999). At abrasive loading rates resulting in 

millions of particles per minute, outlier particles and subsequent ignitions are not uncommon. 

This results in a system that is defined by the magnitude and frequency of its outliers, not the 

average. 

                      𝑁 =  𝐴𝐿𝑅 ∗ 𝐹𝐿 ∗  𝐹𝐻𝐸 ∗  𝐹𝑆𝐴 ∗  𝐹𝐸𝑇 ∗  𝐹𝐸𝑉 ∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐸 ∗ 𝐹𝑆𝐼           (6.3) 

 

 As established in Section 6.3, uncertainty in the intermediate dependent variables means 

that experimental results alone cannot prove the safety of an abrasive waterjet in an explosive 

atmosphere. Within the context of a filter-based ignition pathway model, safety is achieved by 

changing system parameters until at least one of the filters blocks all outliers. A potential 

mechanism for achieving this is to drop the operating pressure until the maximum abrasive 

velocity is low enough that no abrasive particle has enough energy to pass the FHE (fraction 

high energy) filter. If the abrasive velocity is high enough for the AWJ system to cut the 

workpiece, then it is a potential solution. 

It is virtually guaranteed that the pressure can be dropped far enough to eliminate 

abrasive particles with enough energy to create an ignition capable spark. Reduce the energy of 
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the abrasive particles too far and there will not be enough kinetic energy in them to for impacts 

to cut the workpiece. The question is if this no spark pressure threshold is above the minimum 

pressure to efficiently cut the material of interest at an acceptable rate and kerf quality. 

Alternatively, this question can be phrased as follows: Can an operating pressure be selected that 

results in a distribution of abrasive particle energy such that the average particle is useful for 

cutting while the outliers on the upper bound are incapable of causing ignition capable sparks? 

 Any model, including the filter based discrete impact model in Equation 6.3, is a 

simplification of the physical system being modeled. It is not possible to avoid this, and 

assumptions must be made. In the context of ignition, it is important to understand that there are 

key assumptions in the filter-based model. The key assumptions are as follows; 1.) the bounded 

intermediate independent variable distributions can be quantified, 2.) the abrasive particle 

impacts do not interact, 3.) the sparks do not interact, and 4.) that the outcome of stages are 

binary. 

 It is assumed that there is an upper bound on the intermediate dependent variable 

distributions. An example of the upper bound is the worst-case scenario abrasive that is 

estimated in Section 5.3. Energy is a function of particle velocity and mass. Velocity is a 

function of operating pressure, mixing, and flow through the abrasive nozzle assembly. If it is 

assumed that an abrasive cannot be accelerated faster than the maximum water velocity, then a 

maximum velocity is known. If the maximum upper bound on abrasive mass for a particular 

screen size is known, then an upper bound on energy is known. This is the maximum energy of 

the abrasive (𝑀 ). It is important to note that the upper bound on energy is completely 

dependent on the upper bound for system pressure and abrasive size. Incorrect operation, 

incorrect configuration, oversize or poorly screened abrasive, or a system malfunction could 

change the upper bound on abrasive energy. One mislabeled abrasive bag could lead to a “safe” 

system producing ignition capable sparks. 

 The discrete impacts model assumes that abrasive particle impacts do not interact with 

other abrasive particle impacts. On average, these assumptions are likely correct for cutting 

situations where the impacts are predominantly low angle. Average is irrelevant to ignition. The 

possibility exists that two or more particles may in some manner interact during cutting and 

transfer more energy to the workpiece than a single particle would be capable of imparting. It is 
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also likely that there are physical limits on how much additional energy abrasive interactions can 

put into a discrete impact. As a consequence of this research a coefficient of abrasive interactions 

was introduced. The coefficient of abrasive interaction (𝐶 ) is the maximum multiplier effect 

that is possible for discrete impacts. Equation 6.4 calculates the maximum cumulative impact 

energy (𝑀 ) that could occur in a discrete impact from abrasive particles. Establishing 𝐶  is 

further discussed in Section 6.6. It is expected that 𝐶  will need to account for a heated impact 

region, extreme outlier abrasive interactions, and outlier kerf geometries. Additionally, 𝐶 , will 

need to include a safety factor to account for uncertainty in the estimate of improbable events. 𝑀 ∗ 𝐶 = 𝑀      (6.4) 

 The discrete impacts model assumes that two or more sparks do not interact in such a 

manner to cause ignition where a single spark could not cause ignition. On average, this 

assumption is likely valid. “On average” is not good enough for industrial safety. It is possible 

that two sparks may interact in flight. Interactions in the air flow over the sparks may result in a 

larger heated zone with forward combustion reactions, potentially allowing for ignition where a 

single spark may not have been ignition capable. There are additional possible scenarios where 

geometry in the immediate surroundings may function as a spark trap and increase the 

probability of spark interactions. Fully accounting for or disproving the possibility of spark 

interactions will be necessary for designing an ignition safe system. 

Spark interactions and ignition will be significantly more difficult to model than abrasive 

interactions. Variables for ignition during spark interaction include; spark temperature, spark 

material, spark geometry, and spark trajectories, in addition to the system and atmosphere 

parameters. To further complicate matters, ignition is probabilistic within a range of spark 

parameters. There is not currently a generalization to rate a given size and temperature as likely 

ignition capable for a given gas. Current numerical models of spark ignition are largely limited to 

a single spherical spark and existing published research is of limited use for predicting multi 

spark ignition. A criterion for rating sparks of varied geometry, mass, and temperature as ignition 

capable or not ignition capable is needed. Furthermore, a potential interaction factor is needed. 

Due to the high number of variables, this will either require extensive research or a large safety 

factor. 
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 The filters in the filter based discrete impact model treat results from the previous stage 

as a binary outcome and therefore, remain static. This is a simplification because the odds of 

passing the next filter depend on the value of the output from the previous filter, not just the 

binary pass/fail result. For example, a high velocity abrasive particle with a high mass that 

significantly exceeds both those filters is much more likely to exceed the minimum energy 

threshold for a discrete impact and will have higher odds of producing an ignition capable spark 

than a lower energy but still ignition capable particle. It is important to note that this 

simplification does not impact the worst-case scenario analysis because that analysis tracks the 

upper bounds of each distribution and does not calculate a probability. 

 The discrete impact model covers part of ignition pathway modeling. In linear cutting 

situations, discrete low angle impacts are likely the dominant excavation mechanism. It is, 

however, important to keep in mind that cutting modes are not exclusive. High angle impacts and 

work hardening can still occur. Furthermore, it is possible for disruptions or motion control to 

change conditions enough to make high angle impacts dominant. If an interruption occurred in 

the abrasive flow or high-pressure flow, the focusing tube could move beyond the kerf before 

effective cutting resumed. This would result in a situation analogous to drilling that is dominated 

by high angle impacts. The potential for the change in dominant cutting mode means that high 

angle impacts must be considered even if they are not intended to be the dominant cutting mode. 

 Not all filters are physically capable of preventing all potential ignitions. It is the nature 

of some filters to have the lower bound of their effectiveness permanently at zero. This means 

that any filter dependent on factors like jet effects cannot be assumed to be capable of cooling 

every ignition capable spark. Water cooling of sparks is an excellent example. As established in 

Section 5.6, immersion in water quickly cools sparks. However, there is always potential for an 

unusual combination of events to allow a spark to quickly bypass the mist around a waterjet or 

for unusual trajectories to occur. The plastic deformation and hinging responsible burr creation at 

the bottom of the kerf may swing a spark as it exits and change its trajectory. Other filters, such 

as the abrasive energy, may be able to guarantee safety if the available kinetic energy is kept 

below some yet to be determined threshold. 

6.4.2 High Angle Impacts Discussion 
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High angle impacts are the dominant cutting mechanism during drilling and are likely 

present to some extent in all cutting situations. High angle impacts are introduced in Section 

3.3.2 and modeled in Section 5.5. In ductile material, high angle impacts first work harden the 

material and then excavate it by forming fracture networks. This process depends on multiple 

impacts to occur in close proximity prior to material excavation. Therefore, high angle cutting 

implies that abrasive impact interactions are a regular occurrence and that impact can’t be 

assumed to be separate and unrelated. A second implication of impacts interacting, and work 

hardening is that small transient hot spots may occur. The existence of transient hot spots 

immediately prior to fragmentation presents a pathway to the creation of larger sparks than the 

abrasive energy would imply. 

The existence of such hot spots has not been proven. This is further complicated because 

the cutting process would tend to remove evidence of such hot spots. Hot spots would most 

likely occur where high angle impacts are most dominant, which would be near the center of a 

hole in the drilling process (during drilling or when initiating a cut). If they exist, small transient 

hot spots would be unlikely to leave any evidence or potential heat alteration in the side of a kerf. 

The final material removal mechanism on the sides of any kerf is expected to be low angle 

impacts. As established in Section 5.5, the potential temperature of a transient hot spot is a 

function of heat transfer. The heat generation term in the material, �̇�, is a function of the work 

performed on the surface by the abrasive impacts. Heat is transferred out of the potential hot spot 

by radiation 𝑞 , convection 𝑞 , conduction 𝑞 , and cutting (material loss) 𝑞  . 

Note that 𝑞   may not be consistent because mass loss occurs intermittently when the 

surface fractures fracture. For a worst-case scenario, it is assumed that 𝑞  = 0. The heat 

loss from a hot spot is shown in Equation 6.5. The temperature of the hot spot is in equilibrium 

when heat generation equals heat loss (�̇� = 𝑞). The heat transfer equations for radiation, 

convection, and conduction are given by Equations 5.8, 5.9, and 5.11 respectively. With a 

properly defined control volume and an assumed �̇�, Equation 6.6 can be solved for the steady 

state temperature of a hot spot. 𝑞 =  𝑞 +  𝑞 +  𝑞  +  𝑞                          (6.5) 0 =  �̇� − 𝑞 −  𝑞 − 𝑞 −  𝑞              (6.6) 
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 The value of �̇� is determined by the energy and distribution (temporal and spatial) of 

abrasive impact. This distribution is not known. Section 5.5 establishes that the abrasive flow 

transfers enough energy to create a hot spot and that temporal and spatial clusters do form. It is 

expected that there is a maximum effective density of abrasive particles and an upper bound on 

energy carried by these particles. The upper bound of this distribution drives �̇� for a worst-case 

hot spot. It is expected that �̇� will have a high level of uncertainty because of the uncertainty 

inherent in defining the upper bound abrasive cluster density and duration. The only way to 

reduce this uncertainty around potential hot spots is to show that heat transfer out of the hot spot 

prevents any plausible �̇� from creating a significant hot spot. 

6.5.3 Breakthrough Discussion 

The secondary hypothesis tested the ignition potential of breakthrough compared to linear 

cutting at 69MPa (10kpsi). Neither scenario produced any ignitions. It is not possible to draw 

any conclusions from these tests beyond the low probability of ignitions with the gas, pressure, 

abrasive, and material combinations tested. The comparison planned for future ignition tests will 

need to be conducted at a higher operating pressure. The hypothesis that breakthrough is more 

dangerous is plausible because it briefly removes or drastically increases the pass rate of one 

filter in the ignition process. When breakthrough occurs, the jet effects are briefly absent on the 

back of the workpiece. This means there is far less potential capacity to cool some sparks before 

ignition occurs. It is plausible that frequency of ignitions during breakthrough are higher. 

However, it is also likely that the criteria for a safe cut is the same for breakthrough and linear 

cutting. This is because there is always potential for disruptions to occur in the jet effects or for 

an outlier spark trajectory to largely bypass the jet effects. 

6.5.4 Safety and the Limitations of Real Systems 

Ignition events are the products of outlier events in abrasive waterjet cutting. It is 

plausible that a hundred, or even a thousand experiments will show that a particular gas, 

abrasive, material, and operating pressure combination is safe. Without characterizing the 

distribution of spark energy, quantifying the upper bound, and characterizing the ignition 

potential of that energy across the range of plausible spark geometries, it is not possible to 

declare a process safe without a large safety factor. The safety factor is a professional judgement 
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call and makes up for not precisely knowing the upper bound of the spark ignition potential 

distribution. 

 Based on this analysis, it is probable that a subset of explosive atmospheres is safe for 

steel cutting with an abrasive waterjet at 69MPa (10kpsi). Two considerations drive this 

hypothesis; operating pressure and minimum ignition energy. The pressure reduction cuts the 

available energy of a worst-case and average abrasive particles down to 25% of the energy that 

produced ignitions. The minimum ignition energy of the hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere was 

estimated at 0.0012mJ (P. L. Miller 1999). This is over two orders of magnitude lower than 

common industrial gases like benzene (0.2mJ), methane (0.3mJ) and gasoline vapors (0.8) 

(Explosion Solutions n.d.). Igniting an explosive atmosphere that takes over 100 times as much 

energy with 75 percent less energy does not appear probable. 

 Before declaring that to be safe, it is necessary to consider the unknown distributions, in 

particular the conversion of energy to heat during abrasive impacts. This conversion mechanism 

is not fully quantified so the possibility of counter intuitive behavior must be considered. It is 

possible that there are physical parameters that lessen the difference in particle temperature 

compared to operating pressure. It may be that in normal cutting conditions there is a limit to the 

energy and material removed in each impact. High energy abrasives may instead bounce between 

impact locations, therefore not increasing the proportion of high temperature sparks 

proportionally with the pressure increase. Such a mechanism, if it exists, would likely not limit 

the upper bound on discrete impact energy transfer because transient features in the kerf may still 

catch a high energy particle. It would instead limit the frequency of large energy transfers. If this 

tendency exists, it could manifest as a change in the average percentage of particle energy 

transferred in the first impact with the kerf. The potential of the energy transfer in discrete 

impacts to decouple from particle energy at higher abrasive particle energy levels illustrates the 

problem of not knowing the intermediate distributions and their upper bounds. 

 Where safety is dependent on the output of a mechanical system, it is important to 

consider the potential consequences of system failure modes. Any “safe” solution is dependent 

on operating parameters. If these are changed for any reason (accidental or deliberate), the 

system may no longer be safe. For example, a mislabeled bag of abrasive would change the 

energy available for discrete impacts. 40 mesh abrasive instead of 80 mesh abrasive could be a 
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catastrophic mistake. Any cutting system that is intended to be a safe hot work substitute must be 

designed to resist potential failure modes that could dangerously increase the energy available in 

the cutting process.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 Explosive atmospheres are a serious hazard in many industrial and mining settings. All 

too often, hot work accidents kill or seriously injure workers. Therefore, it is necessary to preface 

the conclusion of this dissertation with a disclaimer. This dissertation reports and explains 

experimental results and procedures. Its findings comprise one component of a strategic research 

plan, and, while promising, further scientific investigation is required. A lack of ignition in 

laboratory conditions cannot be read as a guarantee that ignition will not occur in another setting 

or with different operating parameters. 

7.0 Conclusions 

 Hot work presents a major scheduling and safety challenge in many mining, petroleum, 

and construction environments. These environments often contain explosive atmospheres or 

materials and fuels capable of producing explosive atmospheres. Safely ventilating the work area 

and removing all potential sources of combustible gasses often restricts or entirely shuts down 

plant/mine operations. The challenges associated with hot work are usually manageable when 

scheduled in advance and are regularly performed in modern industrial settings. However, the 

difficulties, hazards, and impact of hot work increase as the predictability of the work decreases. 

Complications may occur due to time pressure, the inability to move or mitigate explosion 

hazards, and uncertainty in the nature and location of potential hazards. Salvage, reclamation, 

and decommissioning work often requires cutting into confined compartments, machinery, pipes, 

and tanks; the contents of which may not be known. The NFPA statistics and the CSB 

investigations illustrate the high costs of hot work accidents. 

Emergency responses can present a worst-case combination of circumstances. Time 

pressure requires rescuers to act expediently to protect lives and property in an environment of 

great uncertainty. There may be insufficient time to form a detailed plan of operation, perform 

the necessary testing, and remove all potential explosion hazards. Equipment may be damaged 

and inoperable. Chemicals and fuels may be leaking and comingling. Rescuers may be uncertain 

of the explosion hazards and unable to control the location of these hazards. In these situations, 
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established protocols dictate that rescue activities be suspended until the hazard potential can be 

quantified and mitigated. 

 The need for an explosion safe hot work substitute is clear. This research is a preliminary 

investigation into the ignition potential of AWJs in field cutting applications. Previous 

experimental work by Miller focused on high pressure machining applications and used a 

300MPa (43.5kpsi) system with a flow rate of 4.2lpm (1.1gpm). While the existing research 

provides valuable data points, it is not representative of conventional field work at much lower 

pressure and higher flow rates. Furthermore, the existing body of research does not propose a 

spark generation and ignition model. Without such a model, it is not possible to experimentally 

distinguish between low probability and no probability of ignition. The theoretical framework 

necessary for the development of safety standards did not exist in any previous research activities 

related to AWJ cutting. 

 An energy based AWJ ignition model was developed. A worst-case spark was defined as 

a function of the energy available. Once the worst-case spark is above the threshold required for 

ignition, ignition becomes probabilistic. Ignition probability was modeled as a series of filters 

from abrasive acceleration to spark ignition. Abrasive energy was found to be a key variable in 

ignition potential. Abrasive energy is a dependent variable and is largely a function of operating 

pressure, abrasive selection, and the mixing and accelerating process. The upper limit is defined 

by the maximum abrasive velocity and the maximum abrasive particle size, both of which can be 

controlled. A reduction in abrasive energy via a reduction in operating pressure should reduce 

the energy available to pass the filters on the pathway to ignition. The hypothesis, therefore, 

states that reducing the operating pressure will reduce the ignition rate. It is assumed that other 

parameters, such as the material, remain the same. It is postulated that there is a point below 

which the abrasive energy is too low to produce an ignition capable spark. The determination of 

this point is critical to the development of safety standards for AWJ cutting in explosive 

atmospheres.  

The experimental plan tested the hypothesis by reducing the operating pressure from 

300MPa (43.5kpsi) to 69MPa (10kpsi). The available abrasive energy was reduced by 

approximately 75 percent. The remaining parameters, such as material and explosive atmosphere 

were held constant. The ignition rate fell from 12 percent to zero. This indicates that abrasive 
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energy is a major contributor to the ignition rate. The minimum ignition energy of the hydrogen-

oxygen atmosphere was 0.0012mJ (P. L. Miller 1999). This is over two orders of magnitude 

lower than common industrial gases like benzene (0.2mJ), methane (0.3mJ) and gasoline vapors 

(0.8) (Explosion Solutions n.d.). The experimental results alone do not prove the safety of AWJ 

in a specific explosive atmosphere, though they suggest that a safe subset of explosive 

atmosphere may exist. 

This research is a major step in developing the necessary theoretical framework for AWJ 

cutting in explosive atmospheres. This work proposes a model for spark generation and ignition. 

The abrasive energy is shown to be a key factor in ignition potential. The use of this framework 

for safety policy will require further refinement of key parameters in future research. The 

conclusions are summarized as follows: 

1. Ignitions did not occur when the operating pressure was reduced from 300MPa (43.5kpsi) 

to 69MPa (10kpsi). The lack of ignitions strongly supports the primary hypothesis that 

reducing the operating pressure would reduce or eliminate ignitions. This finding shows 

that abrasive waterjet cutting is a promising substitute for hot work in some situations. 

2. Modeling shows that the kinetic energy of abrasive particles is a key driver of ignition. 

Abrasives transfer kinetic energy to the workpiece. The cutting work done by the 

abrasives is largely converted into heat, much of which is transferred into the cuttings. 

Operating pressure drives fluid velocity, which directly impacts abrasive velocity and 

kinetic energy. The lack of ignitions at 69MPa (10kpsi) validated the energy model of 

ignition. This approach to modeling AWJ ignition potential establishes a framework for 

future analysis. 

3. Modeling indicates that low angle discrete impacts can produce ignition capable sparks. 

The analysis shows that the hydrogen-oxygen ignitions in Miller’s 300MPa (43.5kpsi) 

data could have been caused by low angle discrete impacts. 

4. Ignition potential can be modeled by energy availability along a pathway to ignition. The 

steps are; abrasive acceleration and mixing, abrasive travel, energy transfer on abrasive 

impact, spark travel, and ignition. Each step on the pathway to ignition may reduce the 

energy and therefore functions as a filter. 
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5. It is proposed that there is a cutoff threshold for abrasive energy below which ignition 

becomes impossible for a material, abrasive, and gas combination. If that maximum 

abrasive energy is high enough to allow economic cutting, then a potentially safe cutting 

solution exists. Modeling indicates that an abrasive energy safety threshold can be 

established based on a maximum acceptable spark mass and temperature. 

6. Above the cutoff threshold, ignition is probabilistic rather than deterministic. The 

abrasive energy and filters on the pathway to ignition are probabilistic. Modeling and 

existing experimental results indicate that ignition events are outliers. Only a small 

fraction of the millions of abrasive particles produces an ignition capable spark, even at 

higher pressures. The relevant distributions are believed to have upper bounds governed 

by the physical processes. 

7. Safety is dependent on ensuring that abrasive energy is low enough for a given set of 

parameters where there is no possible pathway through the remaining filters on the 

pathway to ignition. Safety requires the characterization and quantification of the upper 

bound at each step on the pathway to ignition. Safety occurs when the combination of the 

worst-case scenario outlier at each step cannot produce a spark capable of igniting the 

atmosphere in question. The modeling conducted in this research indicates that such a 

threshold can be developed for a subset of explosive atmospheres, AWJ systems, and 

materials. 

8. Energy modeling of AWJ cutting can establish an upper bound for spark mass and energy 

combinations. This output can be compared to the growing body of hot sphere ignition 

research. Spark geometry is varied and somewhat random, so a mass equivalence ratio is 

proposed for Equation 5.9.1. 

9. It is theorized that abrasive particles and sparks are both capable of interacting. This 

creates the possibility of a higher energy input or increased ignition potential 

respectively. Such interactions are expected to be rare, but outliers define ignition safety. 

Effectively, this means that a safety factor, such as the coefficient of abrasive interaction 

(𝐶 ) from Equation 6.6.1.2 must be used when estimating the maximum abrasive energy 

for a given AWJ system. 
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10. The reduction in pressure and abrasive energy reduced the ignition rate to zero for all 

experiments conducted. With this success, comparison of the ignition rates between 

breakthrough and linear cutting at 10kpsi were not relevant. 

11. The abrasive size distribution is a key factor in limiting the worst-case energy available 

and therefore specifying a safe system. Limiting abrasive particles size is a necessary 

aspect of AWJ explosion safety. This may be accomplished by screening abrasive prior to 

use in an explosive atmosphere or by selecting a commercially available product with a 

certified upper limit on abrasive size. Failure to strictly control the upper bound of the 

abrasive size distribution is an explosion hazard. 

7.1 Further Work 

This research establishes a framework for abrasive waterjet cutting in explosive 

atmospheres. It identifies and investigates the underlying ignition mechanisms. The experiments 

did not ignite a hydrogen-oxygen atmosphere during linear cutting and breakthrough 

experiments at 69MPa (10kpsi). This does not mean that 69MPa (10kpsi) in a hydrogen 

atmosphere is safe. This result shows that reducing the operating pressure reduces the frequency 

of ignitions. This reduction in ignition frequency implies that there may be a threshold below 

which ignitions are not possible. Quantifying the worst-case scenarios in spark generation and 

the ignition potential of sparks and spark interactions is necessary to move beyond extreme 

safety factors and produce actionable safety guidelines. The key focuses for future research are 

listed in Table  through Table . The recommended parameters for future parametric analysis are 

given in Table  and Table . 

 

Table 7.1: Future parametric analysis. 

Variable Impact on Safety Framework 

Operating Pressure This research established the importance of operating pressure in 

AWJ ignition. Data exists for hydrogen-oxygen atmospheres at 

300MPa (43.5kpsi) and 69MPa (10kpsi) Further experimental work 

will refine the range the range of where ignition is possible. 
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Table 7.2: Future parametric analysis continued 

Abrasive material The abrasive material will influence abrasive angularity, 

impingement dynamics, and the abrasive fracture rate during 

mixing, acceleration, and impact. 

Abrasive Size The abrasive size directly influences the abrasive energy. Energy 

based modeling predicts that changing the abrasive size should 

have a similar impact to varying the operating pressure. A 

parametric study of abrasive size and ignition will serve to validate 

modeling and quantify the ignition hazard posed by oversize 

abrasive particles. It is important to note that experiments with 

larger abrasive may have a higher fracture rate during abrasive 

mixing and acceleration, reducing the rate of worst-case abrasive 

particles. 

Abrasive loading rate The abrasive loading rate strongly impacts the overall abrasive 

power. Higher abrasive loading rates reduce average abrasive 

velocity while increasing the abrasive power. The change in 

abrasive power may impact the creation of warm or hot spots from 

high angle impacts and the balance between energy transfer from 

the abrasive to the workpiece and cooling of the workpiece. 

Workpiece materials Miller’s 300MPa (43.5kpsi) demonstrates the impact of workpiece 

material on abrasive waterjet ignition. Further parametric 

investigation of material properties and spark generation will 

improve this understanding. 

 

Table 7.3: Uncertainty and future research 

Quantify abrasive 

interactions 

It may be possible for abrasive particles to interact, increasing the 

energy delivered to a discrete impact. Interactions could range from 

near simultaneous impacts producing a larger spark and/or a higher 

starting temperature to inter abrasive collisions at the time of 

impact. 
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Table 7.4: Uncertainty and future research continued 

Quantify impact clusters Clusters of abrasive particles may be able to deliver enough energy 

in high angle impacts to create a transient hot spot or a warm spot. 

If transient hot spots are possible, fragments of these could produce 

sparks. If only a “warm” spot is possible, it reduces the energy 

requirement of an impact to produce ignition capable sparks. There 

is easily enough energy in the abrasive flow to do this. The 

magnitude of hot or warms spots is a function of energy from 

temporal and spatial clusters of abrasive impacts and heat transfer 

out of the volume. 

Quantifying energy 

transfer 

This research assumes that the bulk of the energy in an abrasive 

impact can be transferred to the cuttings. There are two 

uncertainties that need to be addressed. First, is there a limit on 

how much energy can be transferred in a single impact? Is that a 

hard limit or just an increase in the probability of a higher energy 

abrasive particle bouncing. Second, what percent of the energy 

heats the cuttings? High speed machining research indicates that 

the fraction of heat remaining in the cuttings may be high (possibly 

85%+), but this hasn’t been proven for abrasive waterjets. 

Quantify ignition 

potential 

Current ignition research is focused on heated spheres. The spheres 

modeled and tested are somewhat larger than abrasive waterjet 

cuttings. Spark ignition is complex, probabilistic, and dependent on 

multiple variables. Ideally, future research in that field will move 

into developing a generalized ignition model that takes varying 

geometry and temperature into account. 
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Table 7.5: Uncertainty and future research continued 

Identify cutting mode 

producing ignitions. 

Cutting can be generalized into two modes, high angle with impact 

clusters and low angle with discrete impacts. The mechanics of 

each mode and how kerf geometry caused a mixing of modes are 

understood qualitatively. A quantitative estimate of the spark 

potential for each mode must be developed to reduce the 

uncertainty in the estimate of the worst-case spark for a given 

configuration and material combination. This dissertation presents 

a model for maximum spark energy from a discrete impact. 

Spark interaction 

potential 

It is possible that sparks may interact with other sparks in flight or 

the surrounding geometry in the workspace. Such interactions may 

alter air flow over the spark or otherwise create a larger gas volume 

that exceeds the autoignition temperature. 

 

 The primary areas of uncertainty are quantifying energy transfer, spark generation in high 

angle impact clusters, and ignition. Recommended research is summarized in Table  and Table  

7.7. A safety solution needs to start at the end of the pathway to ignition and determine the 

maximum allowable temperature and mass of sparks. This will require a generalized 

characterization of ignition potential based on the available energy and mass constraints. Spark 

geometry is varied, and this will impact both heat transfer and airflow over the spark. A 

generalized ignition risk function, in terms of the temperature and mass, is needed. This function 

is essentially an estimate of the worst-case ignition potential for a spark of known temperature 

and mass, but unknown geometry. It is expected that any ignition risk function considered usable 

will have a high safety factor due to the probabilistic nature of ignition and the difficulty in 

estimating ignition potential across semi random geometry. The objective of further spark 

ignition research is to develop an acceptable upper limit for spark temperature and mass 

combinations. 
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 At the macro level, AWJ cutting is a cool process. Spark generation strongly indicates 

that transient high temperatures occur in the cuttings and possibly in the kerf. An upper limit on 

transient hot or warm spots in the workpiece surface provides the worst-case starting temperature 

for a spark. The energy transfer from the abrasive to the cuttings determines how hot of a spark 

is possible. A model of the cutting process must establish an upper bound on energy transferred 

from high angle impact clusters as well as low angle discrete impacts. 

 

Table 7.6: Suggested Future Research Topics 

Characterization of the 

Ignition Potential of Varied 

Spark Geometry. 

Ignition modeling and experimental testing has been largely 

confined to simple geometries (spheres). Spark geometry is 

irregular, and it will impact heat transfer and airflow. This 

geometric uncertainty has the potential to change the ignition 

potential of a spark. This research would estimate a safety 

factor for sparks relative to the ignition potential of a heated 

sphere of the same mass. 

Modeling the Maximum 

Temperature of Transient 

Hot Spots During Cutting. 

The generation of sparks strongly indicates that transient high 

temperatures exist during AWJ cutting. High speed machining 

research indicates that much of the heat is transferred to the 

cuttings, but some is transferred to the workpiece and the tool. 

This implies that localized heating may occur during cutting. 

An upper bound for this temperature must be developed based 

on the maximum energy flux into the workpiece and the 

cooling capacity of the water and workpiece. This determines 

the highest starting temperature for spark generation. 
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Table 7.7: Suggested Future Research Topics Continued 

Modeling the Cutting 

Mechanisms for AWJ 

cutting. 

Energy transfer occurs during both cutting processes. 

Quantifying an upper limit for particle size and temperature will 

define the worst-case spark. In low angle impacts, kinetic 

energy is transformed into heat by the micromachining process. 

A worst-case model is used in this dissertation that assumes 

100% of the available energy is converted into heat in the 

cuttings. This deliberately overestimates the spark heating as a 

built-in safety factor. An enhanced model could potentially 

prove that a lower limit exists for energy transfer into the 

cuttings. This model only applies to discrete impacts. There are 

no known high angle impact models. 

Study of Spark Travel and 

Ignition Location. 

Further experimental work and numerical modeling may 

provide an improved understanding of ignition dynamics and 

identify the location of ignition. Parameters capable of causing 

ignition should be tested and recorded using high speed 

cameras. Determining the ignition location relative to the kerf 

will determine the impact of spark travel and cooling on 

ignition. Ideally, the ignition location should be determined in a 

parametric study that varies abrasive energy and cutting mode. 

The results will help determine where ignitions occur and may 

indicate which cutting modes produce ignitions. 

Microscopic analysis of 

abrasive, cuttings, and kerf. 

Paul Miller’s estimates on the upper limit of abrasive and 

cutting temperatures was reached by analyzing used abrasive 

and cuttings for signs of melting. This analysis should be 

verified and conducted during the recommended AWJ 

parametric analysis. Additionally, the kerf should be examined 

during the parametric analysis to determine if any detectable 

changes occur in the cutting mechanism with parameters that 

produce ignition events. 
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 This research set out to characterize the ignition potential of AWJ cutting to evaluate 

AWJ cutting as a substitute to traditional hot work procedures. AWJ ignition was modeled and 

experimentally tested at field cutting pressures and flow rates. It was hypothesized that the lower 

field cutting pressures would reduce the ignition potential of AWJ cutting. Existing data was 

leveraged to compare machining pressures of 300MPa (43.5kpsi) to field cutting pressures 

69MPa (10kpsi). As predicted by the modeling, the lower operating pressure did not have any 

ignitions. The abrasive energy-based modeling developed in this research provides a new and 

unique framework for evaluating AWJ ignition potential. The results of this research show that 

AWJ cutting is a promising substitute for traditional hot work procedures in explosive 

atmospheres.  
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APPENDIX A 

PUMP OPERATION PROCEDURES 

 

 Appendix A summarizes the inspection and operating procedures for the pump and the 

experimental procedures. 

Table A.1: Pre-operation procedure 

Engine pre-operation 

inspection 

- Check oil 

- Check fuel level 

- Check coolant 

- Check transmission oil 

- Inspect engine belts 

- Perform visual inspection of the engine 

- Confirm fuel cutoff actuator moves freely 

- Confirm that throttle screw is set to less than 1/3rd throttle. 

- Confirm that the clutch is disengaged 

Pump pre-operation 

inspection 

- Inspect pump drive belt 

- Check pump oil level 

- Visually inspect plungers 

- Confirm that the dump valve is open 

- Confirm that the transmission is in neutral 

- Check water supply level and temperature 

- Visually inspect water filters on low pressure manifold 

- Confirm that dump valve is open 
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Table A.2: Pump start procedure 

Engine - Start engine 

- Warm up engine 

Priming pump - Inspect supply plumbing 

- Open tank valve to priming pump 

- Inspect low pressure supply for leaks 

- Verify that cooling water is flowing to the plungers 

- Set the following switches and levers on the priming pump: 

    - Engine set to “run”, switch to “on”, choke to “start” 

- Start priming pump 

- Reset the choke 

- Briefly open the low-pressure dump valve to verify flow out 

of the manifold. 

- Verify that the low-pressure manifold gauge is reading at 

least 10psig. 

- Verify that hose from the priming pump to the low-pressure 

manifold has not collapsed and that the manifold is reading 

expected supply pressure. 

Pump operation cycle - Set engine RPM 

- Verify low pressure manifold pressure and water level in 

supply tank 

- Ensure dump valve is open 

- Engage clutch 

- Close dump valve when ready to begin cutting 

- Open dump valve when cutting is finished 

- Disengage clutch 

- Reduce engine RPM while preparing for the next operation 

cycle 

- Kill main engine and low-pressure pump while waiting for 

the next test 
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Table A.3: Cutting test procedure. 

Cleaning - Wash cuttings and abrasive out of the test chamber as 

necessary 

- Wipe down linear motion components as necessary 

Inspection - Check for damage to waterjet boot and other seals 

- Test linear motion system 

- Inspect the polycarbonate window for structural damage 

- Ensure that the test chamber pressure relief valve is 

operational 

- Ensure that all gas valves are closed 

- Visually inspect mixing chamber 

- Verify that sufficient gas bottle pressure is available to charge 

the mixing chamber 

Chamber Preparation - Clamp the test sample to the linear motion carriage 

- Tape plastic seal over the back of the test chamber with rip 

cord 

Waterjet Preparation - Check abrasive level in feed hopper 

- Check water level in supply tank 

- Check nozzle 

- Verify that abrasive feed hose is dry 

Atmosphere preparation - Ensure that all people are clear of restricted areas! 

- Verify that mixing chamber is 0psig 

- Open gas bottle valves 

- Open oxidizer valve and pressurize mixing chamber to 

specified pressure and temperature target in the target table 

- Close oxidizer tank valve 

- Open fuel valve and increase mixing tank pressure to the 

specified pressure target 

- Close the fuel valve 

- Close gas bottle valves 
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Table A.4: Cutting test procedure continued 

Cutting - Ensure that all people are clear of danger zones! 

- Increase engine RPM to cutting speed 

- Engage clutch 

- Hold gas dump valve open 

- Start closing dump valve to begin cutting 

- Wait 30 seconds to engage linear motion 

- Cut until ignition or the linear motion is finished 

- Release gas dump valve 

- Open dump valve 

- Disengage pump 

- Reduce engine RPM to idle 

- If ignition did not occur, test atmosphere with electric igniter 

and then pull the rip cord to remove plastic cover from the 

back of the tank to vent 

- Shut engine and priming pump down 

- Record ignition events and observations of the test 
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APPENDIX B 

LINEAR CUTTING PROCEDURES 

Table B.1: Linear Cutting Procedures 

Person Action 

Researcher Verify main engine is in neutral and dump valve is open 

Researcher Open low-pressure tank valve 

Researcher Start main engine and set RPM 

Researcher Start low pressure supply pump and briefly dump low pressure manifold 

Researcher Verify low pressure supply gauge reading and inspect manifolds  

Researcher Move to gas bottles, charge mixing chamber with oxygen and then hydrogen 

Researcher Verify that gas bottles are closed, move to dump valve 

Researcher Open abrasive hopper valve 

Operator Shift main engine into 1st gear 

Researcher Close dump valve until high-pressure gauge reads minimal pressure 

Operator Hold gas release valve to dump mixing chamber into test chamber 

Researcher Close dump valve until high-pressure gauge reads 10,000psi 

Operator Starting 10 seconds after gas release, engage traverse motion 

Operator Wait 45 seconds or so until traverse reaches bump stop and turn off 

Researcher Open dump valve when traverse reaches bump stop 

Researcher Close abrasive hopper valve 

Operator Take main engine out of gear 

Operator Kill main engine with fuel cutoff 

Operator Check for remaining explosive atmosphere with electric igniter 

Researcher Kill low pressure pump 

Researcher Close low-pressure supply valve at tank 

Researcher Remove plastic backing from test chamber. 

Researcher Document cut 
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APPENDIX C 

DRILLING PROCEDURES 

Table C.1: Drilling Procedures 

Person Action 

Researcher Verify main engine is in neutral and dump valve is open 

Researcher Open low-pressure tank valve 

Researcher Start main engine and set RPM 

Researcher Start low pressure supply pump and briefly dump low pressure manifold 

Researcher Verify low pressure supply gauge reading and inspect manifolds  

Researcher Move to gas bottles, charge mixing chamber with oxygen and then hydrogen 

Researcher Verify that gas bottles are closed, move to dump valve 

Researcher Open abrasive hopper valve 

Operator Shift main engine into 1st gear 

Researcher Close dump valve until high-pressure gauge reads minimal pressure 

Operator Hold gas release valve to dump mixing chamber into test chamber 

Researcher Close dump valve until high-pressure gauge reads 10,000psi 

Researcher Open dump valve when traverse reaches bump stop 

Researcher Close abrasive hopper valve 

Operator Take main engine out of gear 

Operator Kill main engine with fuel cutoff 

Operator Check for remaining explosive atmosphere with electric igniter 

Researcher Kill low pressure pump 

Researcher Close low-pressure supply valve at tank 

Researcher Remove plastic backing from test chamber. 

Researcher Document results 
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APPENDIX D 

PUMP SETUP AND PICTURES 

Pictures of the pump and equipment. 

 

 

Figure D.2: Pump after engine work and restoration. 
 

 

  

Figure D.1: Pump prior to restoration 
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Figure D.4: Pump specification plate. 

  

 
Figure D.3: Original configuration of high-pressure manifold (left) and modernized 

configuration (right). Right image courtesy of Josef Bourgeois. 
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Figure D.5: Splashback during drilling (left) and pressure reading during 10kpsi operation (right). 
               

             

Figure D.6: Cylinder head disassembly (left) and cylinder head cleaning (right) 
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Figure D.7: Cleaning valves and cylinder heads. 

 

Figure D.8: Restored valves and cylinder heads. 
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Figure D.9: Pump cylinder assembly and check valves. 

 

 

Figure D.10: Inside of pump cylinder. The plunger is in the middle and is surrounded by a liner 
insert. 


